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ABSTRACT 
 
ESSAYS IN LABOR ECONOMICS: ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION AND 
SOCIOECONOMIC OUTCOMES 
 
By 
 
ERIC SARPONG 
 
December 2006 
 
 
Committee Chair: Dr. Shiferaw Gurmu 
 
Major Department: Economics 
 
 
Recent studies indicate that alcohol consumption may affect socioeconomic 
outcomes through its effects on health capital and social capital. If, in fact, differences in 
socioeconomic outcomes are causally linked to differences in alcohol consumption, then 
lack of adequate insight into such connectivity may adversely affect the labor market and 
retirement outcomes of some groups of individuals in society. The rationale for 
examining the relationship between alcohol consumption and socioeconomic outcomes 
stems from growing concerns about deterioration in retirement outcomes resulting from 
declining health capital and recent shifts to incorporate social capital as a key 
performance or productivity indicator by employers. In two essays, this research 
examines the impact of alcohol consumption on wealth at retirement using data from the 
RAND Health and Retirement Study (HRS) from 1992 through 2002; and the effects of 
alcohol consumption on employment duration and earnings using the Geocode version of 
the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY1979) micro dataset from 1984 
through 1996. The theoretical foundation of the association between alcohol use and 
  xx 
 
economic outcomes relies on Grossman's (1972) health capital model. Empirically, the 
research relies on panel data methods and duration analysis to determine whether 
differences in socioeconomic outcomes can be explained by differences in alcohol 
consumption.  
Using both duration analysis and panel data methods, the results indicate that 
drinking is positively related to improved socioeconomic outcomes as compared to total 
abstention, when endogeneity has not been taken into account. In contrast, under the 
duration analysis, estimation via instrumental variables approach indicates that alcohol 
consumption shortens employment duration. Panel data estimation indicates that the 
relationship between alcohol consumption and socioeconomic outcomes is rather an 
inverted U-shaped for some specifications, when endogeneity has been taken into 
account. Additionally, the effects of drinking on retirement wealth and earnings tend to 
diminish with the instrumental variables approach. The findings were unchanged even 
with abstainers partitioned into lifetime abstainers and infrequent or light drinkers (less 
than one drinking day per week). The results also confirm the positive association 
between human capital measures such as the level of education and economic outcomes 
and also the negative relationship between alcohol consumption and taxes on alcoholic 
beverages.  
This dissertation contributes to the literature on alcohol-socioeconomic outcomes 
nexus and has implications for policies related to health, social capital and alcohol since a 
more inclusive alcohol and/or health policy could improve civic responsibility and 
narrow the health capital and social capital gap, both of which are critical to individual 
level socioeconomic success. 
  1 
 
CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
 
Recent evidence suggests that alcohol consumption affects socioeconomic 
outcomes through its effects on social capital and health capital stocks of individuals. In 
particular, Mullahy and Sindelar (1994) have suggested that the effects of alcohol on 
labor market success occur indirectly through its impact on other determinants of 
productivity such as health capital, social capital and human capital. Such effects of 
alcohol consumption may even account for a portion of the differences in socioeconomic 
outcomes between individuals due to its effects through health and social capital 
(Veenstra et al. 1990; Kawachi et al. 1999; Veenstra 2000; Putnam 2001). Yet the 
relationship between alcohol consumption and economic outcomes such as retirement 
wealth and employment duration has not been thoroughly investigated within the 
economics discipline. To the extent that some segments of society either refrain from 
alcohol use or abuse alcohol excessively, the benefits or adverse consequences that may 
accrue from alcohol consumption may lead to disproportionate and/or differential 
economic outcomes for certain groups of individuals in society.  
With the large proportion of the baby boomer workers contemplating retirement 
in a few years, there has been growing concern that a disproportionate segment of the 
post retirement population may be susceptible to rapid deterioration in retirement 
outcomes such as a rapid dissipation in retirement wealth. The theory is that health 
affects pre and post retirement expenditures hence we would expect that those individuals 
with large stocks of health capital may incur fewer expenses than their equally-situated 
counterparts. Indeed, the significance of the factors that affect retirement outcomes might 
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become even more critical given that differences in post retirement wealth may reflect 
differences in health capital and social capital stocks earlier on in life.1  Closely related to 
this concern are recent shifts to incorporate social capital as a key performance or 
productivity indicator by firms which could in turn either benefit or adversely affect the 
labor market outcomes of some groups of individuals in society, especially if differences 
in alcohol consumption are causally linked to economic outcomes. The above-mentioned 
potential significance of alcohol consumption and its relationships to economic outcomes 
(labor market and retirement) provides the rationale for undertaking this research.   
Emanating from the above then, this dissertation research provides evidence on 
the relationships between (1) alcohol consumption, (2) retirement outcomes, and (3) labor 
market outcomes, using data from the Health and Retirement Survey (1992-2002), 
General Social Survey (1988, 1989, 1990,1991, 1993 and 1994) and the Geocode version 
of the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (1984-1996) micro datasets. The 
dissertation is presented in two closely-related essays, with the first essay focusing on the 
relationship between alcohol consumption and retirement wealth. The second essay 
focuses on the effects of alcohol consumption on the length of time that an individual 
spends employed, as well as the effects of alcohol consumption on earnings. As 
previously mentioned, the first essay utilizes a sample culled from the RAND 
Corporation’s version of the HRS datasets to investigate whether differences in 
retirement wealth can be explained by differences in alcohol consumption. The second 
essay, which uses the Geocode version of the NLSY79 micro dataset, examines the 
impact of individual alcohol consumption on employment duration and earnings. The 
                                                 
1 Indeed, different individuals have different labor market outcomes with regard to earnings, times spent in 
employment and unemployment, earnings and occupational mobility, etc. 
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purpose of the third dataset, which is rich in social capital measures and socio-
demographic variables, provides evidence on the association between alcohol use and 
social capital.  
This dissertation contributes to the literature on the alcohol-SES nexus and also 
sheds some light on the debate about the impacts of social capital and health capital on 
economic outcomes by examining the correlates of differences in individual retirement 
wealth and, earnings and employment duration with dataset from the HRS and NLSY, 
respectively.  In fact, this research is the first of its kind to link alcohol consumption to 
retirement outcomes using the HRS micro dataset.2 Another key contribution from this 
research stems from the fact that unlike previous studies of alcohol consumption and 
economic outcomes, this research adds to the relationship between alcohol consumption 
and employment probabilities, in that it examines the relationship between alcohol 
consumption and the length of individuals’ employment relationships. To summarize, this 
research examines the effects of alcohol consumption on retirement wealth in the first 
essay and employment duration and earnings in the second essay. 
The empirical results indicate that alcohol consumption is positively associated 
with wealth at retirement, employment duration and earnings across several 
specifications using both panel data methods and survival analysis. The effects of 
drinking on economic outcomes (wealth at retirement, employment duration and 
earnings) diminish via instrumental variables estimation and the relationship becomes an 
inverted U-shaped. That is, in relations to abstaining, drinking moderately is associated 
with greater wealth at retirement, longer duration of employment or improved earnings, 
                                                 
2 This research is unaware of any study that has focused specifically on the links between alcohol use and 
retirement outcomes using the HRS dataset. 
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when endogeneity in the alcohol measures are taken into consideration. On the other 
hand, drinking either heavily (Health and Retirement Survey) or lightly and heavily 
(National Longitudinal Survey of Youth) is now negatively associated with wealth at 
retirement, duration of employment and earnings, respectively, when endogeneity in the 
alcohol measures are accounted for in the model. The results are in line with a majority of 
the literature on the relationship between alcohol consumption and economic outcomes. 
The rest of the dissertation is organized to reflect the structure of the Table of 
Contents. Also, brief definitions of health capital and social capital have been provided 
within the introductory sections of Essay I and Essay II. Also, details about what 
constitutes labor market outcomes (earnings and employment tenure) and retirement 
outcomes (retirement wealth) are given in the data section of each essay. Chapter two 
introduces the theoretical foundations of this dissertation research. The chapter proceeds 
first by analyzing and summarizing the current theory and knowledge relevant to the 
research questions. Both essays rely on a single theoretical foundation, Grossman’s 
(1972) health capital model. This model provides a theoretical justification for the 
association between alcohol consumption and socioeconomic outcomes through health 
capital and/or social capital. Chapter three introduces Essay I, which examines the 
relationship between alcohol consumption and retirement outcomes. This chapter restates 
the research objectives and questions to be addressed and relates the current literature and 
the theoretical perspective to this essay. This chapter also provides the empirical 
specification for answering the questions posed in the introductory section, discusses the 
HRS dataset (1992-2002) and key variables used, as well as, address some pertinent data 
and econometrics issues. Chapter three also presents the results from the empirical model 
  5 
 
and how it helps answer the research question. Chapter four is designed to provide a brief 
empirical justification for the association between alcohol use and its effects on 
individual social capital stocks, using the General Social Survey (GSS) dataset from 1988 
through 1994. Chapter five introduces the second essay, which examines the relationship 
between alcohol consumption and labor market outcomes (employment duration and 
earnings). This chapter restates the research objectives and questions to be addressed and 
relates the current literature and the theoretical perspective to this essay. As in the first 
essay, Chapter five provides the empirical specification, discusses the NLSY dataset, key 
variables used and deals with the relevant data and econometrics issues. Chapter five also 
presents the results and interpretation from the empirical model using the NLSY dataset 
(1985-1996). Chapter six restates the motivation for embarking on this dissertation 
research and the contributions of this dissertation to the current literature. This chapter 
also discusses the results and the limitations in view of the results from the three datasets, 
as well as, sheds some light on the directions for future research, implications for 
economic policy and concludes.  
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CHAPTER II: THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
 
There is a consensus that on average health is likely to worsen with old age and 
health problems are likely to be important concerns for individuals near or after 
retirement. At the same time there is epidemiological evidence that alcohol consumption 
improves health through its effects on low density lipoprotein (LDL), the latter tends to 
affect the cardiovascular system adversely (Berger et al. 1999; Zhang et al. 2000; Sato et 
al. 2002; Sun et al. 2002). If alcohol consumption improves health, then we would expect 
alcohol consumption to improve the individual’s health capital stock. Improved health, in 
turn may affect an individual’s capacity to earn income and other labor market benefits. 
Improved health may also lead to better retirement outcomes such as fewer post 
retirement medical expenses and less sickness.  This research considers the extent to 
which differences in alcohol consumption affect economic outcomes such as retirement 
wealth, employment duration and earnings through its effects on health and social capital 
and on how such differences in drinking behavior may help inform on lifestyle 
modification that may help narrow the socioeconomic disparities between groups of 
individuals. But untangling such connectivity requires a theoretical background that 
explicitly lays out how individuals’ drinking behavior may affect their overall well-being. 
Grossman’s health capital model has been recognized as the preeminent theoretical 
innovation within the economics discipline for the analysis of such relationships between 
health capital or social capital production and economic outcomes.3 Although, 
Grossman’s model emphasizes the demand for medical care as an input into health 
production, this research focuses on individuals’ alcohol consumption behavior as it 
                                                 
3 In this regard, this section forms the theoretical background for both essays that is Essay I and Essay II. 
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relates to health and social capital accumulation.4 Health in this model differs from the 
traditional demand theory in that health is a capital good which lasts for more than one 
period and it depreciates but can be replenished; that the individual desires alcohol or 
medical care since it is an input into the production of health itself (i.e., alcohol or 
medical care is a derived demand). This implies that individuals do not purchase health 
from the market but rather produce health with the combination of inputs and time; and 
that health is valued both as a consumption good because it increases utility and as an 
investment good since health allows the individual some level of leverage in the labor 
market and eventually improves her retirement outcomes during the individual’s 
retirement period (e.g., reduces medical procedures, prescriptions cost).5 Thus, it is 
expect that those individuals with large stocks of health capital would weather the 
vagaries of health related expenditures than their equally situated counterparts. An 
analogous argument can also be made for social capital, since social capital formation is 
akin to health capital or human capital, in that the majority of the variables that determine 
optimal health capital also determine those for social capital.6  For instance, individuals 
with extensive social networks may be less stressed, and reduction in stress improves 
health. Indeed, pathways from alcohol consumption to health capital and social capital 
have recently been emphasized in the health economics literature and in the psychosocial 
and sociology literature (Glaeser et al. 2000).  
                                                 
4 Grossman (2000) encouraged the incorporation of other market goods such as alcohol consumption, diet 
or exercise in the gross investment function. 
5 Pathways from alcohol consumption to health capital have also been emphasized by economists, relying 
on variants of Becker' (1962) human capital theory. 
6 It is straightforward to replace tH in the utility function with tS the stock of social capital held by the 
individual. 
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Formally, the individual seeks to maximize utility as a function of health “good or 
services” th  and some goods tZ :
7  
 
),( ttt ZhUU =   0≥∂∂ th
U ,   02
2 ≤∂∂ thU                   (1) 
 
ttt Hh φ= , is the total consumption of health with minhh =′ implying that death is 
endogenous or death occurs whenever the individual allows her health capital to 
deteriorate below some minimum health level. Note that health investment increases the 
marginal utility of consumption within each period; tt
t
t
t
t
uh
H
h
uhh
U φ⋅=∂
∂⋅=∂∂ .  The 
number of healthy days per unit stock is ttt Hh ∂∂=φ ; ( 0>tφ ).  The model further 
assumes that health is a durable good that produces some services over time and the 
individual is endowed with an initial stock of health capital, which depreciates with age 
but which can be replenish with investment as follows:8 
 
ttttt HIHH δ−=−+1                              (2) 
 
                                                 
7 Preferences are assumed to be non-lexicographic and the utility function is quasi-concave.  
8 In the same dimension, the stock of social capital at time t can be replenished through investments in 
social capital tS . Also in the same manner that an investment in health capital depreciates; investments in 
social capital also depreciate when the individual experiences an adverse life event such as unemployment 
or migration).  
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Equation (2) implies that changes in the health capital (social capital) stock equal gross 
investment tI minus depreciation ( 0>′tI  and 0<′′tI ).9 In the above equationδ is the 
depreciation rate common to health capital accumulation ( ]1,0[∈δ ). To increase utility 
the individual purchases market inputs (e.g. alcohol, exercise, medical care, nutritious 
food) and combines them with time to produce two goods or services according to the 
following production function: 
 
);,( ttttt ETHAII =                               (3) 
 
and  
 
);,( ttttt ETXZZ =                 (4) 
 
Equation (3) is the production function for gross investments in health or social capital tI  
and equation (4) is the production function for other consumption goods tZ . Here tA  is 
the alcohol consumption measure which is akin to medical care.10 tE  is the stock of 
human capital or efficiency parameters reflecting individual productivity differences in 
the production of health and social capital or use of such capital. That is better educated 
individuals allocate their resources more efficiently and tends to select more marginally 
                                                 
9 Alternatively 
	
	
ondepreciati
tt
sinvestmentnet
ttt HHHI 1111 −−−− +−= δ  
10 Note: 
	
goodsmarket
tt XA ,   and 
	
timeown
tt TTH ,  
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productive health inputs than their counterparts with less education (allocative efficiency) 
implies education tends to increase 1+tH . Moreover, the fact that better educated 
individuals tend to produce more health or social capital stock from drinking or medical 
care than a comparable individual with less education (productive efficiency), implies 
larger values of 1+tH . The time variables tTH  and tT  represents the individual’s own 
time used in gross investments and production of tZ , respectively.
11 In particular the time 
constraint can be expressed as:  
 
tt TLh −Ω=                   (5) 
 
Equation (5) implies that the individual incurs a positive cost (time) in the consumption 
of health inputs and other goods. Ω  is the length of the time-period and is defined as:12 
 
tttt TLTTHTW +++=Ω                            (6) 
 
That is, the individual spends her total time 365=Ω  days, either working tTW , seeking 
health capital and social capital tTH , using or producing other goods tT , or sick tTL .
13 
Equation (5) and (6) can be combined and rewritten as; 
 
                                                 
11 Note also that since the individual both demands and produces her own health and social capital, some 
exogenous factors may affect both the individual’s demand for health and/or social capital and gross 
investment in health and/or social capital.  
12 See Becker (1965) for exposition on the individuals’ use of own time in the production of commodities 
such as health. 
13 Equation (6) ensures that all the effects of tH  goes through th .  
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tttt TTHhTW −−=                 (7) 
 
Equation (7) implies that since non-sick leisure time is exogenous, increases in health or 
social capital tH lead to more time being devoted to work which subsequently leads to 
higher consumption. Finally, the individual allocates her limited resources such that the 
sum of lifetime consumption equals the sum of lifetime earnings:  
 
0)1/()()1/()( VrTWWrXPAP
t
tt
t
tXtAt ++Σ=++Σ             (8) 
 
Where r is the rate of time preference, tW  is the market wage rate, 0V denotes initial 
assets, AP and XP  are the price of alcohol tA  and other consumption goods tX , 
respectively.14 Equation (7) and (8) can then be combined as follows; 
 
0)1/())(()1/()( VrTTHhWrXPAP
t
tttt
t
tXttt ++−−Σ=++Σ           (9) 
 
The problem for the individual then is to choose tH as a function of tA and tX  to 
maximize lifetime utility subject to (3), (4) and (9) as follows; 15 
 
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ +−−−+Σ++Σ≡⋅ == )]()([)1(1),()1(1)( 00 tXttttttt
n
tttt
n
t XPAPTTHhWrZhurL λ  (10) 
 
                                                 
14 tW  can be thought of as wealth or income (proxy for command over resources).  
15 Note:Ω  free, tA , tX 0≥ , ],0[ Ω∈∀ t , 0>r  
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where n represent the total length of time. The optimal health *H as a function of the 
choice variables *A and *X ( tA =
*A , tX =
*X ): ),( *** XAHH = .16 
 
 
 
Figure 1: An Integrated Grossman Model in 4 Quadrants–Changes in Variables 
 
 
 
For ease of exposition, the comparative statics properties of the model can be 
illustrated with the aid of Figure 1 above:17  Suppose there is an increase in income or 
wealth, the budget constraint in quadrant III shifts outward from a to a′ . That is the 
individual demands more health (or social interactions) since health is a “normal good.” 
Note that the consumption possibilities curve in quadrant I shifts outward from EQ  to 
                                                 
16 The model can straight forwardly be used to derive optimal social capital by substituting *H in the 
model for *S : ),( *** XASS =   
17 See Wagstaff (1986) 
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QE ′ .18  However, an increase in income (wealth or earnings) implies that the opportunity 
cost of health and social capital investments is now dearer given that the individual will 
be spending more time away from work. Thus the value of time for the individual is now 
higher and may cost more. Although, such time cost of investments may depend to a 
greater extent on the capacity of the individual with regards the efficiency parameter tE , 
with which the individual invests in health or social capital. Now, suppose policy-makers 
or the government is better able to educate the public about the benefits of alcohol 
consumption on health and social capital formation. Such measures will lead to a 
reduction in the price of a unit of health and social capital inputs and rotate the slope of 
the budget constraint at the intercept on the horizontal axis in quadrant III to the left. 
Substitution (and possibly income) effects will lead to the choice of more health or social 
interactions relative to consumption or time spent at home.19  The choice of more health 
or social interactions are expected to benefit the individual in the labor market with 
regards to improved productivity (less sickness and absenteeism) resulting in better 
salary, better employment conditions and attractive career path or even better quality of 
life during the individuals retirement period. 
There are some limitations to the health capital model which Grossman dutifully 
acknowledges in subsequent versions of the model (Grossman 2000).20 The model 
assumes that there is no uncertainty and that death is endogenous, both of which may be 
untenable (an exception is suicide). The relationship between education and health may 
                                                 
18 In the interest of brevity, this analysis using Figure 1 is restricted to health capital but can 
straightforwardly be applied to social capital. 
19 Changes in health technology or education can be similarly analyzed using the above figure. Suppose 
there is an improvement in health technology or education. The health production function in quadrant II 
will shift upwards implying higher levels of health can now be derived from the same amount of inputs and 
this in turn will shift the health-consumption possibilities outwards in quadrant I.  
20 There may be other limitations other than those discussed above. 
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be more complex than that outlined by the model (Fuchs 1993).  Also, due to 
heterogeneity in time preferences, individual health stocks will depreciate at different 
rates (Muurinen and Grand 1985). Thus, the depreciation rate of health stock may be 
higher for less educated and older individuals. Also, the relative price of health may 
increase with the wealth ensuring that the relationship between wages and health is 
ambiguous. Nevertheless, the above health capital model provides a concrete theoretical 
framework as a basis to conduct an empirical test of the extent to which differences in 
alcohol consumption affects economic outcomes such as retirement wealth, employment 
duration and earnings through its effects on health and social capital. From this 
theoretical foundation, it is possible to conduct an empirical analysis of the potential 
effects of the health and social capital on socioeconomic outcomes by addressing the 
following research questions using data from the GSS, RAND HRS and the Geocode 
version of the NLSY datasets: 
1. Do differences in alcohol consumption behavior explain differences in individual 
social capital? 
  
2. Are differences in retirement outcomes associated with differences in alcohol 
consumption? 
 
3. Do differences in alcohol consumption behavior explain differences in labor 
market outcomes? 
  
Addressing the first question entails using the GSS dataset as a case study to provide 
guidance to the reader of the association between empirical measures of individual 
alcohol consumption and social capital. The second question is addressed using the 
RAND HRS micro dataset in Essay I, while the last question is examined using the 
NLSY micro dataset in Essay II.  
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CHAPTER III: GSS CASE STUDY  
 
Introduction 
 
This section of the dissertation is designed to provide further empirical evidence 
to support the assertions made in the preceding chapter that differences in individual 
social capital stock can be explained by differences in alcohol use. The rationale for 
dwelling on social capital aspects is that the relationship between alcohol consumption 
and health capital has been well documented in the literature. A summary of some of 
these studies and their findings have been provided in the literature review section of the 
first essay within this dissertation. Thus, the use of the General Social Survey (GSS) 
dataset is designed to shed light on the relationship between alcohol consumption and 
social capital. To the best of my knowledge, the GSS dataset has not been used to 
establish the effects of alcohol consumption on social capital accumulation. Thus using 
this rich socioeconomic dataset to shed light on the relationship between alcohol 
consumption and social capital will be a fruitful empirical exercise. In addition, this 
portion of the dissertation could shed more light on whether alcohol consumption does 
indeed possess a predictive power with regards to economic outcomes.21 To reiterate, this 
chapter of the dissertation research is intended to examine the causal association between 
alcohol consumption and the level of social capital using the GSS dataset.22  
 
                                                 
21 The literature review section of this research provides a summary of studies that have reached different 
conclusions, some similar to that asserted by this research, as well as studies that find results that are in line 
with long established notions of the relationship between alcohol and economic outcomes. 
22 To avoid repetition, a summary of the current literature on the relationship between alcohol consumption 
and social capital has been provided in the literature review section of Essay II.  
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General Social Survey (GSS) Data 
 
The GSS dataset contains a rich array of variables that deal with social interaction 
and participation issues as well as socio-economic and demographic variables that allow 
one to test the association, if any, of the relationship between alcohol consumption and 
social capital. The dataset is independently pooled cross-sections from the General Social 
Survey (GSS) from 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1993 and 1994. The choice of these 
particular years reflects the survey years for which alcohol questions were asked and for 
which the responses were relatively large. The GSS dataset has been conducted at one-to-
two year intervals since 1972 by the National Opinion Research Center (NORC) at the 
University of Chicago and it monitors social changes in the United States. It contains 
major social capital variables which measure structural (connectedness or interaction), 
cognitive (reciprocity, bonds, trust, sharing), health aspects, as well as socioeconomic and 
demographic variables from 1972 through 2002. The data is generated from personal in-
home interviews of over 40,000 respondents aged 18 and older with one person 
interviewed per household.  Indeed the multi-dimensional and latent nature of social 
capital makes measurement of social capital difficult, but several studies including Bolin 
et al. (2003) capture social capital through a measure of social interactions. Social 
interactions seem to be a directly observable aspect of social capital (Bolin et al. 2003). 
Despite the use of several different indexes and indicators of social capital, the rationale 
for choosing social interaction as a measure of social capital in this section stems from its 
consistent use in many other studies. For instance, Coleman (1988) and Loury (1977) 
elaborated on social capital as forms of interpersonal relationships which are critical to 
individual and community production as well as consumption. Similarly, Rose (1999) 
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also defines social capital as the stock of formal or informal social networks that 
individuals use to produce or allocate goods and services. Hall (1999) went further, 
focusing on networks of sociability, both formal and informal relationships (interactions 
with neighbors, colleagues and friends) as indicators of social capital.   
To justify the choice of a social capital measure, a composite variable from the 
following two Likert-type ordinal variables was constructed. (1) Satisfaction with friends 
(A very great deal=1; a great deal=2; quite a bit=3; a fair amount=4; some=5; a little or 
none=6) and (2) Time spent with friends (Almost every day=1; once or twice a week=2; 
several times a month=3; about once a month=4; several times a year=5; about once a 
year or never=6). These are then reverse coded to allow the values to rise with improved 
social capital.  Unfortunately, the composite variable was a poor indicator of social 
capital and thus was dropped in favor of the “time spent with friends” variable 
(Cronbach'sα of 0.31, usually a coefficient of .80 or higher is considered reliable 
implying a good indicator). Although alternative measures of social interactions such as 
“time spent with work colleagues” and “time spent with family” were considered, given 
that friends may encompass work colleagues, the “time spent with friends” variable may 
be a relatively broader measure of social interaction than the “time spent with work 
colleagues” variable. Also, given the assumption that social interaction is for the express 
purpose of acquiring informal information that may aid the individual in the labor market, 
an individual who spends time only with family members may not transcend the socio-
cultural barriers for which social interaction is intended to circumvent. The drawback to 
using the “time spent with friends” is that if the individual belongs to the bottom part of 
the socioeconomic hierarchy, spending time with friends may not lead to the type of 
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social capital desired by employers in the labor market. Despite the above-mentioned 
draw back, the individuals’ interactions with friends may be a better measure of social 
interaction than the other two alternatives. 
The right-hand side variable of interest or outcome variable is the individual’s 
drinking status, a binary drinking indicator, coded 1 if the individual uses alcohol and 
zero for total abstinence. In the GSS, respondents are asked whether they use any 
alcoholic beverage such as liquor, wine, or beer, or are total abstainers. The GSS question 
was “do you ever have occasion to use any alcoholic beverages such as liquor, wine, or 
beer, or are you a total abstainer? Again, if the respondent answers yes, it is coded 1 and 
if the respondent indicates total abstinence, it is coded 2. These categorical values were 
then recoded as drinkers=1 and zero for total abstinence. In addition to a health measure, 
the models estimated in this section controls for  individual socioeconomic and 
demographic factors which may affect social capital such as age, sex, race, marital status, 
health, time dummies (1989, 1990, 1991, 1993 and 1994).23 With regards to the health 
variable, respondents in the GSS are asked about their overall health “for each area of life 
I am going to name, tell me the number that shows how much satisfaction you get from 
that area-your health and physical condition” (a very great deal=1; a great deal=2; quite a 
bit=3; a fair amount=4; some=5; a little or none=6). The selection of these variables 
included in the various models in this section, as well as in the subsequent sections were 
partially determined by prior studies within the economics, psychology and sociology 
literature and partially determined by theoretical considerations.  
In order to improve identification of the alcohol use measure, the weighted-
average regional tax rate on alcoholic beverages is used as the identifying instrument in 
                                                 
23 Age less than 40 is the reference category. 
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the first-stage logit (alcohol) equation. The rationale for using the regional alcoholic 
beverage tax rates has been provided in Essay I under the empirical section. Since alcohol 
or drinking may potentially be a choice variable, not accounting for such potential 
endogeneity will lead to biased estimated coefficients. Indeed, recent studies indicate that 
alcoholic beverage tax does increase the relative price of alcohol and thereby reduce the 
purchases and consumption of alcoholic beverage, all things being equal. To account for 
the endogeneity, a first stage alcohol equation was estimated and the predicted value from 
the first-stage was included as an additional regressor in the second-stage equation.  
The total sample employed in the empirical analysis consists of 10, 505 
observations. And Table 1 presents the summary statistics for selected variables and their 
definition. Of primary concern is whether or not alcohol use leads to increases or 
decreases in the levels of social capital as measured by the time spent with friends. A 
statistical snapshot of the major variables used indicate that on average, those who 
abstain from alcohol use tend to have a slightly less social interaction or lower levels of 
social capital than alcohol users. The average level of health status for abstainers, based 
on responses was lower than that for alcohol users.  Again the higher the value, the better 
the respondents satisfaction placed on matters related to health. For the variable that 
captures individual smoking habits, 34 percent of alcohol users also smoke compared to 
just 22 percent for total abstainers. In fact, the means of several key variables that pertain 
to alcohol users were not markedly different from those for total abstainers. The rest of 
the statistics for the full set of variables are contained in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Description of Selected GSS Variables24  (Means) 
Variables Definition Overall Abstainers Drinkers
Dependent Variable       
Social Capital Time spent with friends last week25 3.97 3.83 4.03 
    (1.55) (1.62) (1.51) 
Independent Variables      
Alcohol  Drinker =1, 0 otherwise 0.70   
    (0.46)   
Alcohol Tax26  Weighted Average Regional Tax on Alcohol 1.64 1.70 1.62 
    (0.81) (0.82) (0.80) 
Smoker Yes=1 and 0 otherwise 0.30 0.22 0.34 
    (0.46) (0.41) (0.47) 
Age-Adult Age of the respondent (40-69) 0.43 0.44 0.42 
    (0.49) (0.50) (0.49) 
Age-Older Adults Age of the respondent (70+) 0.13 0.19 0.11 
    (0.34) (0.39) (0.32) 
Female Equals to 1, if Female and 0 otherwise 0.57 0.60 0.56 
    (0.50) (0.49) (0.50) 
Black  Equals to 1, if Black and 0 otherwise 0.12 0.14 0.11 
    (0.33) (0.35) (0.32) 
Hispanic Equals to 1, if Hispanic and 0 otherwise 0.04 0.05 0.04 
    (0.20) (0.22) (0.19) 
Health Capital Satisfaction with health/physical activities27 5.36 5.22 5.42 
    (1.47) (1.57) (1.42) 
Married Equals to 1, if Married and 0 otherwise 0.53 0.53 0.53 
    (0.50) (0.50) (0.50) 
Number of Children Number of children 1.90 2.07 1.82 
    (1.73) (1.84) (1.68) 
Observations   10,505 3,134 7,371 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
24 Education and regional dummy variables were included in some previous estimates but they were not 
significantly different from zero. 
25 The frequency distribution and percentages for this variable are provided in the appendix. 
26 The alcohol tax rates were scanned from the Tax Foundation publications (1988-1994).  
27 The frequency distribution and percentages for this variable are provided in the appendix. 
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Empirical Methodology   
 
Given the dataset described in the previous section, pooling the cross sections 
allows the research question to be answered with a larger sample (1988-1991, 1993-
1994). Pooling the data for the above-mentioned period also helps unearth the effects of 
time itself on these outcome variables. Since the alcohol variable is reported as a binary 
indicator, a logit model is used to estimate the first stage equation with the weighted-
average regional tax rate on alcoholic beverages as the main identifying instrument. The 
logit model is fairly standard and available in most econometrics texts (Greene 2002), 
therefore the logit model for the alcohol equation is not specified here. The empirical 
analysis in this section focuses on the hypothesis that alcohol consumption does affect 
social capital positively. This hypothesis is tested using the following ordered logit 
specification: 
 
itititit nAlcoholXtalSocialCapi ++=∗ δβ            (11) 
 
where ∗ittalSocialCapi  is an unobserved latent variable which reflects the different levels 
of social capital ranked from lowest to highest values, itAlcohol is a dichotomous variable 
that captures respondents’ alcohol consumption behavior, the vector iX  summarizes other 
socio-economic and demographic determinants of social capital and the associated 
vectorβ converts the explanatory variables into their various contributions to the stock of 
social capital. The disturbance term in is an unobserved disturbance term reflecting 
differences between individuals which are not controlled for in this model and assumed 
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to be logistically distributed, ~itn logistic )1,0( . The coefficients of the above ordered 
logit model can be estimated through the method of maximum likelihood.28 As 
mentioned above, possible endogeneity of the main right-hand side variable of interest 
(alcohol indicator) is accounted for through a first-step estimation of alcohol use as a 
function of the weighted-average regional alcoholic beverage tax rate, individual 
smoking behavior and other demographic variables. Using the same approach as in the 
first essay, the assumption that the weighted-average alcohol tax rate is uncorrelated with 
the error term in the above-specified structural equation but correlated with the alcohol 
consumption indicator, still holds to ensure unbiased and consistent estimates. Time 
dummies are also included to account for time-specific effects. The rationale for 
including the time-dummies is that if it were true that more alcohol users than total 
abstainers were more successful in acquiring social capital within a particular year, then 
omitting the time dummies would tend to ascribe the time effects to the alcohol indicator.  
 
Empirical Results–The Impact of Alcohol Use on Social Capital 
 
In an ordered logit regression, STATA sets the constants of the logit equation to 
zero and estimates the cut-off points for separating the various levels of the response 
variable. In this research, there are five equations but each of these equations is assumed 
to have the same coefficients as a result of the proportional odds assumption. That is, the 
intercepts of each equation would be different but the coefficients for the variables in 
each equation would not be significantly different, if they were estimated separately. The 
                                                 
28 The ML Equation is provided in the technical appendix 
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coefficients from the STATA output are interpreted in the same manner as in a logistic 
regression coefficients, the only difference being that in an ordered logit model there 
are 1−j  transitions to be estimated instead of just one transition.  A positive coefficient 
indicates that there is an increased chance that an individual with a higher value on the 
independent variable will be observed in a higher outcome category (social capital). A 
negative coefficient indicates that there is an increased chance that an individual with a 
lower value on the independent variable will be observed in a lower category.  
 
 
 
Table 2: First-Stage Logit Model (Dependent Variable–Alcohol Use) 
  
Alcohol Tax 0.897*** 
 (0.024) 
Smoker 1.809*** 
 (0.092) 
Age-Adult 0.755*** 
  (0.036) 
Age-Older Adults 0.499*** 
 (0.032) 
Female 0.868*** 
 (0.038) 
Black 0.746*** 
 (0.048) 
Hispanic 0.668*** 
 (0.069) 
Period Dummies Yes 
Observations 10,505 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%  
 
 
For the binary alcohol logit model (1) presented in Table 2, the exponentiated 
coefficient of the independent variable can be used to determine the effects of the 
independent variables on the odds ratio. The first stage instrumental variables regression 
indicates that the coefficients on smoking, weighted-average regional alcohol tax rate, 
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age, race and sex are all statistically significant. The results indicate that the weighted-
average regional alcohol tax rates have a negative effect on the probability of drinking. 
The coefficient on the weighted-average regional tax on alcoholic beverages is negative 
(-.11). The exponentiated coefficient on the average-weighted regional tax rate is .89, 
implying that regional tax rates are more likely to affect drinking behavior negatively, 
which is expected.29 The exponent on the smoking variable (smoker) is approximately 
1.79, which also implies that smokers are 1.79 times as likely to use alcohol as non-
smokers. The coefficients on gender (Female) and race (Black and Hispanic) dummies 
were negative and statistically significant. Their exponents (.87; .75; .67) are all less than 
unity, which implies that these individuals identified with such categories Female, Black 
or Hispanic, in that order, are less likely to use alcohol which is not unexpected based on 
the results from the first essay. The implications of the results from the first-stage 
regression indicate that the instrument (weighted-average regional tax rate) did perform 
as expected.  
To ascertain whether alcohol consumption can predict the level of social capital, 
this study uses several specifications to regress the social capital measure on the alcohol 
variable and other economic and demographic variables. The exponentiated coefficients 
are interpreted exactly as in the preceding section, that is, the chances that an individual 
belongs to a higher social capital category is the exponentiated coefficient βˆe , and the 
effects are greater for a particular category, if the exponent is greater than unity. On the 
other hand the effects are less for a particular category if the exponent is less than unity.  
 
                                                 
29 See (Chaloupka et al. 2002) 
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Table 3: Ordered Logit Estimates (Dependent Variable–Social Capital) 
  Marital Status & Children Excluded Marital Status, Health & 
Children Excluded 
Drinker 1.123*** 1.140*** 1.142*** 
 (0.045) (0.046) (0.046) 
Health 1.014 1.009  
 (0.013) (0.013)  
Married 0.712***   
 (0.027)   
High School 1.200*** 1.203*** 1.203*** 
 (0.083) (0.083) (0.083) 
College 1.097** 1.107** 1.108** 
 (0.049) (0.049) (0.049) 
Graduate 1.067 1.085 1.085 
 (0.064) (0.065) (0.065) 
Children 0.907***   
 (0.011)   
Age-Adult 0.746*** 0.629*** 0.628*** 
  (0.030) (0.023) (0.023) 
Age-Older Adults 0.509*** 0.469*** 0.468*** 
 (0.033) (0.030) (0.029) 
Female 0.955 0.963 0.962 
 (0.034) (0.034) (0.034) 
Black 0.976 0.997 0.995 
 (0.057) (0.056) (0.056) 
Hispanic/Others 0.809** 0.800** 0.800** 
 (0.075) (0.073) (0.073) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 10,155 10,181 10,181 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
 
 
The results from the ordered logit models which are presented in Table III-3 
indicate that alcohol use is positively related to social capital and the positive sign on the 
coefficient does not change even when the alcohol variable is instrumented. The 
coefficient on the alcohol measure is positive and statistically significant across all 
specifications. The results support the hypothesis put forward in the introductory and 
theoretical sections of this dissertation in that the exponentiated coefficient (1.12, 1.14 
and 1.14) on the alcohol variable indicates that drinkers were about 1.13 times as likely to 
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have higher levels of social capital as their equally situated counterparts who do not use 
alcohol. The empirical results from the ordered logit model also show that the 
coefficients on the health status measure across the relevant specifications are positive 
but statistically insignificant in terms of its relationship with the outcome variable, social 
capital.  
The results from the ordered logit model also show that individuals with a higher 
number of children in the household or who are married were less likely to spend time 
with friends than individuals with fewer children or whose status was anything but 
married. This negative association may reflect time constraints on married individuals 
and individuals with large families since investing time and energy in the creation and 
maintenance of social ties entails opportunity costs. The result also indicates that being an 
adult or an older adult is negatively related to the level of social capital, all things being 
equal. Non-Whites or women are less likely to have higher levels of social capital than 
Whites and men but the effects are not statistically significant. Also, educated 
respondents were more likely to have higher social capital than individuals with no 
education but the effects are only statistically significant for respondents with high school 
and college education.  
The above models were re-estimated, this time controlling for endogeneity with 
the results presented in Table 4. Again the exponentiated coefficients on the alcohol 
variable are positive and significant and, not surprisingly, the effects of alcohol use on 
social capital actually declined with instrumental variables (IV) estimates. In particular, 
the coefficient on the alcohol measure is positive and statistically significant across all 
specifications (about 1.05). The exponentiated coefficients on the alcohol variable 
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indicates that alcohol users are now about 1.05 times as likely to have higher levels of 
social capital than equally situated respondents who do not use alcohol. The effect of 
alcohol use on social capital does not change even under different specifications. The 
empirical results from Table 4 mirror those from Table 3 with no controls for 
endogeneity. The effects of the rest of the variables in the model are as in the previous 
estimation in Table 3. 
 
 
Table 4: Instrumental Variables Ordered Logit Estimates (Dependent Variable–Social 
Capital) 
  Marital Status & Children 
Excluded 
Marital Status, Health & Children 
Excluded 
Drinker 1.050*** 1.051*** 1.052*** 
 (0.016) (0.016) (0.016) 
Health 1.015 1.010  
 (0.013) (0.013)  
Married 0.711***   
 (0.027)   
High School 1.202*** 1.205*** 1.205*** 
 (0.083) (0.083) (0.083) 
College 1.100** 1.111** 1.111** 
 (0.049) (0.049) (0.049) 
Graduate 1.068 1.087 1.087 
 (0.064) (0.065) (0.065) 
Children 0.907***   
 (0.011)   
Age-Adult 0.737*** 0.620*** 0.619*** 
  (0.030) (0.023) (0.023) 
Age-Older 
Adults 
0.499*** 0.459*** 0.457*** 
 (0.033) (0.029) (0.029) 
Female 0.945 0.953 0.952 
 (0.034) (0.034) (0.034) 
Black 0.970 0.990 0.989 
 (0.057) (0.056) (0.056) 
Hispanic/Others 0.798** 0.789*** 0.789*** 
 (0.074) (0.072) (0.072) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 10,155 10,181 10,181 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
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To ascertain whether there are group differences in the effect of alcohol use on 
social capital the ordered logit models were re-estimated by gender with and without 
controls for endogeneity and the results are presented in Table A1 through Table A3 in 
the appendix. In Table A1 (first two columns) the effects of drinking on social capital is 
positive but statistically insignificant for men while the effects of drinking on social 
capital is positive and statistically significant for women. In particular, the results indicate 
that women drinkers are about 1.13 times as likely to have higher social capital than 
women non-drinkers. When endogeneity is taken into account, men and women drinkers 
are about 1.06 and 1.04 times as likely to have higher social capital as non-drinkers of 
both sexes. Again, married individuals are less likely to have social capital as compared 
to unmarried individuals. This may point to the fact that time devoted to the raising and 
caring for children or attending to family responsibilities reduces the time needed for 
social interactions. In general, all the other variables in the model have the expected sign. 
The specifications in Table A2 and Table A3 are restricted by race. Although, the 
coefficients on the alcohol measure under the White specification in Table A2 are all 
positive and statistically significant, the coefficients for the alcohol measures under the 
Non-Whites specification were insignificant. The results indicate that Whites drinkers are 
between 1.2 and 1.14 times as likely to have higher social capital as White abstainers. 
These effects dip slightly when the alcohol measure is instrumented to account for 
endogeneity in Table A3. Again the rest of the effects of the other variables in the model 
mirror those from the previous specifications. That is, where statistically significant, 
education and health are positively related to social capital. In contrast, where statistically 
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significant, being married, being an older respondent and being Female are all negatively 
associated with social capital in comparison to the reference category. 
To further exploit the effects of interactions, the previously-specified models were 
re-estimated with interaction terms and the results are presented in Table A4 and Table 
A5 in the appendix. Interaction terms such as Female*drinker, Black*drinker, 
Hispanic*drinker, High School*drinker, College*drinker and Graduate*drinker are 
included. These interaction terms are included to ascertain the moderating influence of 
these variables on the relationship between alcohol use and social capital. For instance if 
one believes that the relationship between social capital or time spent with friends and 
alcohol consumption may be moderated depending on the level of education, race or 
gender then including a multiplicative term in the model allows the researcher to capture 
the joint effects of drinking and say education on the outcome variable, social capital, 
over and above their separate effects. The interaction effects were not statistically 
significant across most specifications. The exponentiated coefficients on the alcohol 
values for the models were all positive and statistically significant except that of the 
specification in the last column of Table A5. Note that health, education and age 
variables were dropped in the latter model. 
For Table A6 and Table A7, the models above were re-estimated, to unearth the 
cross-sectional dimension of the General Social Survey (GSS) dataset. This is particularly 
important in order to compare cohort effects on the likelihood of having higher levels of 
social capital, given that individual’s alcohol consumption status. The results can be 
interpreted as the percentage change in the dependent variable for a unit change in the 
independent variable such that: 100*]1)[exp( −β .  The coefficients on the alcohol 
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variable for most of the years were statistically insignificant and the rest of the estimates 
were very imprecise. For 1994, the exponentiated coefficients on the alcohol variable 
were about 1.14, which implies that given the time period under consideration, drinkers 
were about 1.14 times as likely to have higher levels of social capital than total 
abstainers. The effect of alcohol use on social capital diminishes somewhat to 1.063, after 
controlling for endogeneity in the alcohol measure. Most of the right-hand side variables 
for the 1994 cross sectional estimation were statistically significant in terms of their 
exponentiated coefficients and had the right sign. 
 
Discussion and Limitations  
 
The principal aim of this section has been to shed light on the association between 
individual alcohol consumption and social capital. Therefore this process serves to 
provide some measure of support to the assertion made earlier on in the introductory and 
theoretical sections of this dissertation research. The results thus far provide a transitional 
confirmation with regards to the assertion that differences in individual labor market 
outcomes could be explained by alcohol use through its effect on social capital. Given 
these results then, individuals who refrain from alcohol use for various reasons may have 
relatively low stocks of social capital in that they may have relatively fewer social 
interactions that transcend ethnic or cultural barriers. Again the reason why low levels of 
social capital maybe detrimental to an individual’s socio-economic status stem from 
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studies in the current literature that have already linked social capital to better economic 
outcomes such as earnings.30  
Although the results support the arguments in Chapter I and Chapter II, the fact 
that the data is independently pooled implies it lacks the advantages of a panel or 
longitudinal dataset. Thus, the usefulness of the empirical analysis and the effects of 
alcohol use on social interactions or social capital may be curtailed. Furthermore, the 
positive relationship found within the results may have resulted from the constructs of 
social capital but this may not be an overly limiting factor considering that several studies 
have used such social interaction measure to capture social capital (Bolin et al. 2003). In 
addition, the binary nature of the alcohol measure limits the ability of this research to 
capture the different levels of alcohol consumption by individuals (light, moderate and 
heavy) and its effects on socioeconomic outcomes. The results are in line with the 
assertions of some studies in the psychology and sociology fields, none of these studies 
partition alcohol consumption into light-moderate or heavy (see Graves et al. 1982; 
Gilbert 1987; Lo and Globetti 1995). The next step in this dissertation is to use the HRS 
and NLSY datasets to address research questions two and three.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
30 The literature on the relationship between social capital and economic outcomes are provided in Essay II 
of this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER IV: ESSAY I-RETIREMENT WEALTH AND ALCOHOL 
CONSUMPTION 
 
Introduction 
 
The literature on alcohol consumption and economic outcomes suggests that the 
effects of alcohol consumption on economic outcomes are due mainly to alcohol’s impact 
on health capital (Berger and Leigh 1988; Mullahy and Sindelar 1994; Tekin 2004). 
Some studies have shown that improved health leads to successful economic outcomes in 
terms of higher earnings for some individuals in the labor market (MacDonald and 
Shields 2001; Tekin 2004). If differences in alcohol consumption predict differences in 
labor market outcomes, then differences in alcohol consumption may explain differences 
in retirement outcomes. Thus, the prime concern of this essay is to ascertain whether 
differences in individual alcohol consumption levels do in fact explain differences in the 
level of retirement wealth using data from the RAND Corporation’s version of the HRS 
public release micro-dataset (1992-2002).  
 
What is Health Capital? 
 
Health capital is an individual’s health potential during the life cycle. This may 
reflect individual physical, emotional and social capability, as well as the quality of life 
regardless of the existing healthcare system. It is standard practice in the current literature 
to use self-rated health status or a measure reflecting the individuals’ overall health as an 
indicator of health capital so from this point forward health capital implies the number of 
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severe health conditions (e.g., hypertension, diabetes, cancer, bronchitis, congestive heart 
failure and stroke) afflicting the individual, unless stated otherwise. Indeed there is no 
question that socioeconomic outcomes may influence individual levels of health capital 
but the arguments contained in this essay focuses on the causality going from health to 
socioeconomic outcomes. What follows is a review of the existing literature on the 
relationship between alcohol consumption, health capital and retirement outcomes. 
 
Evidence on Alcohol Consumption and Health Capital 
 
Some studies indicate that alcohol consumption has a number of adverse health 
implications that might outweigh any potential health benefits that might accrue to the 
individual (Doll et al. 1994; Seitz and Poschl 1997). But, recent epidemiological studies 
have suggested a U-shaped physiologic benefit of alcohol consumption through its effects 
on cardiovascular conditions (Zhang et al. 2000). This type of relationship implies that 
the risk to health from moderate alcohol consumption will be relatively less than the risk 
to health for both total abstainers and heavy alcohol users. The argument is that ethyl 
alcohol or ethanol found in alcohol impedes the activities of oxides (super-oxide and 
hydroxide) or free radicals in cells. Why is this important? Free radicals engage in 
oxidation which damages cells. This in turn affects individual health status or health 
capital adversely. Also, recent evidence shows that ethyl-like chemicals found in red 
wine act to reduce low density lipoprotein within the lining of arterial walls.31 High 
concentrations of low density lipoprotein clog arteries, which in turn have implications 
for cardiovascular diseases, as well as individual health capital.  
                                                 
31 See Sato et al. (2002) 
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Studies by Sun et al. (2002) and Sato et al. (2002) indicate that the polyphenols 
contained in alcohol possess cardio-protective properties due to polyphenols’ impact on 
oxidation with low density lipoproteins (LDL). These studies suggest that ethyl-like 
chemicals found in red wine may prevent LDL-induced alterations of endothelial 
functions. It is easy to infer from this evidence that such interventions in the body 
through alcohol consumption will have health benefits that in turn may help the 
individual improve her retirement outcomes. The argument in this essay is that such 
benefits from moderate alcohol use may eventually help the individual withstand 
unforeseen contingencies during the individual’s retirement period, as well. Thus, 
investigating the extent to which alcohol consumption influences retirement outcomes 
through its effect on health would extend the findings of such studies and help provide 
guidance to the debate on current inequality in retirement well-being among various 
segments of society.   
Berger et al. (1999), reach similar conclusions to those of Zhang et al. (2000), Sun 
et al. (2002) and Sato et al. (2002). In particular, Berger et al. (1999) reported that male 
physicians in the Physicians’ Health Study who consumed more than one drink a week 
had a reduced overall risk of stroke compared to participants who had less than one drink 
per week. Cevilla et al. (2000) found that moderate alcohol consumption may reduce 
systolic blood pressure through its effects on arterial walls in the body and even protect 
individuals from cognitive deterioration during retirement. One implication from these 
results is that drinking may improve labor market participation as a result of better health 
and may improve earnings as a result of productivity-enhancing attributes of health. It is 
expected that such benefits from moderate alcohol use earlier in life and even during 
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retirement would help the individual withstand the vagaries of old age much better than 
their equally-situated compatriots, ceteris paribus. 
Notwithstanding the rosy picture presented above of the potential impact of 
alcohol consumption on health capital, several epidemiological studies point to the fact 
that people who drink alcohol heavily are at an increased risk for a number of health 
problems. In fact, alcohol consumption is a leading cause of cancer of various internal 
tissues such as the digestive tract (Doll et al. 1994; Seitz and Poschl 1997). Studies also 
show that among young people long-term heavy alcohol consumption has been identified 
as an important risk factor for stroke (You et al. 1997). Drinking to intoxication has been 
found to be associated with a significant increase in the risk of ischemic stroke in both 
men and women aged 16 through 40 years (Hillbom et al. 1995). Campbell et al. (1999) 
reveal that a majority of the studies on the relationship between alcohol consumption and 
health capital concluded that heavy alcohol consumption increased the risk of high blood 
pressure in both men and women. Note that these studies arguing against alcohol use 
consistently address the risks associated with heavy alcohol consumption rather than 
light-moderate alcohol use, which has been found to benefit the individual with regards to 
health.  
Evidence on either side of the debate on alcohol consumption and its effects on 
health have consequences for public policies designed to address incidences of health 
decline and deaths attributed to cardiovascular conditions. Clearly there is an indication 
that abstaining from alcohol consumption may be detrimental to the individual’s health 
capital, which has consequences for economic outcomes. At the same time, the evidence 
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suggests that the benefits of alcohol consumption might be superseded by the inherent 
risks to health associated with any level of drinking.  
 
Evidence on Health Capital and Retirement Outcomes 
 
The preceding provided evidence on the J-shaped or U-shaped relationship 
between alcohol consumption and health capital. This sub-section presents an argument 
on the possible linkage between alcohol consumption and retirement outcomes by 
providing evidence on the linkages between alcohol consumption, health capital and 
economic outcomes. Michaud and Soest (2004) study is one of several that provide 
evidence on the relationship between health and economic outcomes such as wealth. 
Using a dynamic panel data model, they tested the causality between health and wealth of 
elderly couples. Their study which accounted for unobserved heterogeneity found strong 
evidence of causality from elderly couples’ health to their wealth. There are several 
differences between the study by Michaud and Soest (2004) and this research; although 
Michaud and Soest (2004) study examines health and wealth of a sample of HRS 
individuals, it does not specifically evaluate the impact of alcohol consumption on 
retirement outcomes such as wealth. Additionally, the empirical methodologies employed 
in this research are distinguishable from Michaud and Soest (2004) study. Despite the 
distinct approach of this dissertation, Michaud and Soest (2004) study of the relationship 
between wealth and health presents a glimpse of the alcohol consumption-wealth nexus. 
That is, drinking may improve health which in turn may lessen the adverse effects of 
health expenditure on retirement wealth. 
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A study with its focus on the causality running from wealth to health is that of 
Meer et al. (2003) which examines the relationships between health and economic 
resources using four waves of data from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics. Their 
results did indicate that wealth seems to affect health, but the magnitudes of the effects 
were very small. The implications are that first the causality from health to wealth may 
garner stronger support than that running from wealth to health. Secondly, the results 
from that study indicate that health capital may be driven by factors other than wealth 
changes. Finally, their study did not address issues relating to the causal impact of 
alcohol consumption on wealth through its effect on health. In contrast this essay 
provides evidence to show that the causality running from health capital to wealth, in 
particular retirement wealth is actually attributable to differences in individual alcohol 
consumption behavior.  
Now, since evidence suggests that differences in earnings are attributable to 
differences in productivity (Berger and Leigh 1988; Mullahy and Sindelar 1994; Tekin 
2004), and since productivity on the job has been causally linked to alcohol consumption, 
it seems reasonable to suggest that differences in retirement outcomes could also be 
explained by differences in alcohol consumption behavior.32 The arguments contained in 
this essay suggest that the benefits from such alcohol-induced productivity gains may 
allow the individual to accumulate greater lifetime earnings and may also allow the 
individual to hold on to such accumulated wealth during retirement.33 This essay thus 
                                                 
32 Mitchell et al. (2003), relying on the Health and Retirement Study (HRS) matched to administrative 
records on lifetime earnings provided by the Social Security Administration, finds that workers with lower 
earnings variability tend to have higher lifetime earnings levels. 
33  This is based on the assumption that earnings constitute a substantial portion of wealth or is instrumental 
in wealth accumulation for the individual.  
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inducts into the debate the role played by alcohol consumption in such earnings 
fluctuations and its subsequent effect on retirement wealth.  
 
A Summary of the Current Literature  
 
A comprehensive evaluation of the determinants of retirement outcomes should 
include behaviors such as individual alcohol consumption, especially when one is 
examining the impact of health on wealth. A review of the studies above on the 
relationship between alcohol consumption, health capital and economic outcomes 
provides some evidence as to how alcohol consumption may be linked to health and 
retirement wealth. Furthermore, the above-reviewed literature offers an opportunity to 
present a different perspective on the determinants of retirement outcomes. Thus far, the 
evidence presented suggests a positive link between light-moderate alcohol consumption 
and health capital on the one hand and a positive link between health capital and 
economic outcomes. The evidence suggests that alcohol consumption may lead to 
increases in health capital stock. Improved health capital, in turn may affect an 
individual’s capacity to earn income. Improved health is also expected to lead to better 
retirement outcomes such as less post retirement medical expenses and less sickness.   
Yet it is important to note that some of the above-mentioned literature points to a 
negative implication of alcohol consumption on socioeconomic outcomes which cannot 
be ignored in an analysis of the relationship between alcohol consumption and retirement 
outcomes. What makes this essay significant in terms of its contribution stems from the 
fact that none of these studies have actually linked differences in alcohol consumption to 
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differences in retirement outcomes. An investigation into the influence of individual 
alcohol consumption and retirement well-being will enrich the literature on alcohol 
consumption and socioeconomic outcomes and also aid policies geared towards this 
group. In addition, the extent to which alcohol consumption affects socioeconomic 
outcomes such as, retirement has not been thoroughly investigated within the economics 
discipline. Thus, this essay takes a more inclusive approach to examining the correlates 
of better socioeconomic outcomes.  
 
RAND HRS Data and Major Variables Description 
 
The data for this essay comes from the RAND Corporation’s version of the 
Health and Retirement Study (RAND HRS) with information on demographic variables, 
as well as, income, health, employment and wealth variables. The HRS covers about 
7,600 households with at least one family member between the ages of 51 and 61 who 
were born between 1931 and 1941. The households in this survey were first interviewed 
in 1992 and followed every two years after 1996. The HRS intentionally over-samples 
Black and Hispanic households to provide a more accurate picture of the behavior of 
these minority households.34  The RAND HRS has some advantages over other 
longitudinal datasets (NSLY, PSID, etc.) in terms of addressing the postulates of this 
essay, the effects of alcohol consumption on retirement wealth. The RAND HRS has a 
relatively large sample size with particular focus on a cohort of individuals at or near 
                                                 
34 The overall unbalanced panel for the RAND HRS (1992-2002) is n  = 13,485 and t  = 6. The estimation 
algorithms in STATA adjust the total counts using i
n
i T1=Σ instead of nT  to account for the total number 
of observations and proper variances and F tests are computed as well. 
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their retirement age. In addition, the RAND HRS has at least one observations on 
individuals, pre and post retirement as compared to other longitudinal datasets. This 
relatively larger sample size may improve estimation precision. The RAND HRS contain 
rich and extensive data on economic variables such as wealth, the outcome variable, as 
well as information on the main right-hand side variable of interest, alcohol.  In terms of 
examining the extent to which differences in alcohol consumption explain differences in 
retirement outcomes, this allows the research question to be addressed with a relatively 
rich set of data. Table 5 provides a brief definition of the variables used and the 
descriptive statistics for some selected variables for the total sample, as well as by race 
and alcohol status. The main variables discussed in-depth here are the dependent variable, 
wealth at retirement and the main right-hand side variable alcohol consumption. 
Wealth, the value of assets of an individual at a point in time, plays an important 
role in the measurement of individual economic well-being. Wealth provides regular 
receipts to the individual, prior to and during retirement, in the form of interest, 
dividends, capital gains (losses), etc. In addition, wealth provides individuals with some 
additional economic power since it impacts changes in assets and regulates consumption 
levels, before and during retirement. Stated differently, wealth is an important indicator 
of post-retirement well-being since it influences consumption; access to loans for medical 
procedures, especially if one does not have adequate insurance; quality of housing, 
residential location, and even the ability to finance higher education for dependents and 
provides insurance against fluctuations in retirement incomes. For this and other reasons, 
wealth may be a better measure of individual well being than, for instance, income. The 
latter has transitory and life-cycle components that make comparisons between 
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individuals less appealing. Total wealth is calculated as the sum of all wealth components 
less all debt. That is, net total retirement wealth in the RAND Corporation’s version of 
the HRS is equal to net financial wealth plus net housing wealth plus pension wealth plus 
social security wealth plus other wealth minus total debt.35  In Table 6, the descriptive 
statistics indicate that the average wealth of a White respondent is about $249,713 
compared to $86,398 for Non-Whites. Several studies confirm such wealth disparities by 
race among older Americans. With regards to regional differences from Table B1 in the 
appendix, wealth levels are on average higher in the West ($293,347), followed by the 
Mid-West ($236,787), Northeast ($225,124) and the South ($171,500). The right-hand 
side variable of interest, alcohol consumption, may affect socioeconomic outcomes 
(wealth at retirement) through its effects on health capital which may affect productivity 
in market and non-market settings. With regards to the alcohol variable, there are various 
measures of alcohol consumption within the HRS. For instance, in terms of the frequency 
of alcohol use, either the number of drinks per day or the number of days that the 
individual drank alcohol within the past three months can be used as a measure of alcohol 
consumption (Peters 2004). There is currently no consensus on appropriate method with 
which to capture individual alcohol consumption behavior in that the choice of a 
particular measure depends to a large extent on the dataset and the research question 
being addressed. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
35 Where respondents’ net wealth is less than 1 (negative or zero), 1 is added to the value in the cell of the 
wealth variable. The data were then transformed by taking the logarithm of the values of the wealth 
variable. 
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Table 5: Selected RAND HRS Variables   
Variables Definition 
Dependent Variables  
Wealth at Retirement  Total Retirement Wealth, (Net of Debt) 
Independent Variables  
Abstainers Less than 1 drinking day per week 
Moderate Between 2 and 5 drinking days per week 
 Heavy Greater than 5 drinking days per week 
Health Capital Respondent’s number of severe health conditions 
Alcohol Tax Regional Weighted-Average States’ Tax Rates  
1992 Age Age of the individual in 1992 
Smoking Smoke =1, 0 otherwise 
Female Female =1 and 0 otherwise 
Non-White Black/Hispanic/Other =1 and 0 otherwise 
Married Married =1 and 0 otherwise 
Partnered Partnered =1 and 0 otherwise 
Divorced Divorced =1 and 0 otherwise 
Separated Separated =1 and 0 otherwise 
Widowed Widowed =1 and 0 otherwise 
High School 12 years of education 
Associates Greater than 12 years but less 16 years of education  
College Greater or equal to 16 years of education 
Regions Northeast, Mid-west, South and West 
Moderate* Female Interaction term 
Heavy *Female Interaction term 
Moderate*Health  Interaction term 
Heavy*Health Interaction term 
Moderate*Non-White Interaction term 
Heavy*Non-White Interaction term 
Time Dummies 1994–2002 
 
 
The method adopted for this research focuses on the frequency of drinking 
(Dawson and Room 2000; Mukamal et al. 2003). This method of capturing alcohol 
consumption behavior may provide a reasonable estimate of drinking frequency and may 
capture the drinking patterns of the individual. Using data collected from a 12-year study 
of 38,077 male health professionals (Health Professionals Follow-up Study), Mukamal et 
al. (2003) found that men who drank alcohol three or more days per week had a reduced 
risk of heart attack as compared to men who drank less than once a week (abstainers). 
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That is, men who consumed alcohol three or four days a week (light-moderate) were 32 
percent less likely to experience adverse health effects such as a heart attack. Also, men 
who consumed alcohol five to seven days per week (heavy) were 37 percent less likely to 
have adverse health effects. These studies seem to provide a firm basis for the particular 
alcohol measure “drinking days per week” and the coding method chosen (abstainers, 
light-moderate and heavy).  
In the HRS, different responses to alcohol consumption questions in waves one 
and two were matched to those from the subsequent waves after recoding for consistency. 
For instance, in waves one and two, if the response to the binary variable indicating 
whether the respondent ever drunk alcoholic beverages (yes =1), then a response is 
elicited for the respondent’s alcohol drinking frequency for the “drinking days per week” 
variable.  From wave three onwards, the same initial question asks if the respondent ever 
drinks alcoholic beverages. If the answer is yes, two follow-up questions are asked about 
alcohol consumption behavior during the last three months: “in the last three months, on 
average, how many days per week have you had any alcohol (beer, wine, or any drink 
containing liquor) to drink” (ranges from 70 − and less than once a week coded to 0). 
Three alcohol categories are then created from the alcohol variable as abstainers, 
moderate and heavy drinkers. The definition of abstainers tends to vary from study to 
study and also on the broadness of the definition. In the National Health and Nutrition 
Examination Survey I, abstainers are respondents having less than one drink of beer, 
wine, or liquor in the previous year (Dufour et al. 1990; Dufour 1999). In contrast, in the 
National Longitudinal Alcohol Epidemiologic Survey abstainers are respondents 
consuming fewer than 12 drinking days per year. Dawson et al. (1995) define abstainers 
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as respondents consuming less than 0.01 fl oz alcohol per day (i.e., fewer than 12 drinks 
in the past year). Williams and DeBakey (1992) also define abstainers as respondents 
who reported consuming fewer than 12 drinks during the previous year (.25 of a drink per 
week). Despite the above evidence which points to the appropriateness of the 
classification relied upon in this research, the abstainer variable is further partitioned into 
two categories resulting in four categories; abstainers, light, moderate and heavy drinkers. 
Thus the new abstainer category now reflects respondents who answered “no” to the 
question “do you ever drink any alcoholic beverage such as beer, wine, or liquor?” The 
summary statistics indicate that about 50 percent of the respondents are lifetime 
abstainers, 19.8 percent are light drinkers, 21.4 percent are moderate drinkers and 8.9 
percent are heavy drinkers. The results of the model with these four alcohol measures are 
reported in the appendix for comparison (Table B16 through Table B18).  
In Table 6, 70 percent of the respondents are abstainers and 21 percent drink 
moderately.36 Surprisingly, the average wealth of respondents who drink heavily are 
about $367,436 compared to $175,997 and $276,627 for moderate drinkers and 
abstainers, respectively. Total abstainers appear to be less healthy than moderate or heavy 
drinkers. On average abstainers have about 1.7 severe health conditions whiles moderate 
drinkers and heavy alcohol users have about 1.3 severe health conditions. It appears that 
on average, the proportion of Whites who abstain from alcohol is slightly lower than that 
of Non-Whites (67 percent versus 78 percent). On the other hand, Whites drink 
moderately and heavily (22 percent and 10 percent) on average than Non-Whites (18 
percent and 4 percent). The average alcohol drinking days per week for Whites may point 
to more liberal norms and attitudes towards alcohol use. The summary statistics also 
                                                 
36 Table 6 presents summary statistics with the 3 alcohol categories. 
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indicate that 53 percent of the heavy drinkers are men, which may reflect societal 
acceptance. In contrast, about 57 percent of abstainers are women. Only about 24 percent 
of the respondents in the sample smoke. Health may affect different groups of individuals 
depending on whether the individual is an abstainer, moderate alcohol user or heavy 
alcohol user.  
Alcohol may influence wealth at retirement through its effects on health, thus 
measures of health are included on the RHS in some specifications to test the robustness 
of this assumption. On average, the number of severe health conditions reported by 
Whites is lower than those reported by Non-Whites, 1.52 versus 1.78. Small values imply 
better health, while larger values reflect worsening health conditions for the individual. 
Also, on average, abstainers report a higher sum of severe health conditions (1.68) than 
either moderate drinkers or heavy drinkers (1.32 or 1.31). Although, there were no 
marked gender differences with regards to the health variables (sum of health conditions), 
the health status of respondents from the South were markedly lower than those of 
respondents in the Northeast, Mid-West and West.37 With regards to education, on 
average, White respondents tend to have a higher proportion of respondents with high 
school completion (44 percent), associates (13 percent) and college and professional 
degree (18 percent) versus (33 percent; 10 percent; 12 percent) for Non-Whites. Also, the 
proportion of heavy alcohol users with at least 16 years of education was 28 percent. In 
addition, the summary statistics show the average age of respondents at the beginning of 
the survey to be around 55.6 years.  On average White respondents have more years of 
education than Non-Whites under all three educational categories. Additionally, a test of 
whether male and female respondents have the same means with regards to their alcohol 
                                                 
37 See appendix for the summary statistics on selected variables by region–Table B1 
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consumption behavior revealed that there was no marked differences between the two 
groups. The summary statistics by region are reported in Tables B1 in the appendix.   
 
 
Table 6: Means of Selected RAND HRS Variables    
Variables Total Sample Alcohol Use Race 
  Abstainers Moderate Heavy Whites Non-Whites 
Wealth  214,477 175,997 276,627          367,436  249,713 86,398 
 (602,223) (466,182) (617,949)      (1,189,104) (665,199) (227,240) 
Abstainers 0.70    0.67 0.78 
 (0.46)    (0.47) (0.41) 
Moderate 0.21    0.22 0.18 
 (0.41)    (0.42) (0.38) 
 Heavy 0.09    0.10 0.04 
 (0.28)    (0.30) (0.20) 
Alcohol Tax 1.71 1.74 1.65                1.64  1.69 1.80 
 (0.47) (0.48) (0.45)               (0.44) (0.47) (0.46) 
Smoking 0.24 0.23 0.24                0.29  0.23 0.25 
 (0.43) (0.42) (0.43)               (0.45) (0.42) (0.43) 
1992 Age 55.59 55.71 55.15              55.72  55.61 55.52 
 (5.89) (5.85) (5.94)               (5.99) (5.87) (5.96) 
Non-White 0.22 0.24 0.18                0.10    
 (0.41) (0.43) (0.38)               (0.30)   
Female 0.55 0.57 0.51                0.47  0.54 0.58 
 (0.50) (0.50) (0.50)               (0.50) (0.50) (0.49) 
Health 1.57 1.68 1.32                1.31  1.52 1.78 
 (1.38) (1.44) (1.21)               (1.20) (1.36) (1.44) 
High School 0.41 0.41 0.43                0.39  0.44 0.33 
 (0.49) (0.49) (0.49)               (0.49) (0.50) (0.47) 
Associates 0.12 0.11 0.14                0.15  0.13 0.10 
 (0.33) (0.32) (0.34)               (0.35) (0.33) (0.31) 
College 0.17 0.13 0.23                0.28  0.18 0.12 
 (0.37) (0.34) (0.42)               (0.45) (0.39) (0.32) 
       
Observations 75,178 52,436 16,055              6,679  58,958 16,220 
 
 
 
The regional weighted-average alcoholic beverage tax rate is used as the 
identifying instrument for the first-stage alcohol equation. There is ample theoretical and 
empirical evidence to suggest that the decision by the individual to consume some 
amount of alcohol may not be exogenous (MacDonald and Shields 2001). Thus the 
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estimated coefficient from a regression of wealth on alcohol consumption may be biased 
if the researcher fails to account for such endogeneity. Several economic studies 
including Chaloupka and Wechsler (1996) suggest that alcohol consumption behavior is 
responsive to price, implying changes in prices or taxes leads to changes in alcohol 
consumption behavior. Indeed, all states apply some form of taxes to alcoholic beverages 
(liquor, two types of wine and beer) and these tax rates vary from state to state. More 
recent data for the alcohol tax rates were downloaded from the Tax Policy Center’s 
website.38 The early editions of the excise tax data were electronically scanned from the 
Tax Foundation publications (1992-2000). The alcoholic beverage tax rates are 
aggregated by region due to the fact that the RAND HRS data being used does not allow 
the researcher to pin-point the location of the individual by county or state. The 
aggregated tax data are then weighted to reflect the annual volume of ethanol 
consumption (measured in ‘000s of gallons) in each state from 1992–2002. There are 
obviously some weaknesses to this approach of using the alcohol tax as an instrument, 
given that changes in prices may not deter alcohol consumption for some groups and 
unmeasured factors may be correlated with the tax on the alcoholic beverage. For 
instance, “partygoers” or students’ at “get-togethers” may not be affected by changes in 
the alcoholic beverage tax since alcoholic beverages served at these occasions are almost 
always at no charge to the guest. Despite the above-mentioned limitations, utilize the tax 
on alcohol as an identifying instrument to correct for endogeneity is appropriate. 
                                                 
38 http://www.taxpolicycenter.org/TaxFacts/TFDB/TFTemplate.cfm?Docid=399 (accessed November 
2004). 
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Empirical Methodology-Wealth at Retirement and Alcohol Consumption 
 
Recent evidence indicates that alcohol consumption is causally related to labor 
market outcomes, and may similarly be related to retirement outcomes as well. To 
investigate such causal impact of alcohol consumption on socioeconomic outcomes, 
panel data methods are relied upon throughout most of this dissertation. Panel data 
methods, unlike cross-sectional or time-series methods allow increased precision of the 
regression estimates and may reduce the collinearity among the explanatory variables. 
Panel data methods also allow the researcher to model temporal effects without 
aggregation bias, as well as control for omitted variables bias or unobserved 
heterogeneity (individual-specific fixed effects). To illustrate, in a wealth equation where 
individuals’ ability is likely to be unobserved, using cross-sectional data will consign the 
ability measure to the error term.  If ability or some unobserved variable is correlated 
with the other explanatory variables (e.g. drinking) then OLS will provide biased 
estimates of the rate of return to alcohol consumption.  Thus, the effects of alcohol 
consumption on socioeconomic outcomes will overstate (understate) the true causal 
effects of alcohol consumption on retirement wealth.  Under such circumstances, if we 
assume that ability is constant over time but varies across individuals then the ability 
variable would only be sub-scripted with i  and not t .  Taking first differences of the 
equation eliminates the unobservable ability effects and applying OLS to the first 
differenced model now produces unbiased and consistent estimates of β  (the returns to 
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drinking).39 Alternatively, one can transform the OLS equation (deviations from the 
group means approach) and eliminate the unobservables that either varies over groups but 
are fixed across time or factors that are fixed across individuals but varies over time or 
both.  
In choosing the appropriate method with regards to the restriction of the 
individual specific term iα in the error term, Baltagi and Li's (1990) version of the 
Breusch and Pagan (1980) Lagrange multiplier test of 02 =ασ  is relied upon. If there is no 
individual specific component in the error term then OLS with robust standard errors is 
efficient. On the other hand, if there is individual specific unobserved heterogeneity in 
the error term 02 ≠ασ , then panel data is appropriate depending on the assumptions 
ascribed to the unobserved heterogeneity term iα  (fixed or random). The null was 
rejected under the Breusch and Pagan (1980) LM test for random effects; (xttest0) 
02 ≠ασ , implying that RE or FE may be appropriate. The basic panel data model for 
cross sectional individuals indexed by ni ,,1…= over time period Tt ,,1…= is of the 
form; 
 
itititit uAlcoholXWealth ++= γβ             (12) 
 
In equation (12) itWealth  represents wealth at retirement of the ith  individual, itAlcohol  
is the alcohol consumption variable, itX  is a vector of demographic and economic 
                                                 
39 Note that the error process is now a moving-average and this may present some problems in estimation.   
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variables. The last term itu  is an error term and is such that itiitu εα += .40  The major 
difference between the two panel data approaches (RE and FE) being used here is the 
restriction placed on the ),( iti XE α . The main advantage of the FE approach is that it 
allows the researcher to control for unobserved individual-specific effects that are time 
invariant. For instance, the FE approach allows the unobserved heterogeneity term iα  to 
be modeled explicitly whereas the RE model treats iα as random error term. A major 
drawback of the FE approach is that it is inefficient due to the loss of degrees of freedom 
and also the researcher is not able to say anything about time-invariant variables or those 
variables that only change slowly. Given that time-invariant variables in this research are 
important, being able to comment on their estimated coefficients will enrich the research. 
Due to efficiency considerations and the above-stated shortcomings of the FE model, a 
decision was made to estimate the RE model as well. The major drawback of the RE 
model is that the restriction placed on the ),( iti XE α  may be untenable. A general 
Hausman (1978) specification test was carried out to discriminate between FE and RE. 
The null was rejected under the Hausman (1978) specification, indicating that FE is 
preferred.  
 
 
 
 
                                                 
40 There is an assumption of no time-specific component tλ in the error term but year fixed effects are 
included. Again, for RE we require 0),( =iti XE α , for FE we assume that the individual specific 
term iα  is fixed. 
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Accounting for the Endogeneity of Alcohol Behavior  
 
In empirical research, instrumental variables (IV) is called for if one believes that 
an omitted variable may be correlated with the dependent variable and the endogenous 
regressor, and can therefore influence the relationship between the two variables. Now, 
the model specified previously assumed that the alcohol consumption variable is 
exogenously determined. Yet, ample theoretical and empirical rationale indicates that the 
decision to consume some amount of alcohol may not be exogenous to economic 
outcomes. Stated differently, the alcohol consumption variable may be a choice variable, 
determined in response to certain socioeconomic factors such as the price of alcohol or 
the level of wealth. In addition, studies show that if the adverse health effects of alcohol 
consumption affect economic outcomes then the relationship between alcohol 
consumption and economic outcomes may be simultaneously determined in which case 
the alcohol consumption variable itAlcohol  is correlated with the error term of the above 
specified model such that 0)|( ≠Ε itit Alcoholu  and hence the estimates of γ  will be 
biased and inconsistent in the above model (MacDonald and Shields 2001).  Endogeneity 
can be controlled for by finding an instrument(s) that is correlated with alcohol 
consumption behavior but uncorrelated with the error term, independent of the outcome 
of interest, and regress the alcohol consumption variable on the instruments.41 Depending 
on the validity and how good the instruments are, the first-stage of the IV regression 
“purges” the component of the endogenous variable that is not due to the exogenous 
                                                 
41 Many statistical textbooks such as Greene (2002) and Wooldridge (2002)provide fuller discussions of 
2SLS/instrumental variable estimation. 
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variation.42 As stated in the data section above, taxes on alcoholic beverages are good 
candidate for instrumental variables regression since they tend to be exogenous. The first-
stage alcohol equation with the regional weighted-average tax on alcoholic beverages as 
the identifying instrument is as follows:  
 
itititit XTaxAlcohol ηβς ++=             (13) 
 
where itTax , the identifying instrument, is the regional weighted-average tax on alcoholic 
beverages in the U.S., which is assumed to be independent of itu , correlated 
with itAlcohol , but independent of itWealth  given itAlcohol and itu . Implying itTax  has 
no direct effect on itWealth .
43  A Durbin-Wu-Hausman (DWH) test of whether the alcohol 
variable is actually endogenous and needs to be instrumented was performed in STATA. 
The null hypothesis is that the OLS estimators are consistent and that the differences 
between the OLS and IV coefficients are random.  Note that a rejection of the null will 
indicate that endogenous regressors’ effects on the estimates are meaningful, and 
instrumental variables techniques are required. Under the null, the test is Chi-squared 
distributed with k degrees of freedom, where k  is the number of regressors specified as 
endogenous in the original instrumental variables regression. The null was rejected 
implying the OLS estimates will be inconsistent.  
                                                 
42 It is often difficult to find a good and valid instrument. That is, instruments that have no effect on the 
outcome variable and some instruments may be only weakly correlated with the endogenous variable. 
43 The above model overcomes the identification problem, that is, the model is identified since the 
instrumenting exogenous variable (regional weighted-average alcohol tax) does not appear in the structural 
equation. 
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Notwithstanding this result, parameter estimates for both the OLS and 
instrumental variables (IV) models are reported to allow for comparison. Also, the 
Hansen’s J over identification test statistic designed to verify the validity of the 
instrument in the alcohol equation (2) is not rejected.  In addition, given the system of 
equations, it is possible that the error terms may be correlated and the si' may not be 
identically distributed because the variance of the error term may not be constant. These 
problems, known as autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity, may lead to biased standard 
errors of the estimates of the parameters. To this end, the standard errors of the first-stage 
estimation are adjusted using a standard Huber-White-sandwich estimator which is 
available in STATA.  
 
 
Empirical Results–Wealth at Retirement and Alcohol Consumption 
 
Several estimation procedures are used; first, the structural model specified above 
is estimated via OLS, ignoring the panel nature of the dataset.44 In the second procedure, 
the structural model is estimated with the assumption that all the variables in the 
covariate vector, including the alcohol variable, are completely exogenous. In yet a third 
procedure, instrumental variables (IV), a first-stage multinomial logit alcohol 
consumption model (reduced-form equation) is estimated with the tax price of alcohol as 
the identifying instrument to correct for the potential endogeneity in the alcohol 
consumption measures. The predicted value is then used as an additional regressor in the 
                                                 
44 Note that OLS estimates reflect pooled OLS estimates.  
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structural equation with wealth at retirement as the outcome variable.45  All estimations 
are implemented via STATA and the results are presented in Table 6 through Table 8 
with robust standard errors.  
The results in Table 7 are the first-stage Multinomial Logit (MNL) model. This is 
a regression of alcohol status on the regional weighted-average regional tax rate on 
alcoholic beverages, smoking measure , age-in-1992, race, gender, health capital and time 
dummies. The coefficients from the MNL model are relative risk ratios but these can be 
interpreted as the percentage change in the dependent variable for a change in the 
independent variable. The percent change in the odds of belonging to a particular 
category that is associated with a change in a variable is calculated as 100*]1)[exp( −β . 
Ifβ  is small, the non-exponentiated coefficient multiplied by 100 can be interpreted 
directly as a relative effect which gives the percentage change in the odds for the 
corresponding variable. For 1|| <β  , the error of such approximation is about .005. The 
results indicate that the identifying instrument, the weighted-average regional tax rate has 
a negative and statistically significant effect on alcohol consumption, which is in line 
with the conclusions from several of the literature on the relationship between alcohol use 
and taxes (Kenkel and Ribar 1994; Chaloupka et al. 2002). 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
45 Exposition on the MNL model is provided in the technical appendix. 
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Table 7: First-stage Multinomial Logit Estimates (Dependent Variable–Alcohol) 
 Moderate Heavy 
Constant 0.034 -1.789*** 
 (0.107) (0.159) 
Alcohol Tax -0.344*** -0.349*** 
 (0.020) (0.028) 
Smoking 0.178*** 0.492*** 
 (0.022) (0.030) 
1992 Age -0.013*** 0.004* 
 (0.002) (0.002) 
Non-White -0.217*** -0.904*** 
 (0.024) (0.043) 
Female -0.279*** -0.348*** 
 (0.019) (0.028) 
Health -0.154*** -0.163*** 
 (0.007) (0.011) 
High School 0.381*** 0.350*** 
 (0.024) (0.037) 
Associates 0.527*** 0.703*** 
 (0.032) (0.046) 
College 0.850*** 1.131*** 
 (0.029) (0.040) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes 
Observations 75,170 75,170 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. Note: Multinomial Logit (MNL) estimates are Relative Risk 
Ratios (RRR) and coefficients can be interpreted as 100*]1)[exp( −β = percentage change.  
  
 
 
The coefficients on the average-weighted regional tax rate are minus 0.34 and 
minus 0.35 respectively, implying that alcohol tax decreases drinking by about 30 percent 
for an increase in the average alcohol tax ( 100*]1)34.0[exp( −−  3047.29 ≅−=  percent). 
In particular, the exponentiated coefficients from the multinomial regressions imply that 
an increase in the tax rate on alcoholic beverages multiplies the odds of being a light-
moderate drinker rather than a total abstainer by 0.71. Therefore, an increase in the 
average alcohol tax will decrease the odds of drinking moderately as compared to 
abstaining completely from alcohol consumption. Similarly an increase in the average 
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alcohol tax decreases the log odds (0.71) of being a heavy drinker instead of a total 
abstainer. Smoking has also been known to have a positive association with alcohol 
consumption and the results from the first-stage equation confirm this assertion. 
Using the exponents of the coefficient on smoking, an increase in smoking is 
associated with a 20 percent increase in alcohol use for the moderate alcohol category 
and a 63.5 percent increase for the heavy alcohol use category. Note that a major problem 
with IV estimation is that when instruments and endogenous explanatory variables are 
only weakly correlated the IV estimates may be inconsistent (Bound et al. 1995). An F-
test of the joint significance of the instruments in the first-stage multinomial equation 
suggests that regional tax itTax is highly correlated with the endogenous explanatory 
variable, itAlcohol . The rest of the variables in the model have the expected sign in 
relation to their effects on alcohol use and are statistically significant.  
The results from the benchmark model are presented in Table 8. The coefficients 
on the alcohol measures are positive and statistically significant under the pooled-OLS, 
RE and FE models. Focusing on the coefficients on the moderate alcohol measure 
respondents who drink moderately as opposed to abstaining from alcohol consumption 
see increases of about 33.3 percent, 7.6 percent and 4.2 percent in retirement wealth 
under the pooled-OLS, RE and FE models. Similarly, the effects of drinking heavily on 
wealth at retirement as opposed to abstaining from alcohol consumption ranges from 
about 39 percent, 12.1 percent and 8 percent increase under the pooled-OLS, RE and FE, 
respectively. 
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Table 8: OLS, RE and FE Estimates (Dependent Variable–Log-Wealth) 
 OLS RE FE 
Constant 9.335*** 9.542*** 11.091*** 
 (0.067) (0.136) (0.009) 
Moderate 0.333*** 0.076*** 0.042*** 
 (0.015) (0.011) (0.012) 
Heavy 0.390*** 0.121*** 0.080*** 
 (0.021) (0.017) (0.018) 
Nonwhite -0.949*** -0.996***  
 (0.018) (0.037)  
1992 Age 0.020*** 0.018***  
 (0.001) (0.002)  
High School 0.889*** 0.905***  
 (0.017) (0.035)  
Associate 1.157*** 1.181***  
 (0.022) (0.046)  
College 1.677*** 1.723***  
 (0.019) (0.038)  
Female -0.008 -0.061**  
 (0.013) (0.027)  
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 75,178 75,178 75,178 
Robust standard errors in parentheses * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
   
  
 
The results are in line with the empirical findings of Hamilton and Hamilton 
(1997) OLS regressions in that both moderate and heavy drinkers earn more than their 
equally situated counterparts who abstain from alcohol use.46  Note that the effects of 
alcohol consumption are greater under the OLS estimates as compared to the RE and FE 
estimates, which seem to indicate that the OLS estimates may be biased upwards.47 The 
coefficients on age and education under the OLS and the RE models have the expected 
sign and are statistically significant implying wealth increases with age and more 
education, all else held constant. Notice also that Non-Whites pay a penalty in terms of 
                                                 
46 The results, in terms of the sign on the coefficients of the alcohol measure, are also similar to studies 
from Tekin (2004) without FE, MacDonald and Shields (2001), Auld (1998) and Peters (2004) without FE. 
See conclusion section for details.  
47 To instrument for health and some of these variables require strong and adequate instruments thus, the 
possible correlation of unobserved heterogeneity with the health measures cannot be ruled out. 
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their wealth at retirement. Although the coefficient on the Female variable from the OLS 
estimate is statistically insignificant in Table 7, most results show that being Female is 
negatively correlated with wealth at retirement as indicated under the RE estimates. A 
full set of period dummies are included in most estimations and the coefficients on the 
period dummy variables are in general positive and statistically significant, indicating the 
effects for all the later years are higher and statistically significantly different from the 
omitted year (period-1992).48 The results presented in Table 8 do not change even when 
the abstainer alcohol category has been disaggregated into lifetime abstainers (those 
respondents who abstain completely from alcohol consumption) and individuals who 
drink less than once a week (see Table B17 in the appendix).  
The estimates in Table 8 assumes that all the right hand side variables with the 
exception of the alcohol measures are exogenously determined, but as argued previously 
the decision to consume some amounts of alcohol may in turn depend on other factors. 
To ascertain how the assumption of endogeneity will change the estimates, the model 
from Table 8 is re-estimated via instrumental variables and the results are presented in 
Table 9.  Again, the coefficients on the light-moderate alcohol measure in Table 9 are 
positive and statistically significant under the OLS and RE models but the FE estimates 
of the moderate drinking measure is statistically insignificant. The sign on the heavy 
drinking measure is negative and significant in most specifications. Drinking moderately 
as opposed to abstaining from alcohol consumption increases wealth at retirement by 
about 9.7 percent, 4.7 percent and 1.6 percent using OLS, RE and FE, respectively. In 
                                                 
48 Variables such as marital status, regional dummies, occupational dummies and other family background 
characteristics were included in subsequent specifications of the structural model but their coefficients were 
determined to be statistically not significant and worsened the overall fit of the model. 
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contrast, under the instrumental variables regression, drinking heavily instead of 
abstaining from alcohol consumption leads to about 10.2 percent, 4.4 percent and 1.3 
percent decrease in wealth at retirement via OLS, RE and FE, respectively. The sign on 
the coefficients of the heavy drinking alcohol measure support the assertion of an 
inverted U-shaped relationship reported by some recent studies.   
 
 
Table 9: Instrumental Variables Estimates (Dependent Variable–Log-Wealth) 
 OLS RE FE 
Constant 6.943*** 8.290*** 10.900*** 
 (0.095) (0.165) (0.064) 
Moderate 9.726*** 4.716*** 1.561*** 
 (0.252) (0.322) (0.417) 
Heavy -10.156*** -4.383*** -1.331** 
 (0.385) (0.441) (0.538) 
Nonwhite -1.245*** -1.106***  
 (0.024) (0.042)  
1992 Age 0.050*** 0.033***  
 (0.001) (0.002)  
High School 0.496*** 0.697***  
 (0.020) (0.038)  
Associate 0.871*** 1.010***  
 (0.026) (0.049)  
College 1.280*** 1.472***  
 (0.029) (0.048)  
Female 0.120*** 0.020  
 (0.015) (0.028)  
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 75,178 75,178 75,178 
Robust standard errors in parentheses * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are in logarithms, coefficients are 
interpreted as measurealcoholkwealth ∆=∆ *)100/(β .   
 
 
Note the effects of moderate drinking on wealth at retirement are somewhat 
smaller once the alcohol measures have been instrumented. As in the previous results the 
coefficients on the time-invariant variables, Non-Whites, age in 1992 and education, have 
the expected signs and are statistically significant (except that on Female under the RE 
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model). In particular, the results shows that being Non-White or being Female is 
negatively associated with retirement wealth while age in 1992 and education, as 
expected, are positively associated with wealth at retirement.  
Partitioning the abstainer category into lifetime abstainers and respondents 
consuming alcohol less than once a week did not change the results in any significant 
manner (see Table B16 and Table B18 in the appendix). The alcohol tax is negative and 
statistically significant in the first stage model. The alcohol measures are mostly 
statistically significant in the model that does not account for endogeneity and the 
inverted U-shaped relationship between alcohol and retirement wealth is still evident in 
the instrumental variables counterpart. Table B19 provides the results of test of various 
hypotheses with regards to the coefficient of the alcohol measures using three and four 
alcohol classifications. That is, a test of differences between the estimated alcohol 
coefficients as well as a test of joint significance of these coefficients in Table B19. Here 
the interest lies in testing whether there are differences between the coefficients and 
whether the alcohol measures are jointly statistically significant with regards to their 
relationship with the dependent variable, retirement wealth after controlling for the other 
variables in the model. The test indicates that the light, moderate and heavy drinking 
measures are significantly different from each other and jointly significantly different 
from zero. Therefore they contribute to the explanation of the variation in retirement 
wealth, which is not surprising, given that they are all individually highly significant. 
The theoretical argument from the perspective of this research is that alcohol 
consumption affects socioeconomic outcomes through its effects on health (indirect 
effect). Therefore, the above models presented in Table 8 and Table 9 do not include a 
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health capital measure as an additional regressor. The assumption is that if the researcher 
controls for the effects of health in the model then there should be no effect whatsoever 
of alcohol consumption in a regression of retirement wealth on alcohol consumption. Yet 
evidence exists to suggest that alcohol consumption may also affect socioeconomic 
outcomes directly since it may impact cognitive ability and mood, thus influencing 
productivity or daily activity (Block et al. 1990). Therefore, we would expect an effect of 
alcohol consumption on the outcome variable (retirement wealth) even with the inclusion 
of health capital measures. Indeed, the inclusion of health capital measures as a RHS 
variable in a regression of economic outcomes on alcohol consumption tends to be a 
standard practice in the economics literature (Mullahy and Sindelar 1994; MacDonald 
and Shields 2001; Peters 2004). Table B2 and Table B3 in the appendix present results of 
models with health capital (number of severe health conditions) included as an additional 
regressor to ascertain the possible direct effects of alcohol consumption on retirement 
wealth. The coefficients on the alcohol measures in Table B2 are slightly smaller but they 
are positive and statistically significant across the three models. In particular, the 
coefficients on the moderate alcohol measure are 28.7 percent, 7.1 percent and 4.1 
percent, respectively via OLS, RE and FE. Similarly, the coefficients on the moderate 
alcohol measure are 34.3 percent, 11.6 percent and 7.9 percent, respectively via 
instrumental variables OLS, RE and FE. The coefficient on the health capital variable 
(number of severe health condition) is negative and statistically significant across all 
three models, indicating the lower the number of severe health conditions the greater the 
upward effects on wealth at retirement. In particular, one additional severe health 
condition reduces wealth at retirement by about 18.5 percent, 7.7 percent and 2.6 percent 
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via OLS, RE and FE estimates, respectively. Under the instrumental variables regression 
(Table B3), the coefficient on the moderate alcohol measure is still positive but not 
statistically significant under the FE model. The coefficients on the heavy alcohol 
measures are again negative and statistically significant, suggesting an inverted U-shaped 
relationship between alcohol consumption and retirement outcomes. Also the health 
capital measure is negative and statistically significant across all three models and their 
interpretation is analogous to those from the previous table.  
To ascertain the robustness of the model, variables such as gender, race and 
education are dropped and the model re-estimated. These results are presented in Table 
B4 through Table B7 in the appendix. In Table B4 and Table B5 gender and race 
variables are dropped from the model. In general, the moderate alcohol measure is 
positive and statistically significant. The exception is that under the instrumental 
variables FE model the coefficient on the moderate alcohol measure is statistically 
insignificant. The coefficient on the heavy alcohol measure is positive and statistically 
significant under both RE and FE models. Under the instrumental variables RE model the 
coefficient on the heavy alcohol measure is statistically significant but it has an 
unexpected sign (positive). In Table B6 and Table B7 only the education variable is 
excluded from the model. The coefficient on the moderate alcohol measure is again 
positive and statistically significant. The coefficient on the heavy alcohol measure is 
positive and statistically significant in the model which does not account for endogeneity 
and negative and statistically significant under the instrumental variables approach. 
Surprisingly, the sign of the coefficient on the gender variable is now positive and 
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statistically significant. In general, excluding some of these time-invariant variables from 
the model leads to somewhat imprecise estimates.  
There is also ample indication that retirement outcomes tend to be different for 
different individuals based on certain observable characteristics such as gender, 
race/ethnicity or the stage of the life cycle in which the individual retires (Peters 2004). In 
order to examine the extent to which groups vary in their outcomes with respect to 
retirement wealth, the benchmark model is re-estimated by gender, race and age at 
retirement. The results are presented in Table B8 through Table B11 in the appendix. The 
estimates by gender in Table B8 indicate that the coefficients of the alcohol measures are 
all positive and statistically significant implying drinking is positively associated with 
retirement wealth for both men and women.49 Surprisingly, the effects of drinking are 
relatively greater for women than for men except in the case of the estimates via FE. As 
in the benchmark instrumental variables regression, the estimates by gender in Table B9 
indicate an inverted U-shaped relationship between drinking and retirement wealth. In 
particular, the coefficient on the moderate alcohol measure is positive and statistically 
significant across all the models, though their effects are relatively smaller. In contrast, 
the coefficient on the heavy alcohol measure is now negative and statistically significant 
for both men and women. These latest results are somewhat consistent with those from 
Peters (2004) and Tekin (2004). For instance, Peters (2004) found positive and 
statistically significant effects of current drinking on wages for both men and women but 
the statistical significance of the effects diminishes and in some instances disappears with 
additional controls and fixed effects regression, respectively. Also, the coefficients on the 
                                                 
49 Independent means t-test (two-tailed) between male and female indicates that the groups have different 
means.  
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drinking levels were greater in magnitude in terms of their effects on wages for women 
than men. Similarly, Tekin (2004) found positive effects of drinking on wages via cross-
section regression for both men and women and the magnitude of the effects were much 
larger for women than men.  
Table B10 attempts to unearth the racial differences in retirement outcomes given 
the individual’s alcohol consumption status. In general, the results for Whites and Non-
Whites are in line with previous empirical evidence. The coefficients on the major 
variables under Whites and Non-Whites model have the expected signs and are 
statistically significant except the light-moderate variables via FE. The effects of 
moderate alcohol use on wealth at retirement for Whites and Non-Whites are surprisingly 
similar. Under the RE estimates, Whites who drink moderately or heavily expect to see 
about a 7.2 percent and 10.6 percent increase in wealth at retirement, respectively. 
Similarly, under the RE estimates, Non-Whites who drink moderately or heavily expect 
to see about a 5.7 percent and 16.2 percent increase in wealth at retirement, respectively. 
The effects of moderate drinking and heavy drinking for Whites via the FE estimates (3.6 
percent and 6.6 percent) are similar with regards to the sign and statistical significance 
but are relatively smaller than those from the RE estimates. For Non-Whites, drinking 
heavily is still associated with increased wealth at retirement of about 13.2 percent but 
the effects of moderate drinking for Non-Whites are not significantly different from zero. 
Moreover, all the time-invariant variables have the expected signs and are statistically 
significant except the coefficient on the Female variable under the RE estimates. 
The results presented in Table B11 attempt to disentangle any differences which 
might exist between respondents based on their retirement age. Not surprisingly under the 
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RE estimates, the effects of alcohol consumption on retirement wealth is relatively better 
for those respondents who retire at or after their 65h birthday (11 percent and 13.8 
percent, respectively). In comparison, the effects of alcohol consumption on retirement 
wealth for those respondents who retire before their 65th birthday are 7 percent and 12.4 
percent, respectively. In general, the effects of alcohol consumption on retirement wealth 
under the FE estimates are positive but only statistically significant for those respondents 
who retired before their 65th birthday (3.2 percent and 8.2 percent, respectively). Again 
the health capital variable and time-invariant variables have the expected signs and are 
statistically significant except the coefficient on the Female variable under the RE 
estimates. Generally, the effects of moderate drinking on retirement wealth do not change 
with alternative specifications via instrumental variables approach. The results also 
confirmed previous findings with regard to certain key variables such as gender, race, 
age, the level of education and health and their effects on retirement outcomes.  
The previous estimated models did not include lag variables of the alcohol 
measures. To the extent that there is persistence in alcohol consumption patterns over 
time, current drinking may proxy for long-term alcohol consumption patterns. Indeed, 
Cook and Moore (2002) find that the probability of abstention given three prior years of 
abstention is .84 and that the probability of binge drinking given three prior years of 
binge drinking is .90. Yet, explicitly excluding lagged variables of alcohol consumption 
from a regression of retirement wealth on alcohol consumption may understate the total 
impact of the latter on retirement wealth. The drawback to including lagged variables of 
the alcohol consumption measures is that it may lead to collinearity among the 
explanatory variables and reduce the precision of the estimate. In spite of the above 
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drawback, a relatively balanced picture of the effects of alcohol consumption on the 
outcome variable, retirement wealth, is presented in Table B12 and Table B13 in the 
appendix. The lagged variables of alcohol consumption measures are included as 
additional regressors and the model re-estimated. The relative sizes and statistical 
significance of the coefficients on the lagged and current versions of the alcohol 
measures provides evidence with regards to the effects of alcohol consumption on 
retirement wealth.50  
A glance at the estimates in Table B12 indicate that the effects of moderate or 
heavy drinking on retirement wealth are still positive and statistically significant in 
comparison with abstention from alcohol use. The OLS, RE and FE estimates are similar 
to those results presented earlier in the essay. The coefficients for the lagged moderate 
alcohol measure are positive and statistically significant in all three models, though the 
contemporaneous value under the FE model is not significantly different from zero. The 
lagged value of the heavy alcohol measure is positive as well, but under both the FE and 
RE model, they are statistically insignificant. In particular, the total impacts of the two 
estimated coefficients of the moderate drinking variable indicate that drinking moderately 
increases retirement wealth by about 40 percent and 9.8 percent, respectively via OLS 
and RE. Similarly, drinking heavily increases retirement wealth by about 46 percent 
under the OLS model. In Table B13, the instrumental variables counterpart to Table B12, 
the sign and statistical significance of the estimated coefficients on the alcohol measures 
are as expected but are only significant under the OLS and RE models. Clearly, the 
relative sizes and statistical significance of the coefficients on the lagged and current 
                                                 
50 Due to the fact that the HRS is conducted biennially, one lag of the alcohol measures which reflects two 
periods are included.  
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versions of the alcohol measures still points to an inverted U-shaped relationship between 
alcohol consumption and retirement wealth.  
Additionally,  all the estimated models via instrumental variables regression rely 
on multinomial logit (MNL) to estimate the parameters of the reduced-form equation 
(due to its flexible formulation) but results for the baseline model using ordered logit 
specifications are provided in the appendix for comparison (see Table B14 and Table 
B15). Note that alternative specifications whereby the reduced-form alcohol equations 
are estimated via ordered logit approach did not alter the sign or statistical significance of 
the estimated coefficients, though the magnitude of the effects were somewhat 
different.51 In general, drinking does not seem to adversely affect retirement wealth when 
endogeneity of the alcohol measures are not taken into account. When the alcohol 
measures are instrumented, heavy drinking seems to lead to decreases in wealth at 
retirement, which seems to confirm the inverted U-shaped relationship between alcohol 
use and economic outcomes. There is now additional evidence that at least moderate 
alcohol consumption is favorably associated with economic outcomes.  
 
Discussion and Limitations 
 
The analysis contained in this essay has shed light on the relationship between 
drinking and wealth at retirement by arguing that the relationship between alcohol 
consumption and retirement outcomes is analogous to the observed positive relationship 
between alcohol consumption and labor market outcomes. To unearth such a relationship, 
                                                 
51 Hamilton and Hamilton (1997) rely on MNL to estimate their first-stage drinking status equation hence 
the use of the MNL is not out of the ordinary. 
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the dissertation utilized a previously developed theoretical model and empirical 
techniques, some of which have had limited use in this literature. Overall, the results 
indicate that moderate alcohol consumption is positively associated with individual 
wealth levels at retirement. Also, the magnitude of the effects of alcohol consumption on 
socioeconomic outcomes seems to depend on the model specifications. The magnitude of 
the coefficients on the latter seems to be considerably smaller than the former even under 
different empirical methodologies and specifications. The results also confirmed recent 
reports of differential retirement outcomes for certain groups in society such as 
minorities, in that ethnicity plays an important role in the level of wealth at retirement. In 
the first stage estimations, designed to correct for the potential endogenous nature of 
alcohol consumption, the identifying instrument performed as expected. Overall the 
inverted U-shaped hypothesis was partially confirmed, especially when the endogenous 
nature of drinking are controlled for in the model. The instrumental variables estimates 
paint a more accurate picture of the effects of alcohol consumption on retirement 
outcomes.  
While the results are promising in terms of answering the research question, these 
results are not intended to rule out the significant roles played by factors other than 
alcohol on retirement wealth. Also, these results, in terms of the sign on the coefficients 
of the alcohol measures, are similar to those of previous studies which examine the 
relationship between earnings and alcohol consumption and find a positive relationship. 
Note that studies such as Tekin (2004), Hamilton and Hamilton (1997), MacDonald and 
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Shields (2001) and Peters (2004), all find a positive relationship between alcohol 
consumption and earnings or wages under various specifications.52  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
52 See the conclusion section for discussions on the relative magnitude and sign of the coefficients on the 
drinking variables from some of these studies. Although Kenkel and Ribar (1994) focus on problem 
drinking, the study does examine the effects of alcohol consumption as well. 
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CHAPTER V: ESSAY II–LABOR MARKET OUTCOMES AND ALCOHOL 
CONSUMPTION 
 
Introduction 
 
This second essay extends the analyses further by utilizing the longitudinal nature 
of the NLSY dataset (1984-1996) to examine the relationship between alcohol 
consumption and labor market outcomes. If alcohol consumption affects social capital 
and social capital influences socioeconomic success, then alcohol consumption through 
its effect on social capital may help explain labor market outcomes. Social capital is 
increasingly becoming an important evaluative criterion in terms of hiring practices, job 
assignments, internal mobility or decisions regarding wages and salaries (Holzer 1987; 
Montgomery 1991). The reliance of employers on social capital as a hiring or 
performance criteria may even be more prevalent in the professional services sector (e.g., 
accounting, investment banking, consulting) than in other sectors of the economy. This 
stems from the fact that both formal and informal social interaction is known to be 
critical to business operations, as well as economic outcomes for workers in this sector. 
In addition, evidence suggest that business socialization often leads to the diffusion of 
business information and initial contracting opportunities that are relevant to long-term 
profitability and well-being of firms (Saxanien 1994; Granovetter 1995; Putnam 2001). If 
social capital in the form of business and personal interactions are significant 
determinants of employment relationships such as longer tenure, upward mobility and 
total remunerations, then individuals with low levels of social capital will be at a 
disadvantage in such economic settings. 
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Definition of Business or Professional Services Firms  
 
The justification for focusing on this sector of the economy is due to recent 
research which indicates that social capital is richly rewarded in sectors of the economy 
where social interactions are paramount to business success such as those in the 
accounting, consultancy, investment banking, insurance and high-tech industries 
(Saxanien 1994; Granovetter 1995; Putnam 2001). In other words, if alcohol use leads to 
social interaction (social capital) then drinkers would be greatly valued in the sectors of 
the economy where the survival of the business or firm depends to a greater extent on 
business and personal interactions. A number of studies use various classification 
methods to identify the professional business services sector. For instance, Nachum 
(1998) characterize this sector of the economy as professional business services while 
Miles et al. (1995) classify this sector as the knowledge-intensive business services. 
Indeed, there is no common definition of this sector, but the above classifications seem to 
refer to the same service sector. As a by-product, this research presents an analysis of the 
effects of alcohol consumption on labor market outcomes by focusing on the professional 
business services which encompass mostly the accounting, consultancy, investment 
banking, insurance and high-tech industries. What distinguishes this sector from other 
sectors of the economy, according to Miles et al. (1995), is that the professional business 
services sector relies heavily upon professional knowledge and thus their employment 
structures are heavily weighted towards highly skilled individuals. Therefore the 
employees of such firms are especially important since the firm’s knowledge or service 
product is partly embedded in its workers. To reiterate, important resources such as 
experience, skills and contacts are tied to the employees. In such a scenario, contacts or 
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business interaction may be highly critical to business operation and profitability since 
service products are designed and implemented in close cooperation with the end user. 
Thus customer or client interaction would be an important part of overall firm strategy 
and profitability. What this implies is that firms may strive to hire and keep workers with 
the requisite social skills, those able to interact at the business, as well as personal level. 
An examination of the impact of alcohol consumption on the duration of employment and 
earnings, with an additional focus on a sector of the economy where social interactions 
are pervasive, will contribute to the current literature. Also, since firms are normally 
concerned with the expected tenure of potential and current hires, this essay contributes 
to the current literature by shedding light on whether differences in alcohol consumption 
can explain differences in employment duration and earnings.  
 
A Review of the Literature 
 
Before presenting a review of the literature on the relationship between alcohol 
consumption, social capital and labor market outcomes, a brief definition of social capital 
is warranted. Although there is no uniformity with regards to the definition of social 
capital, some studies tend to focus on the intensity of social interactions as evidence of 
social capital (Coleman 1988; Narayan and Pritchett 1997).53  The consensus is that 
social capital is an informal individual resource which may be generated from social 
interactions and social networks and which the individual can exploit for socioeconomic 
                                                 
53 For further literature on the definition of social capital see the World Bank website;  
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/EXTSOCIALDEVELOPMENT/EXTTSOCIAL
CAPITAL/0,,contentMDK:20194767~menuPK:418848~pagePK:148956~piPK:216618~theSitePK:401015
,00.html (accessed June 2004). 
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or political gains.54  The key feature of such a definition of social capital is that 
interconnectedness and sociability play important roles in the level of individual social 
capital accumulation and, as such, mechanisms or behaviors that promote sociability 
consequently result in social capital formation. In this regard, social drinking tends to 
deepen and strengthen the bonds of friendship, since it shows an individual’s friendliness 
and sociability. Such bonds may in turn provide the individual access to semi-
confidential information. In business settings, such as business lunch/dinner or banquets, 
alcohol consumption tends to loosen the atmosphere and provide an opportunity for 
business people to strike deals, interact and bond, exchange business information, as well 
as strengthen and consolidate business partnerships.55  Such social resources act to 
improve the individual’s economic outcomes according to Lin and Dumin (1986).56 As 
will become apparent, social drinking (light-moderate alcohol consumption) promotes 
understanding and shared values that shape the way that individuals relate to each other 
through social interactions or social networking. What follows in the next subsection are 
studies that provide evidence on the causal relationship between alcohol consumption and 
social capital formation. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
54 See Glaeser et al. (2000) for discussions on how social capital is embodied in the individual. 
55 See also Adam et al. (2000); Chadwick and Goode (1998); Criqui (1996); Zakhari (1997) for alcohol 
related issues. 
56 See also Burt (1992) 
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Evidence on Alcohol Consumption and Social Capital 
 
Scant evidence exists as to the physiological mechanism through which alcohol 
affects social capital formation, but current psychosocial evidence indicates that alcohol 
conveys an element of festive inversion through its chemical and symbolic properties. 
These chemical and symbolic properties allow individuals to create an alternative reality 
in which the potentially disturbing or frightening aspects of real world situations tend to 
be minimized while simultaneously enhancing the positive and celebratory aspects. In 
addition, the chemical and symbolic properties of alcohol tend to elevate mood and 
reduce anxiety, thereby creating an idealized world where social interaction, trust and 
information exchange can be facilitated. What this means is that moderate alcohol 
consumption promotes sociability in the form of social networking and social interaction 
which is almost always associated with social capital formation. Studies also show that 
the intoxicating effects of alcohol consumption tend to act as a buffer to the severe effects 
of both chronic strain and negative life events and also enhance excitement during festive 
occasions and increase cheerfulness, all of which in turn loosen inhibitions and facilitate 
social interactions. Thus drinking may provide an opportunity for an individual to form 
business and friendship associations.  
In an observational study involving Maori, Pacific Islanders and Europeans in 
New Zealand which focused on the effects of alcohol consumption on social interactions, 
the authors found that 40 percent of drinkers had drinking companions from other ethnic 
groups, which seems to suggest a strong social interaction between drinkers of diverse 
backgrounds (Graves et al. 1982). The implications from this study is that the effects of 
alcohol consumption on social interactions, regardless of the consumption level, are 
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insightful in that such effects of alcohol consumption on social interactions are not 
confined to certain cultures or ethnic demarcations. In addition such social interactions 
might not have occurred were it not for the symbolic and psychosocial properties of 
alcohol. What this study fails to take into account are nondrinkers and the notion that 
there could be heterogeneity in the sample of nondrinkers.  That is, “Kiwis” (Maori, 
Pacific Islander and Europeans) nondrinkers may refrain from alcohol use for athletic 
reasons or for community norms or lifestyle. Also there are no indications that abstinence 
would not lead to improved social life. The above claim of social interaction or social 
integration spurred on by alcohol use has also been echoed by Gilbert (1987) in a study 
that focused on Hispanics and Non-Hispanic Whites in San Jose and Los Angeles. The 
author found that Chicanos, Mexican-Americans and Caucasians interacted freely in 
several social settings. Such social interactions across class, ethnic and racial delineations 
would have been limited had it not been for the presence of alcohol.  
Recent studies of students affiliated with Greek organizations found that alcohol 
was regarded as a vehicle for friendship and social interaction in greater numbers than did 
students who were not affiliated with such organizations (Lo and Globetti 1995; Cashin 
et al. 1998). Also a study by Beck et al. (1995) found that drinking was used as a 
mechanism to overcome inhibition and to provide social facilitation. It is important to 
note the results from Lo and Globetti (1995) and Cashin et al. (1998) could potential be 
biased due to selectivity. Indeed, some individuals tend to interact with others who are 
similar to them which in turn may lead to the effects of social capital simply reflecting 
such selection effects. If we consider the assumption that sociability is the major reason 
for consuming alcohol, then individuals who use alcohol may be better integrated in 
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society and may tend to have higher social capital. This may in turn translate into better 
labor market outcomes than people who do not drink (Leifman et al. 1995).  
Even though there are numerous studies that have examined the beneficial aspects 
of social drinking, the evidence on the adverse effects of alcohol consumption on 
socioeconomic outcomes is equally impressive. Evidence indicates that alcohol 
consumption tends to affect economic outcomes negatively due to its adverse impact on 
individual productivity, reliability, career choices and stability. Indirectly, alcohol 
consumption may also affect labor market and retirement outcomes through its effect on 
human, health and social capital formation earlier on in life. There are also several 
pathways in which drinking, even social drinking, may negatively affect an individual. 
Medical research shows that alcohol is a depressant which tends to slow down brain 
activity or normal brain functioning by impairing information processing that could 
eventually lead to inaccurate assessment of situations and signals. Therefore, alcohol 
consumption, even light-moderate alcohol consumption, may lead to impulsive behaviors 
and aggression such as sexual and physical assault which may adversely affect the social 
capital of the individual with huge implications for labor market success (Koss and 
Gaines 1993). Further evidence suggests that individuals who consume alcohol 
excessively may experience a wide variety of adverse consequences with regards to their 
relationship with families, friends and work colleagues (Harford et al. 1991). In 
particular, alcohol consumption and dependence may lead to the disruption of family and 
social relationships, emotional problems and problems with the law.  
Notwithstanding the above criticism of the relationship between alcohol 
consumption and social capital, the convergence of views seems to suggest that certain 
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alcohol consumption levels are causally-linked to social capital which in turn may affect 
labor market outcomes. Also, there is no question that social interaction can occur, for 
instance, through golfing or fishing but the chemical and psychosocial properties of 
alcohol tend to break down inhibitive tendencies which allow social interactions and 
information exchange, unmatched by other mechanism through which social capital may 
be formed (Midanik 1994). Whether light-moderate alcohol consumption leads to better 
or worse labor market outcomes remains to be seen. In sum, given the consensus that 
light-moderate drinking does influence sociability and consequently social capital among 
individuals and groups, there is a justification for investigating whether alcohol 
consumption is a good predictor of labor market success. Evidence from studies such as 
MacDonald and Shields (2001), Skog (1980), Montgomery (1991), Tekin (2004) and 
Peters (2004) suggest that indeed alcohol consumption tends to have an impact on 
economic outcomes such as wages or earnings.  
 
Why Social Capital may Promote Longer Employment Duration  
 
While many studies have dwelled on the effects of alcohol use on other outcomes 
such as increased earnings as a measure of successful labor market outcome, this essay 
argues that longer employment duration is an important a measure of labor market 
competence and success.57 To the extent that job interruptions tend to lead to severe 
penalties on subsequent jobs and steeper decline in wages, these studies implicitly 
support the assertion that alcohol use may have positive effects on tenure given its 
                                                 
57 Additional evidence on alcohol consumption-labor market nexus includes French and Zarkin (1995); 
Auld (1998); Kenkel and Ribar (1994); Tekin (2004); MacDonald and Shields (2001). Studies on alcohol 
consumption and its effect on social capital includes Portes (1998) and Patterson (1998). 
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positive effects on labor supply and earnings. In particular, if socially adept individuals, 
contribute to business information diffusion, through social and informal interactions 
then employers will strive to keep those individuals, who have the requisite social capital 
that is relevant to long-term profitability and overall success of business operations. In 
addition, longer job tenure is an indicator of a good match between the employer and the 
employee. Longer job tenure also has implications for pensions and retirement incomes, 
wages at the subsequent firm, employment and re-employment probabilities and the 
preservation of individual human and social capital.  
Note that under certain circumstances longer employment duration may not be 
desirable from the perspective of the individual. For instance, a study by Saxanien (1994) 
argues that there is a greater level of inter-firm mobility among the high tech workers in 
Silicon Valley. These high-tech workers in Silicon Valley usually establish social 
network loyalties among themselves and not to individual firms or even industries. Thus 
we would expect some individuals working in the high-tech sectors to move frequently 
from one project, company or industry to another to take advantage of information 
diffusion. Under such a scenario shorter employment duration may not accurately reflect 
the social skills of the individual, and longer employment duration may not benefit the 
individual within this particular sub-sector. Nevertheless, longer employment duration 
may improve socioeconomic outcomes for the individual due to the reasons outlined 
above.58  
Indeed a study by Urwin et al. (2002) which examines the cost and benefits of 
social capital investments using the UK 2000 Time Use Survey (UKTUS 2000) reached 
                                                 
58 This NLSY data is such that job changes are observable for some respondents but the data does not allow 
this research to distinguish any differences with regards to the quality or prestige associated with the 
previous job vis-à-vis that of the subsequent job.  
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such a conclusion. Urwin et al. (2002) relied on four measures of social capital such as 
bonding networks, bridging networks and linking networks as measures of social capital. 
They reported that investment in social capital (linking networks) tend to exert a 
significant positive effect on wages. Although this result does not evaluate the causal 
impact of alcohol consumption, it does indirectly point to the assertion that behaviors that 
improve social capital formation may also improve labor market outcomes for the 
individual. This evidence supports the assertions made in the introductory sections of this 
essay under the assumption that alcohol consumption is causally linked to social capital, 
which has been shown to improve labor market outcomes. 
A study by Koppel (1981), which examines the short-run effects of attitudes on 
earnings, found positive and direct effects of three socio-psychological variables 
(occupational aspirations, locus of control and expectations) on occupational attainment 
and earnings. Although the extent to which the effects from the above study persist over 
time were not exactly clear at the time, a study by Szekelyi and Tardos (1993), which 
relied on the PSID data and which used similar variables such as locus of control, future-
orientedness and trust, did indicate a positive effect on future wage levels and wage 
growth. These studies bolster the argument that alcohol consumption may be positively 
related to labor market outcomes as a result of the influences from social capital. 
Another study that supports the argument that socially skilled individuals tend to 
perform better in the labor market is that of Holzer (1987). In the study Holzer (1987) 
argues that employers place a premium on referrals from employees and treat them as 
more informative and reliable than they do applicants who go through the normal 
application process. Such methods are also used by employers to screen potential hires 
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which in turn reduces employers’ cost of doing business. If alcohol use is related to social 
capital, which in turn determines who gets access to labor market opportunities and 
business information, then an understanding of the relationship between alcohol 
consumption levels and labor market outcomes becomes even more critical. In other 
words, individual labor market success with regards to promotions into leadership 
positions, earnings, length of employer-employee attachment may not depend only on 
their human capital and physical characteristics but also on their socializing behavior. 
Similarly, Montgomery (1991) examined how social networks provide employers 
with information about prospective hires. Montgomery (1991) theoretical model was 
based on the assumption that workers tend to refer employers to potential employees who 
are similar in terms of skill level. He further argues that employers tend to trust 
information from high ability employees and that employers will only refer high ability 
employees since their reputation is at stake. The model then predicts that a workers’ 
wages and salaries will be determined by the number and type of social ties held. The 
model further predicts a large role for social capital in the determination of labor market 
outcomes such as earnings and tenure. Now, if we assume for a moment that drinking 
leads to social capital formation, then we can infer from the current evidence that 
drinking may indeed affect labor market outcomes.   
Notwithstanding the favorable evidence of the positive impact of social capital on 
economic outcomes, recent studies on educational underachievement have been linked to 
the presence of social capital that actively encourages truancy and discourages 
achievement. The argument is that social capital breeds a condition of social exclusion 
due to the mediating factors associated with social class relations and the prevailing 
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educational structures and processes. Such a condition would have adverse implications 
for individual labor market outcomes.59  Similarly, social networks can be a powerful 
channel through which unhealthy behavior, such as smoking and drugs, may be 
encouraged.  In addition studies show that although individuals from lower social classes 
may socially interact, engage in social drinking and even form networks, such informal 
sociability tends to be concentrated around friends, not work colleagues. To the extent 
that informal networks and information tends to be crucial for labor market opportunities, 
social interaction may improve or worsen socioeconomic outcomes depending on the 
types, quality and accessibility of such interactions (Perri 1997; Hall 1999).  
Closely related to the above and as mentioned earlier, is the role of unobserved 
heterogeneity in the effects of social capital on labor market outcomes. Although both 
social interaction and peer effects tend to be aspects of social capital, in reality it may be 
difficult to separate the effects of social interaction from those of peer effects.60 Indeed 
there may be selectivity with regards to peer group membership (social homophily). That 
is, individuals tend to interact with others who are similar to them which in turn may lead 
to the effects of social interaction or social capital simply reflecting such selection 
effects. Thus, the effects of social interaction or social capital on an outcome variable 
may be due to some extent by the effects of some unobservables. A solution to such 
unobserved individual heterogeneity may be to implement an instrumental variables 
approach or a fixed effects approach. Data limitations and valid instruments however 
made the instrumental variables approach virtually unfeasible. In addition, the NLSY 
data set does not provide information on an individual’s reference group. To ascertain if 
                                                 
59 See Brehm and Rahn (1997) and Perri (1997) 
60 Peer effects are the extent to which an individual’s outcome is influenced by peers’ outcomes. 
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similarities in attitudes or behavior among individuals are due to social interaction rather 
than peer effects, the models in this essay are estimated by fixed effects, as well.61  
 
 A Summary of the Current Literature  
 
Some of the literature reviewed above, as well as the GSS case study, show that 
alcohol consumption does indeed affect social capital positively. At the same time, 
numerous studies, including those reviewed above indicate that social capital affects 
socioeconomic outcomes. The accumulation of evidence suggests that alcohol 
consumption may indeed improve labor market outcomes due to its effects on social 
capital. Evidence also shows that there are complementarities that exist between health 
capital and social capital.62  Although the evidence thus far indicates some positive 
influences of alcohol consumption on economic outcomes, it is important to note that 
alcohol consumption and social capital may not necessarily lead to better labor market 
outcomes.  Indeed, a review of the literature showed that the negative implications of 
alcohol consumption on labor market outcomes cannot be ignored in an analysis of the 
relationship between social capital and socioeconomic outcomes. In spite of evidence that 
points to the dangers of alcohol use, the consensus among the studies reviewed suggests 
that alcohol consumption is causally linked to social capital and that moderate alcohol 
consumption may impact economic outcomes in sectors of the economy where social and 
business interactions are pervasive.   
                                                 
61 Cooper et al. (1999) 
62 See Cooper et al. (1999) and Veenstra (2000).  
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In sum, these studies on alcohol use and social capital, and their relationship to 
economic outcomes, bolster the case for an examination of the extent to which 
differences in alcohol consumption may affect labor market outcomes such as 
employment duration and earnings utilizing a different empirical approach. This essay is 
significant in the sense that since differences in labor market outcomes account for a 
substantial portion of differences in economic well-being, accounting for factors that 
drive these differences in labor market outcomes such as employment tenure will add to 
the current literature. In addition, this essay contributes to the literature on alcohol 
consumption and socioeconomic outcomes, since there are no studies that examine the 
relationship between alcohol consumption and the length of employment within the 
sectors of the economy where social capital is pervasive, such as the professional 
business services sector.  
 
NLSY Data and Variable Description 
 
The data used here is a sub-sample culled from the Geocode version of the 
National Longitudinal Surveys of Youth (NLSY79) for the period 1984 through 1996. 
The NLSY Geocode dataset contains geographic identifiers such as state and standard 
metropolitan statistical area (SMSA) of residence for each NLSY respondent. The 
Geocode version also contains information on state and standard metropolitan statistical 
area (SMSA) unemployment rates for individuals residing in those respective areas. An 
advantage of using the Geocode version of the NLSY79 macroeconomic spatial variables 
is that it helps improve the estimation precision of the reduced-form equations (increased 
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variation in the alcohol tax variable–from region to state level). The NLSY79 is a 
nationally representative sample of 12,686 young men and women who were 14-22 years 
old when they were first surveyed in 1979 with the latest year being 2000. These 
individuals are now in their late 20s, 30s and 40s, and have been personally interviewed 
19 times over two decades. These individuals were interviewed annually from 1979 to 
1994 and biennially from 1996 to the present. The NLSY79 over-sampled Hispanics, 
Non-Hispanic blacks, economically disadvantaged youth, and active duty members of the 
military. 63   For the main variables of interest, tenure, earnings and alcohol consumption, 
there is information on the first two variables for all the period under consideration. With 
regards to the latter, there are 8 survey years (1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1988, 1989, 1992, 
and 1994) with questions on alcohol but since this study focuses on the period between 
1984 and 1996 the survey years for which alcohol questions are used are 1984, 1985, 
1988, 1989, 1992, and 1994. The longitudinal nature of the NLSY79 helps provide a 
certain measure of variation in respondents’ alcohol behavior vis-à-vis their 
socioeconomic outcomes over a considerable period. In addition, the NLSY79 contains 
information on the respondents’ education, religious affiliation, social attitudes and 
aspirations and other demographic variables.  
 
 
 
 
                                                 
63 The overall unbalanced panel for the NLSY (1984-1996) is n  = 12,686 and t  = 12. Again, the 
estimation algorithms in STATA adjust the total counts using i
n
i T1=Σ instead of nT  to account for the 
total number of observations and proper variances and F tests are computed as well. 
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Table 10: Description of Selected NLSY Variables   
Variables Definition 
Dependent Variables  
Survival Time 
Time until employment ends with employer 
(weeks) 
Censor End of Duration  
Earnings Total wages and salaries 
Independent Variables  
Abstainer Less than 1 drinking days per week 
Light Between 1and 2 drinking days per week 
Moderate Between 2 and 5 drinking days per week 
Heavy Greater than 5 drinking days per week 
Alcohol Tax States’ weighted-average states’ tax rate 
Age Age in years  
Sociability64 Personality trait (introversion), Likert-scaled 1-4 
Married Equal to 1, if Married, 0 otherwise  
Education Number of years of Education 
Female Equal to 1, if Female, 0 otherwise 
Non-White 
Equal to 1, if Black or Hispanic/Other, 0 
otherwise 
Professional Services  (SIC 700-890) 
Equal to 1, if Industry is in SIC 700-890, 0 
otherwise  
Light* Female; Moderate* Female; Heavy *Female Interaction terms 
Light*Non-White; Moderate*Non-White; Heavy*Non-White Interaction terms 
Period Dummies  1985-1996 
 
 
Major Variables 
 
Table 10 provides a brief description of the variables used in this essay. The main 
variables of interest are time (tenure in weeks), earnings and alcohol consumption. The 
dependent variable under the first empirical methodology is time until employment ends 
with an employer and the dependent variable under the second empirical methodology is 
log earnings. Both employment tenure and earnings are significant determinants of labor 
market success. Employment tenure in the NLSY79 dataset refers to the total tenure or 
length of tenure with an employer in weeks. The respondent’s employment tenure with 
                                                 
64 The NLSY question pertaining to this variable has been provided in the appendix as well. 
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each employer is reported up to the most current survey year and thus it is cumulative 
through contiguous survey years, beginning on the first date the respondent reports 
working for the employer (the start date) and ending on the date the respondent reports 
leaving the employer (the stop date). If a respondent started working for an employer 
before or on the date of last interview, tenure since the date of last interview is added to 
the already existing time to reflect total tenure. If the respondent is working for the 
employer on the current interview date, the stop date is set to the current date. If the 
respondent reports working for this employer at the next interview, tenure between 
interviews is added to the total tenure of that particular respondent.  
The average tenure for the overall sample is about 223 weeks. On average, Whites 
have slightly longer employment duration than Non-Whites (about 227 weeks versus 216 
weeks). In contrast, professional business services workers have slightly shorter 
employment duration than other workers (about 220 weeks versus 225 weeks). There 
were no marked differences with regards to the four regions. Descriptive statistics on 
median duration of employment from the Kaplan-Meier estimate is provided at the 
beginning of the first empirical methodology section (duration analysis) and in the 
appendix, Table C1 and Figure C1 through Figure C7. The earnings measure used in the 
second half of this essay is total income from wages and salary before taxes during the 
past calendar year.  
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Table 11: Means of Selected NLSY Variables, Total Sample and Drinking Status   
 
 
 
The earnings variable is measured in current dollar amounts. It is hypothesized 
that individuals with higher stocks of social capital due to varying levels of alcohol 
consumption may experience improvements in earnings in the labor market. The 
summary statistics indicate that the average earnings in the sample are around $18,630, 
Variable Total Sample Alcohol Use 
   Abstainers Light Moderate Heavy 
Earnings 18,629 15,532 16,642 20,891 15,722 
  (75,206) (48,900) (48,528) (94,678) (13,477) 
Tenure 223.97 223.96 223.31 225.01 213.73 
  (77.17) (78.41) (77.24) (76.73) (77.72) 
Abstainer 0.13     
  (0.34)     
Light 0.33     
  (0.47)     
Moderate 0.51     
  (0.50)     
Heavy 0.03     
  (0.17)     
Age 29.47 29.76 29.32 29.50 29.56 
  (4.20) (4.26) (4.21) (4.17) (4.20) 
Alcohol Tax 1.54 1.58 1.54 1.54 1.56 
  (0.28) (0.29) (0.27) (0.27) (0.27) 
Less Social 0.26 0.30 0.26 0.25 0.26 
  (0.44) (0.46) (0.44) (0.43) (0.44) 
 Social 0.55 0.50 0.56 0.55 0.51 
  (0.50) (0.50) (0.50) (0.50) (0.50) 
Very Social 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.19 0.22 
  (0.38) (0.38) (0.37) (0.39) (0.42) 
Female 0.50 0.62 0.57 0.43 0.28 
  (0.50) (0.49) (0.50) (0.50) (0.45) 
Non-White 0.25 0.40 0.30 0.28 0.34 
  (0.44) (0.49) (0.46) (0.45) (0.47) 
Education 12.80 12.72 12.69 12.95 11.95 
  (2.42) (2.34) (2.37) (2.45) (2.30) 
Professional Business Services Firms 0.36 0.39 0.38 0.34 0.28 
 (0.48) (0.49) (0.48) (0.48) (0.45) 
Observations 117,359 15,404 39,353 60,328 3,652 
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with moderate drinkers having slightly higher than average earnings ($20,891). The 
average earnings among White respondents were $19,544 versus $16,529 for Non-
Whites. On average there were no significant differences between respondents from the 
professional business services sector and other sectors of the economy ($18,306 versus 
$18,809). As expected, the average earnings for respondents from the south were the 
lowest among all the four regions ($16,433), as compared to the Mid-West ($17,376) 
Northeast ($24,199) and West ($19,324).  
As outlined above, alcohol consumption may affect socioeconomic outcomes 
(tenure, earnings, etc.) through its effect on health and/or social capital. In particular, it is 
assumed that improved social skills will in turn lead to better labor market outcomes such 
as longer job tenures and better earnings.65  Socioeconomic outcomes may also affect 
individuals’ alcohol consumption behavior, if alcohol is a normal good. That is, 
individuals may spend more on alcohol or alcohol related behaviors with increases in 
income (Petry 1995). The alcohol measure in the NLSY79, “number of drinking days per 
week” reflects the respondents’ drinking pattern and frequency and this measure mirrors 
those in the National Health Interview Surveys (NHIS). Regarding the alcohol variable 
used in this section, NLSY respondents were asked the following question; “during the 
last 30 days, on how many days did you drink any alcoholic beverages, including beer, 
wine, or liquor?” The “number of days drank in last week” variable was created from this 
variable (“number of days drank in last month” divided by four weeks). The choice of 
this particular measure adopted for this research was due in part to NLSY question’s 
focus on the frequency of drinking (Dawson and Room 2000; Mukamal et al. 2003). Four 
                                                 
65 Skog (1980) argues that moderate alcohol drinkers have stronger social networks than non-drinkers and 
other classes of alcohol drinkers. 
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alcohol categories are then created from the alcohol variable, abstainers, light, moderate 
and heavy drinkers. In general, abstainers are individuals who reported consuming fewer 
than 12 drinks during the previous year which works out to a quarter of a drink per week 
(Dufour et al. 1990; Dawson and Room 2000 and; Williams and DeBakey 1992). On 
average, White respondents outnumber Non-Whites among the four alcohol categories. 
Also, workers in the professional business services sector are vastly outnumbered in all 
drinking categories.   
Again, to ascertain the robustness of the model and the appropriateness of the 
classification relied upon in this research, the drinking variable is further partitioned into 
five categories as abstainers, light, low moderate, moderate and heavy drinkers. Thus the 
abstainer category now reflects respondents who answered “no” to the binary alcohol 
question (“do you ever drink any alcoholic beverage such as beer, wine, or liquor?”). The 
results of the model with these five alcohol measures are reported in the appendix for 
comparison. Additional summary statistics delineated by regions, sectors and ethnicity 
are provided in the appendix, Table C2 and Table C3.  
The identifying instrument for the first-stage multinomial alcohol equation is the 
states’ weighted-average alcoholic beverage tax rate. The alcohol measures may 
potentially be a choice variable given that the decision by the individual to consume some 
amount of alcohol may be determined by other factors. The estimated coefficient from a 
regression of wealth on alcohol may be biased if such endogeneity is not accounted for in 
the model (MacDonald and Shields 2001). Most recent data for the states’ alcohol tax 
rates were downloaded from the Tax Policy Center’s website. The early editions of the 
excise tax data were then electronically scanned from the Tax Foundation publications 
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(1988-1996). The Geocode version of the NLSY allows the researcher to aggregate the 
alcoholic beverage tax rates by state. This aggregated tax data are then weighted to reflect 
the annual volume of ethanol consumption (measured in ‘000s of gallons) in each state 
from 1984–1996. A drawback to using the alcohol tax as an instrument is that drinkers 
may not be responsive to changes in alcohol prices and unmeasured factors may be 
correlated with the tax on alcoholic beverage.  
Yet a number of studies in the literature suggest that the alcohol tax is an 
appropriate identifying instrument for handling endogeneity (Chaloupka and Wechsler 
1996) . The summary statistics indicate that states in the South had the highest tax rate on 
alcoholic beverages at $1.77 per gallon versus $1.34 per gallon in Mid-West, the lowest 
among the four regions. These averages reflect attitudes toward morality with the “Bible 
Belt” having the most stringent “Sin Tax.” A number of demographic and socioeconomic 
variables such as age, gender, marital status, occupation, firm size and multiplicative 
terms are included to ascertain the robustness of the models but some of these were 
statistically insignificant and in a few cases adversely affected the precision of the 
estimates. Again the summary statistics for selected variables are in included in Table 11, 
Table C2 and Table C3. 
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Alcohol Consumption and Employment Duration: Evidence from Survival Analysis 
 
The dependent variable under this duration analysis is time until an individual 
leaves a job (duration of tenure in weeks). The Kaplan-Meier estimate at survival time t , 
calculates the product limit of the survival function and reflects the number of individuals 
surviving in employment at time t  relative to the number of individuals at risk of falling 
out of employment at time t .66 
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The graph of the Kaplan-Meier non-parametric estimator also provides a 
summary measure of the instantaneous probability of experiencing the event of interest, 
losing a job and the survival rate of holding onto one’s employment. Figure C1 in the 
appendix is the K-M survival estimate which plots respondents’ employment duration (in 
weeks) for the period under review. Each downward step gives an indication of the 
proportion of respondents failing at that particular point in time. The median survival 
time is 84 and 38,391 subjects experienced the event of interest which represents about 
32.33 percent of the subjects at risk of experiencing the event of interest. From Figure 
C4, the median survival time is about of 170 weeks for Whites and about 55 weeks for 
Non-Whites. Note that survival curves closer to the origin fail faster than those curves 
                                                 
66 Note: jd  is the number of individuals transitioning out of employment at time jt  and jn  is the number 
of individuals with censored and completed spells who are at risk of transitioning out of employment 
immediately prior to time jt .  
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that are further away from the origin. In terms of drinking status, abstainers fail faster 
than all the other categories followed by heavy drinkers, moderate drinkers and light 
drinkers.  
Figure C2, shows a hazard curve that rises and falls over the course of the period 
under review. The hazard declines and rises from time 0t  to around the 50-week mark. 
This period is normally the probationary period, for the parties to decide whether to 
continue the contractual agreement or employment relationship. The hazard declines 
thereafter, levels off and rises again, past the 200-week mark. The Nelson-Aalen 
cumulative hazard function (Figure C3) rises from time 0t and is never decreasing. This 
function assesses the total amount of accumulated risk (becoming unemployed) that an 
individual indexed by i has faced from the beginning of time 0t  to the present. Analogous 
interpretation can be applied to the rest of the survival and hazard function for the 
selected categorical variables. K-M survival estimates by region (not reported) suggest 
that respondents in the South tend to have shorter employment duration. This may reflect 
the relatively tough policies on drinking in many counties in the southern part of the 
country (“dry counties”). Also notice that the short employment duration might be 
attributable to policies in this part of the country which makes it relatively easy to dismiss 
an employee or make it easier for the employer to end the employment relationship.   
 
Duration Analysis-Parametric Estimation (AFT) 
 
A parametric approach can be used to model the duration of employment in the 
accelerated-failure-time form and the hazard )(th of the general parametric model is: 
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The numerator is the probability density function )(tf and it is the probability of the event 
of interest (falling out of employment) occurring within a differentiable time span 
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where t∆ is a very small (infinitesimal) interval of time and the change in t  is similar to 
the unconditional probability of having a spell of length exactly t . That is, leaving a state 
in a tiny interval of time ],[ ttt ∆+ . The survival counterpart to the above is: 
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And in continuous time this implies:  
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Integrating the above hazard leads to:  
                                                 
67 Although most economics data such as the HRS and the NLSY are measured in discrete time, in general 
if this interval is in the limit infinitesimally small, the discrete time hazard function tends to the continuous 
time hazard, and the discrete time survivor function tends to the continuous time survivor function. 
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∫=Λ= t dtthttH 0 )()()(                   (19)             
 
This is the integrated hazard, which is the cumulative hazard overtime and its particular 
relationship with the survival function is that )](ln[)( tStH −= . Since the interest of this 
essay lies primarily in understanding the duration of employment, the regression model 
will be specified as the natural logarithm of time of duration of employment:68 
 
ii Xt εβ +′=)ln(                          (20) 
 
here vector X summarizes both the time-invariant covariates (sex, race, etc.) and time-
varying covariates (drinking status, education, age, etc.) for each respondent.69 
Depending on the distributional assumptions made about the error term iu  ( )ln( ii u=ε ), 
one can resort to an exponential, weibull, gompertz, gamma or log-logistic model.70 For 
instance, if the error term iu  has an extreme value density, the weibull duration model is 
appropriate; if the error term iu  has a three parameter gamma density, the generalized 
gamma duration model is appropriate; if the error term iu  has a logistic density, then the 
log-logistic model is appropriate. Estimation of parameters of interest ( β ) in the above 
                                                 
68 The logarithmic transformation ensures that the predicted values of time are positive. Also note that AFT 
specification reflects the distribution of duration time rather than the distribution of the error term. 
69 Alternatively, the duration it could be specified in a general format as: ii uXt ∗′= )exp(β  
with )ln( ii u=ε . 
70 Due to slower computing rate, the gamma models did not achieve convergence and hence were not 
estimated. Although earlier preliminary versions showed that the gamma, log-logistic and weibull were not 
significantly different from the other  
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model is accomplished via standard maximum likelihood methods (Greene 2002) and 
with some effort it can be easily implemented in statistical packages such as STATA.  
Generally, the log-likelihood function, which allows for censoring of a sample of 
n individuals indexed by ni ,,1…=  with duration it , is:  
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Where ic , is a censoring indicator defined such that:
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Results from Duration Analysis-Parametric AFT Models 
 
A major advantage of the parametric duration models is that they can be estimated 
using standard maximum likelihood techniques. For a given covariate kX  the time ratio 
is )ˆexp(
)ˆ,1|)(ln(
)ˆ,|)(ln(
k
kk
kk
XtE
XtE ββ
β =+≡ . Note that a positive coefficient implies that an 
increase in the regressor leads to an increase in the duration of time, which corresponds to 
a decrease in the hazard rate.  In the case of dummy covariates, a positive coefficient 
implies that a movement from 0 to 1 leads to increases in the duration of employment. 
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Specifically, a positive and statistically significant coefficient (exponentiated coefficient 
greater than unity) under the weibull and log-logistic metrics implies an increase in the 
survival rate. Under the log relative hazards, a negative and statistically significant 
coefficient (exponentiated coefficient less than unity) from the weibull and gompertz 
estimates implies a decrease in the hazard rate.72 The gompertz model is available only in 
the log relative hazards mode in STATA while the log-logistic model is available only in 
the AFT metrics so for the ease of exposition, the weibull and gompertz log relative 
hazards are provided in Table C16 and Table C17 of the appendix for comparison. The 
main results with robust standard errors are presented in Table 13 through Table 14, at 
the 99 percent, 95 percent and 90 percent confidence levels. Table 12 present estimates 
from the first-stage multinomial logit equations with the outcome variables being the 
respondents’ drinking status (abstainers are the reference category).73 Again, the 
multinomial logit (MNL) approach has been relied upon in estimating the first-stage 
drinking status (see Hamilton and Hamilton 1997; Barrett 2002). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
72 Again, the hazard ratios or time ratios, offers a gauge of the magnitude of the covariate effect that is more 
intuitive than the coefficient value. For dichotomous variables, the time ratios can be interpreted as the 
percent change in the estimated survival for a value of one to a value of zero, all other things being equal.   
73 Details on how the categorical alcohol variable was constructed are available in the appendix. This first-
stage equation is intended to correct for potential endogeneity of the alcohol measures. Also expositions on 
the MNL model are provided in the technical appendix. 
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Table 12: First-stage Multinomial Logit Estimates (Dependent Variable–Alcohol 
Status) 
 Light Moderate Heavy 
Alcohol Tax 0.660*** 0.636*** 0.750*** 
 (0.028) (0.026) (0.061) 
Less Social 0.975 1.126 1.390* 
 (0.075) (0.085) (0.240) 
Social 1.234*** 1.423*** 1.619*** 
 (0.094) (0.106) (0.277) 
Very Social 1.075 1.438*** 2.135*** 
 (0.084) (0.110) (0.370) 
Non-White 0.669*** 0.606*** 0.764*** 
 (0.014) (0.012) (0.031) 
Age 0.999 1.132*** 1.056 
 (0.033) (0.036) (0.068) 
Age-square 1.000 0.998*** 1.000 
 (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 
Female 0.804*** 0.468*** 0.263*** 
 (0.016) (0.009) (0.011) 
Education 0.986*** 1.040*** 0.888*** 
 (0.004) (0.004) (0.006) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 105,345 105,345 105,345 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients   * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. Note: Multinomial Logit (MNL) estimates are Relative Risk 
Ratios (RRR) and coefficients can be interpreted as 100*]1)[exp( −β = percentage change. 
   
 
 
In Table 12, clearly the exponentiated coefficients are statistically significant and 
less than unity, implying that the alcoholic tax rate negatively affects alcohol 
consumption habits. In particular, drinkers are approximately twice as likely to reduce 
their intake of alcohol with an increase in the average tax rate as compared to total 
abstainers. In general, minorities are less likely to drink lightly, moderately or heavily as 
compared to abstaining completely from alcohol. The results also indicate that women 
are less likely to belong to any of the above-mentioned alcohol categories versus the 
reference category, total abstention. The results from the first-stage multinomial 
regression are in line with most of the current literature in terms of the sign on the 
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coefficients for the drinking measures when alcohol tax is used as the identifying 
instrument.   
 
 
 
Table 13: AFT Estimates (Dependent Variable-Time Until Employment Ends) 
 Weibull Log-logistic 
Light 1.968*** 2.137*** 
 (0.032) (0.041) 
Moderate 2.443*** 2.683*** 
 (0.040) (0.050) 
Heavy 1.915*** 2.010*** 
 (0.077) (0.090) 
Age 1.094*** 1.092*** 
 (0.002) (0.002) 
Female 0.676*** 0.646*** 
 (0.009) (0.009) 
Non-White 0.702*** 0.673*** 
 (0.009) (0.010) 
Education 1.021*** 1.022*** 
 (0.001) (0.001) 
Firm Size 1.000*** 1.000*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Unemployment Rate 1.023*** 1.028*** 
 (0.007) (0.008) 
Observations 105,345 105,345 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.    
 
 
In Table 13, the coefficients on the alcohol measures (light, moderate and heavy) 
from the parametric survival estimates presented under the weibull, log-logistic AFT 
metrics, all have positive and statistically significant coefficients. For instance, under 
both the log-logistic and weibull model, moderate drinkers are two and half times as 
likely (exponentiated coefficient of 2.44 and 2.68) to have longer employment duration as 
equally situated individuals who abstain from alcohol consumption. Similarly drinking 
lightly or heavily increases the survival rate of employment for individuals using the 
weibull and log-logistic AFT metrics (1.97 and 2.14 versus 1.92 and 2.01,  respectively) 
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which is to say it decreases the hazard of shorter employment under the log relative 
hazards metric of the weibull and gompertz models in the appendix (Table C16 and Table 
C17). The sign on the coefficients on the rest of the variables in the model were as 
expected and were statistically significant. Age, education, firm size and the 
unemployment rate, all increase the duration of employment under the weibull and log-
logistic AFT metric. For instance, the older the individual the less likely she will opt for a 
job change which works to increase employment duration.  
Furthermore, individuals working at larger firms tend to have longer survival rates 
since larger firms also tend to have higher survival rates than smaller firms. The rationale 
is that larger firms have a better ability to withstand adverse economic shocks, perhaps 
due to relatively good credit ratings and scale economies than smaller firms (Olley and 
Pakes 1996). Increased large firm survivability in turn affects internal jobs and the 
duration of such jobs, so we would expect a positive relationship between firm size and 
employment duration. The results also indicate that the unemployment rate is positively 
related to employment duration suggesting that during times of economic downturn 
individuals are less likely to leave their jobs or less willing to engage in activities that 
might cause dismissals. In contrast the exponentiated coefficients on the gender (Female) 
and ethnicity (Non-Whites) variables are all less than unity under the weibull and log-
logistic models, implying decreases in the duration of employment or, alternatively, an 
increase in the hazard of shorter employment duration. In particular, women and Non-
Whites tend to have shorter employment duration as compared to their equally-situated 
Male and White counterparts.  
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The associated graphs of the baseline hazard and survival functions evaluated at 
the means of the explanatory variables of the weibull and log-logistic AFT models, as 
well as the gompertz log relative hazards mode, are presented in Figure C8 through 
Figure C13.74  The plots reflect the survival experience of a respondent with a covariate 
pattern equal to the average covariate pattern in the sample. The estimated survivor 
functions provided in Figure C8 through Figure C13 are not significantly different from 
each other under all three parameterizations but that of the gompertz model is slightly 
different or steeper. With regards to the estimated hazard functions, the weibull baseline 
hazard looks almost identical to the gompertz baseline survival function, which is not 
unusual. In contrast, the estimated hazards are distinct from each other, with the weibull 
and gompertz models exhibiting monotonically increasing hazards. The shape 
parameter p from the weibull estimate indicates that the hazards are falling over time with 
p greater than 1 ( p = 1.009). The shape parameter reflects changes in the hazard )(th over 
time. That is, the shape parameter indicates whether the hazard )(th is falling, rising or 
constant over time and has implications for the choice of parametric duration model. The 
log-logistic model exhibits a non-monotonic hazard, rising initially then falling thereafter. 
For the log-logistic model the shape parameterγ is also close to 1 but not exactly 1 (γ  = 
.818), indicating a baseline hazard function that first rises and then falls. The log-logistic 
metric provides the best overall fit of the model. 
 
 
                                                 
74 The ML algorithm for the estimates using gamma distribution will not converge under that particular 
model specification. Earlier estimates indicated that the gamma distribution is not distinctly different from 
the weibull and log-logistic distributions.  
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Table 14: AFT –IV Estimates (Dependent Variable-Time Until Employment Ends) 
 Weibull Log-logistic 
Light 0.016*** 0.010*** 
 (0.006) (0.004) 
Moderate 85.083*** 64.355*** 
 (30.397) (26.009) 
Heavy 0.016*** 0.006*** 
 (0.013) (0.006) 
Age 1.071*** 1.069*** 
 (0.002) (0.002) 
Female 1.506*** 1.439*** 
 (0.087) (0.090) 
Non-White 0.838*** 0.785*** 
 (0.021) (0.022) 
Education 1.020*** 1.021*** 
 (0.001) (0.001) 
Firm Size 1.000*** 1.000*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Unemployment Rate 1.001 1.010 
 (0.007) (0.007) 
Observations 105,345 105,345 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients  * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are 
in logarithms, coefficients are interpreted as measurealcoholkt ∆=∆ *)100/(β . 
   
 
 
 
The model presented in Table 13 is re-estimated to control for endogeneity and 
the results are presented in Table 14.  Again coefficients that are greater than unity 
(positive) and statistically significant lead to increases in survival rates of employment 
while coefficients that are less than unity (negative) and statistically significant lead to 
increases in the risk of experiencing the event of interest (becoming unemployed) given 
that the individual has survived up to time t . The exponentiated coefficients on the light, 
moderate and heavy drinking measures under the weibull and log-logistic 
parameterizations are surprisingly different with the instrumental variables regression. In 
particular, drinking as opposed to abstention is now associated with decreases in the 
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duration of employment. For instance, under the weibull and log-logistic metrics the 
exponentiated coefficients on the drinking measures are all less than unity, indicating 
drinking reduces the length of employment. The sign of the coefficients on the rest of the 
variables are as expected, except that of Female which is now positive (greater than 
unity) instead of negative indicating that women are more likely to have longer 
employment duration than their equally situated male counterparts. The estimates via 
instrumental variables regression seem to be less precise as compared to the model in 
Table 13. Also the effects of unemployment rate on the duration of employment are now 
statistically insignificant.  
Moreover, these findings changed but not significantly with the abstainers 
category partitioned into lifetime abstainers and infrequent drinkers (less than one 
drinking day per week), the exception is that under the weibull model in the instrumental 
variables approach, moderate drinking is now positively associated with longer 
employment duration (see Table C20 through Table C22). The alcohol tax is still 
negative and statistically significant in the first-stage model. In addition to these tables, 
the results of the test of differences between the estimated alcohol coefficients and the 
test of joint significance for the alcohol measures using the three and four alcohol 
classifications are provided in the appendix (Table C23). With regards to the regression 
with four alcohol categories, the test indicates that the light and heavy drinking measures 
are not significantly different from each other under the instrumental variables approach 
as well as the models without controls for endogeneity. Yet the alcohol measures are 
jointly significantly different from zero. A similar pattern arises in the regression with the 
five alcohol categories, in that the low-moderate and heavy drinking measures are not 
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significantly different from each other under the instrumental variables approach as well 
as the models without controls for endogeneity. Again, the alcohol measures are jointly 
significantly different from zero.  
Chapter II argues that alcohol consumption affects socioeconomic outcomes 
through its effects on social capital (indirect effect) thus providing the rationale for 
excluding social capital measures as additional regressor in the models in Table 13 and 
Table 14. The assertion is that if one controls for the effects of social capital in the model 
then there should be no effect whatsoever of alcohol consumption in a regression of time 
(employment duration) on alcohol consumption. Yet evidence exists to suggest that 
alcohol consumption may also affect socioeconomic outcomes directly since it may 
impact cognitive ability and elation or mood thus influencing productivity and reliability 
(Block et al. 1990). Therefore, we may observe an effect of alcohol consumption on the 
outcome variable (time) even with the inclusion of social capital measures. Table C4 and 
Table C5 in the appendix present results of models with social capital (sociability) 
included as an additional regressor to ascertain the possible direct effects of alcohol 
consumption on labor market outcomes. In Table C4, the alcohol measures (light, 
moderate and heavy) from the parametric survival estimates presented under the weibull, 
log-logistic AFT metrics, all have positive and statistically significant coefficients. For 
instance, under both the log-logistic and weibull model, moderate drinkers are twice as 
likely (exponentiated coefficient of 2.07 and 2.17) to have longer employment duration as 
equally situated individuals who abstain completely from alcohol consumption. 
Similarly, drinking lightly or heavily increases the survival rate of employment tenure 
using the weibull and log-logistic AFT metrics (1.73 and 1.83 versus 1.78 and 1.77, 
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respectively). The coefficients on the social capital variables are largely statistically 
insignificant except under the log-logistic AFT metric, implying that sociability either 
does not improve the length of employment duration or it has no effect on the duration of 
employment. Note that the reference category is not social (lesser degree of sociability). 
The sign on the coefficients on the rest of the variables in the model were as expected and 
were statistically significant. Age, education, firm size and the unemployment rate, all 
increase the duration of employment under the weibull and log-logistic AFT metric. For 
instance, the older the individual the less likely she will opt for a job change which works 
to increase employment duration.  
The instrumental variables counterpart in Table C5 indicates that under the 
weibull model moderate drinkers are twice as likely (exponentiated coefficient of 2.75) to 
have longer employment duration as equally situated individuals who abstain from 
alcohol consumption. The effects of moderate drinking are somewhat smaller under the 
log-logistic model in that moderate drinkers are only about 1.29 times as likely to have 
longer employment duration as equally situated individuals who abstain from alcohol 
consumption.  In contrast, drinking lightly or heavily decreases the survival rate of 
employment using the weibull and log-logistic AFT metrics. The coefficients on the 
social capital variables are all statistically significant except under the weibull and log-
logistic AFT metrics, implying that sociability may actually reduce the duration of 
employment. This latest results may suggest that the social capital measures may not 
have adequately captured the sociability components of alcohol consumption in the 
model (e.g., the social capital measures are constant). The sign of the coefficients on the 
rest of the variables in the model were as expected (except that on the gender variable) 
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and were statistically significant (except that on the race variable under the weibull 
model). Again, the results from the instrumental variables survival models are less 
precise as compared to the previous model. Also, an alternative specification of the 
benchmark model estimated with predicted variables from an ordered logit model are 
presented in Table C18 and Table C19 in the appendix and those are somewhat 
imprecise. 
To examine the extent to which groups vary in their outcomes with respect to 
employment duration, the benchmark model is re-estimated by gender and race. These 
results are presented in Table C6 through Table C9 in the appendix. The estimates by 
gender in Table C6 indicate that the exponentiated coefficients of the alcohol measures 
are all positive and statistically significant implying drinking increases employment 
duration for both men and women.75 The exponentiated coefficients on the rest of the 
variables have the expected sign and are all statistically significant except that of 
unemployment rate for women. In comparison, Tekin (2004) found an inverse U-shaped 
relationship between employment and alcohol consumption for both men and women via 
cross-sectional results. This inverse U-shaped relationship disappeared for men and 
diminished for women once unobserved heterogeneity has been controlled for in the 
model. The instrumental variables regression estimates by gender in Table C7 suggest an 
inverted U-shaped relationship between drinking and employment duration for only 
women. In particular, the coefficient on the moderate alcohol measure is positive and 
statistically significant. In contrast, the coefficient on the moderate alcohol measure for 
men is now negative and statistically significant. Clearly, when one accounts for 
                                                 
75 Independent means t-test (two-tailed) between male and female indicates that the groups have different 
means.  
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endogeneity the effects of drinking moderately on employment duration are no longer 
positive.  
Table C8 examines the racial differences in employment duration given the 
individual’s alcohol consumption status. In general, the results for Whites and Non-
Whites are in line with the previous estimates, that is, drinking leads to longer 
employment duration. The coefficients on the major variables under Whites and Non-
Whites model have the expected signs and are statistically significant except that on firm 
size which is positive but statistically insignificant. In Table C9, the effects of drinking 
on employment duration are in general negative for both Whites and Non-Whites. The 
exception is that Non-Whites who drink moderately are several times more likely to have 
longer employment duration. Again, the estimates are somewhat imprecise and in 
particular the exponentiated coefficient on the female variable is greater than unity and 
statistically significant.  
Another focus of this essay is its examination of the effects of alcohol 
consumption on labor market outcomes in the professional business services sector. The 
rationale for such a focus is that social capital may be critical to labor market success for 
individuals who work in sectors of the economy that rely heavily on trust and informal 
information sharing such as those in the professional business services sector. Thus, if 
social drinking is a critical component of labor market success, then drinkers who work 
in this sector may be at an advantage in comparison to non-drinkers. To ascertain the 
extent to which alcohol plays a role in determining labor market outcomes in this sector, 
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the benchmark model presented in Table 13 and Table 14 was re-estimated separately by 
professional business services and non-professional business services sectors.76  
Table C10 and C11 presents a model that attempts to test the above-mentioned 
hypothesis. A re-estimation of the previous model by industry with the alcohol measures 
as the key right-hand side variable of interest did not change the results in any significant 
way. In particular, the coefficients on the categories of the alcohol variable are positive 
(exponents greater than unity) and statistically significant under the two AFT metrics.  
Surprisingly, the impact of drinking on the duration of employment from the professional 
business services sector is not noticeably different from that of the non-professional 
business services sector.  Individuals who drink are approximately twice as likely to have 
longer employment duration as non-drinkers. The coefficients on the rest of the variables 
are statistically significant and have the expected sign and their interpretations are 
analogous to those in the previous sections. 
In Table C11, the instrumental variables estimates indicate that the coefficients on 
heavy drinking are positive and statistically significant (exponentiated coefficient of 
38.8) in the professional business services sectors while the coefficients on moderate 
drinking are positive and statistically significant (exponentiated coefficient of 2.77) in the 
non-professional business services sectors.  The result implies positive returns to drinking 
heavily in the professional business services sector in terms of employment duration. 
Similarly, there are positive returns to moderate drinking in the non-professional business 
services sector. With regards to these latest estimates, modest weight should be placed on 
                                                 
76 The log-logistic metric presents the best overall fit of the model so the estimates by professional business 
services and race are via the log-logistic AFT metric 
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this latest instrumental variables result since the estimates are somewhat imprecise, with 
wrong signs on the coefficients of gender and education. 
Alcohol consumption patterns persist over time, suggesting that current drinking 
may proxy for long-term alcohol consumption patterns (Cook and Moore 2002). 
Nevertheless, the previous models are re-estimated with lagged variables of the alcohol 
measures to present a more balanced picture of the effects of alcohol consumption on 
employment duration. Table C12 and Table C13 in the appendix, presents the results 
from this latest estimation. Again, the magnitude and statistical significance of the 
coefficients on the lagged and current versions of the alcohol measures provide evidence 
with regards to the effect of alcohol consumption on employment duration. In Table C12, 
the coefficients on the lagged and current versions of the alcohol measures indicate that 
the total effects of alcohol consumption on employment duration is even pronounced 
when the effects of the past alcohol consumption pattern of the individual are taken into 
account. In particular, under both the weibull and log-logistic AFT metrics, drinkers are 
about four times as likely to have longer employment duration as individuals who abstain 
from alcohol consumption. In contrast, the effects of alcohol consumption on 
employment duration are negative for heavy drinkers when past influences of alcohol 
consumption and the endogeneity in the alcohol measures are taken into account. In 
particular, taking into consideration the endogenous and persistent nature of alcohol 
consumption, the total effects suggest that individuals who drink lightly or moderately 
are more likely to have longer employment duration as opposed to abstaining. 
Table C14 and Table C15 in the appendix presents estimates with multiplicative 
terms to ascertain the multiplicative influence of the other variables on the effects of 
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alcohol consumption on employment duration, the latter, with instrumental variables. In 
Table C14, the results indicate that the effects of moderate drinking on employment 
duration tend to decrease if the individual is a minority or female, which seems plausible. 
In contrast, the effects of light or heavy drinking as opposed to abstention on employment 
duration tend to decrease for females but increases if the individual is a minority, which 
seems implausible. Note that coefficients greater than unity on the interaction terms leads 
to increases in the effects while coefficients less than unity decreases the effects.  Also, 
the effects of the respective alcohol category on employment duration can be evaluated at 
the mean values of the moderating variables.77 In Table C14, age has a diminishing effect 
on employment duration (note 0,0 2 <> ageage ββ ). The only additional variable included in 
the model aside from the multiplicative terms is the size of the respondents’ family and 
clearly it has a decreasing impact on the duration of employment. Table C15 presents the 
instrumental variables version and although some of the estimated coefficients retain 
their sign and statistical significance, adding the multiplicative terms as additional 
regressors in the instrumental variables version compounded the imprecision of the 
estimates. In particular, the coefficients on the alcohol variables have the wrong signs. 
The rest of the results are provided in the appendix. Again, alternative estimations via 
ordered logit specification are provided in the appendix for the first-stage model (Table 
C18) and the benchmark model in Table 13 (Table C19). The variables of interest in both 
the first stage equation and the benchmark model retain their signs and statistical 
significance. In particular the state’ weighted-average alcohol tax has a negative sign in 
Table C18 and the moderate drinking measure has a positive sign in Table C19, both are 
                                                 
77 (Example: )( mod*mod*mod FemaleNonwhitet genderrace βββ ++=∆ . 
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statistically significant. Overall, the instrumental variable estimates relying on the 
ordered logit approach are less precise in comparison to the multinomial logit approach.  
 
Alcohol Consumption and Earnings: Evidence from Panel Data  
 
To investigate the relationship between alcohol consumption and earnings, the 
panel data method employed in Essay I is employed for this analysis. Panel data methods, 
unlike cross-sectional or time-series methods, allow increased precision of the regression 
estimates and reduce the collinearity among the explanatory variables. Panel data 
methods also allow the researcher to model temporal effects without aggregation bias, as 
well as control for omitted variables bias or unobserved heterogeneity (individual-
specific fixed effects). To illustrate, in an earnings equation where individuals’ ability is 
likely to be unobserved, using cross-sectional data will consign the ability measure to the 
error term.  If ability or some unobserved variable is correlated with the other explanatory 
variables (e.g. drinking) then OLS will provide biased estimates of the rate of return to 
alcohol consumption.  Thus, the effects of alcohol consumption on socioeconomic 
outcomes will overstate (understate) the true causal effects of alcohol consumption on 
earnings.  Under such circumstances, if we assume that ability is constant over time but 
varies across individuals then the ability variable would only be sub-scripted with i  and 
not t .  Taking first differences of the equation eliminates the unobservable ability effects 
and applying OLS to the first differenced model now produces unbiased and consistent 
estimates of β  (the returns to drinking). Again, Baltagi and Li's (1990) version of the 
Breusch and Pagan (1980) Lagrange multiplier test of 02 =ασ  is relied upon to choose the 
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appropriate method (OLS versus RE and FE). If there is no individual specific component 
in the error term then OLS with robust standard errors is efficient. On the other hand, if 
there is individual specific unobserved heterogeneity in the error term 02 ≠ασ then panel 
data is appropriate depending on the assumptions ascribed to the unobserved 
heterogeneity term iα  (fixed or random). The null is rejected under the Breusch and 
Pagan (1980) LM test for random effects; (xttest0) 02 ≠ασ  implying that RE or FE may 
be appropriate. The panel data model is formally specified as follows: 
 
itititit AlcoholXEarnings ηπβ ++=             (22) 
 for   ni ,,1…= and Tt ,,1…=  
 
here, itEarnings the dependent variable represents the earnings of the ith  individual and 
the vector itX summarizes the observed covariates including an alcohol consumption 
measure, demographic and economic, as well as, multiplicative terms. Again, the 
disturbance term itη : ( itiit εαη += ) is assumed to satisfy the Gauss-Markov conditions.78   
The major difference between the two panel data approaches (RE and FE) being used 
here is the restriction placed on the ),( iti XE α . The FE model is relatively inefficient due 
to the loss of degrees of freedom and the researcher is not able to comment on the time-
invariant variables or those variables that only change slowly. On the other hand, the RE 
model places a restriction on the ),( iti XE α , but such a restriction may be untenable. Note 
                                                 
78 See the empirical section of Essay I for the Gauss-Markov conditions and the structures of disturbance 
terms itε and itη .   
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that both the fixed effects and random effects approach are provided so that the reader 
can compare the two models. A general Hausman (1978) specification test was carried 
out to discriminate between FE and RE. The null was rejected under the Hausman (1978) 
specification, indicating that FE is preferred.  
 
Accounting for the Endogeneity of Alcohol Behavior  
 
The same methodologies used in Chapter IV to address empirical issues such as 
endogeneity are employed in this chapter as well. For details on the approach readers 
may refer to the empirical section in Essay I. Again most of these empirical issues are 
dealt with in STATA.  The states’ weighted-average alcohol tax is used as the identifying 
instrument. This procedure is intended to control for the possible endogeneity in the 
alcohol measures. Potential endogeneity in the alcohol measures may result in biased 
estimated coefficients. Note that the instrumental variables (IV-2SLS) procedure handles 
both statistical endogeneity and structural endogeneity, in that it purges the drinking 
measures of its correlation with the disturbance term, leading to consistent estimates. The 
alcohol equation (reduced-form equation) is specified as follows: 
 
itititit eXTAlcohol ++= βθ                   (23) 
 
The assumptions from the first essay with regards to the instrumental variable approach 
holds; the states’ tax itTax  has full rank, is of the same dimension as itAlcohol and itTax  
is independent of itη , correlated with itAlcohol and independent of itEarnings given 
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itAlcohol and itη .79 A Durbin-Wu-Hausman (DWH) test of whether the alcohol variable 
is actually endogenous and needs to be instrumented was performed in STATA. The null 
hypothesis is that the OLS estimators are consistent and that the differences between the 
OLS and IV coefficients are random.  A rejection of the null indicates that the 
endogenous regressors’ effects on the estimates are meaningful, and instrumental 
variables techniques are required. Under the null, the test is Chi-squared distributed with 
k degrees of freedom, where k  is the number of regressors specified as endogenous in 
the original instrumental variables regression. The null is rejected implying the OLS 
estimates will be inconsistent. The Hansen’s J over identification test statistic designed to 
verify the validity of the instrument in the alcohol equation is not rejected.  Note that 
parameter estimates for both the OLS and instrumental variables (IV) models are reported 
to allow for comparison. 
 
Results from Panel Data Analysis 
 
Again, several estimation procedures are used; first, the structural model specified 
above is estimated via pooled OLS.80  In the second procedure, the structural model is 
estimated with the assumption that all the variables in the covariate vector, including the 
alcohol variable, are completely exogenous. In yet a third procedure, instrumental 
variables (IV), a first-stage alcohol consumption equation is estimated with the tax price 
of alcohol as the identifying instrument to correct for the possible endogenous nature of 
                                                 
79 Note that the exogenous variable, states’ weighted-average alcohol tax, used as an instrument does not 
appear in the structural equation ensuring that the model is identified. 
80 Additional analyses which take into account selectivity-correction in the earnings equation are presented 
in the appendix. 
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alcohol consumption and used the predicted value in the structural equation with earnings 
as the outcome variable.  All estimations are implemented via STATA and are presented 
in Table 15 and Table 16 with robust standard errors.  
 
 
 
 
Table 15: Pooled-OLS, RE and FE Estimates (Dependent Variable–Log-Earnings) 
 Pooled-OLS RE FE 
Constant 6.275*** 6.954*** 7.885*** 
 (0.035) (0.083) (0.207) 
Light 0.071*** 0.007 -0.010 
 (0.009) (0.009) (0.010) 
Moderate 0.106*** 0.022** 0.000 
 (0.009) (0.009) (0.010) 
Heavy 0.058*** 0.029 0.018 
 (0.018) (0.018) (0.020) 
Tenure 0.269*** 0.163*** 0.147*** 
 (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) 
Age 0.010*** 0.022*** 0.014* 
 (0.001) (0.003) (0.008) 
Female -0.476*** -0.480***  
 (0.006) (0.015)  
Non-White -0.188*** -0.239***  
 (0.006) (0.018)  
Education 0.119*** 0.080*** 0.005 
 (0.001) (0.003) (0.005) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 110,104 110,104 110,104 
Robust standard errors in parentheses * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
   
 
 
Table 15 presents results from the benchmark model under the pooled OLS, RE 
and FE methods. All right hand side variables with the exception of the alcohol measures, 
are assumed to be exogenously determined.81 The pooled OLS estimates of the alcohol 
measures are all positive and statistically significant. The RE estimates are positive but 
only statistically significant for moderate and heavy drinkers while the FE estimates are 
                                                 
81 There could be possible correlation between the social capital measures and unobserved heterogeneity.  
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positive for moderate and heavy drinkers but statistically insignificant. The estimated 
coefficients can be interpreted as measureAlcoholEarnings k ∆=∆ *)100(% β . In general, 
drinking (light, moderate and heavy) increases earnings by about 7 percent, 11 percent 
and 6 percent respectively via pooled OLS estimates. In comparison, the RE estimates 
indicate that drinking (light, moderate and heavy) increases earnings by just .7 percent, 
2.2 percent and 2.9 percent, respectively though the light and moderate drinking 
categories are not statistically significant. It can also be seen that the employment tenure 
is positively associated with higher earnings. An increase in the length of job tenure leads 
to about 27 percent, 16.3 percent and 14.7 percent increase in earnings for a typical 
NLSY respondent via pooled OLS, RE and FE estimates, respectively. Also being a 
woman or a minority is associated with a decrease in earnings. As expected, more years 
of education and age are all positively correlated with earnings. The FE estimates for the 
RHS variables of interest were not significantly different from zero. 
As in the first essay, the above model is re-estimated via instrumental variables 
(IV) regression to correct for the possible endogenous nature of the alcohol measures. 
The results are presented in Table 16. The estimate in the first column ignores the panel 
nature of the dataset. The coefficients on all the alcohol measures are positive but only 
statistically significant for moderate and heavy drinkers via OLS, RE and FE approaches. 
The coefficients are relatively smaller in magnitude than those from the previous 
estimations. In particular, drinking moderately, as opposed to abstaining, leads to 
increases in earnings by about 1.8 percent, 2 percent and 1.5 percent via OLS, RE and FE 
models. It also appears that drinking heavily as opposed to abstaining, leads to increases 
in earnings by about 5.5 percent, 1.6 percent and 2.7 percent via the OLS, RE and FE 
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approaches. Again the coefficients on the other variables are as expected under all three 
models.  
Although, these findings did not change markedly with the abstainers category 
partitioned into lifetime abstainers and infrequent drinkers (less than one drinking day per 
week), in the instrumental variables approach all the drinking measures were negatively 
associated with earnings via the RE and FE (Table C41 and Table C42). In addition to 
these tables, the results of the test of differences between the estimated alcohol 
coefficients and the test of joint significance for these alcohol measures using three and 
four alcohol classifications are provided in the appendix (Table C43). With regards to the 
regression with the four alcohol categories, the test indicates that almost all the drinking 
measures were not significantly different from each other in the models without controls 
for endogeneity and jointly the FE estimates were not significantly different from zero. In 
the instrumental variables model, the estimated coefficients of the alcohol measures are 
jointly significant under both RE and FE, except that the light and heavy alcohol 
measures via RE were jointly not significantly different from zero. Also, the moderate 
and heavy drinking measures were not significantly different from each other in the 
instrumental variables model. Regarding the regression with the five alcohol categories, 
almost all the drinking measures were not significantly different from each other in the 
models without controls for endogeneity but they were jointly significantly different from 
zero under both the RE and FE models. Additionally, almost all the drinking measures 
were not significantly different from each other in the instrumental variables models and 
they were jointly not significantly different from zero. 
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Table C40 in the appendix presents alternative specification for the benchmark 
model estimated with predicted variables from an ordered logit model. Although, the 
moderate drinking measure has a positive sign under the pooled OLS and RE estimates, it 
is only statistically significant under the pooled OLS and even negative under the FE 
approach. Again, the instrumental variables estimate relying on the ordered logit 
approach is relatively imprecise in comparison to the multinomial logit approach. 
 
 
 
 
Table 16: Instrumental Variables-OLS, RE and FE Estimates (Dependent Variable–
Log-Earnings) 
 Pooled-OLS RE FE 
Constant 5.243*** 6.117*** 6.950*** 
 (0.147) (0.232) (0.378) 
Light 0.195 0.063 0.785 
 (0.212) (0.394) (0.825) 
Moderate 1.763*** 1.995*** 1.497** 
 (0.170) (0.319) (0.707) 
Heavy 5.562*** 1.614* 2.672** 
 (0.515) (0.896) (1.268) 
Tenure 0.270*** 0.163*** 0.147*** 
 (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) 
Age -0.000 0.014*** 0.008 
 (0.001) (0.004) (0.009) 
Female -0.131*** -0.183***  
 (0.025) (0.064)  
Non-White -0.120*** -0.138***  
 (0.012) (0.025)  
Education 0.120*** 0.060*** 0.001 
 (0.004) (0.008) (0.015) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 110,104 110,104 110,104 
Robust standard errors in parentheses * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are in logarithms, coefficients are 
interpreted as measurealcoholkEarnings ∆=∆ *)100/(β .   
 
 
As in the duration analysis section the models are re-estimated this time with 
social capital measures as additional regressors to ascertain the possible direct impact of 
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alcohol consumption on earnings (Block et al. 1990). In Table C24, the pooled OLS 
estimates of the alcohol measures are all positive and statistically significant. The RE 
estimates are positive but only statistically significant for moderate drinkers while the FE 
estimates are all statistically insignificant. In general, drinking (light, moderate and 
heavy) increases earnings by about 7 percent, 10 percent and 5 percent respectively via 
pooled OLS estimates. In comparison, the RE estimates indicate that drinking moderately 
increases earnings by just 2 percent. It can also be seen that the coefficients on the social 
capital measures are positive under both the OLS and RE models. The results from the 
instrumental variables regression in Table C25 indicate that the alcohol measures are still 
positive but only statistically significant for the moderate alcohol measure via RE and FE 
and the heavy alcohol measure via FE. In particular, drinking moderately, as opposed to 
abstaining, leads to increases in earnings by about 1.5 percent under both the RE and FE 
approach. Similarly, drinking heavily as opposed to abstaining, leads to increases in 
earnings by about 2.7 percent via the FE approach. Again the coefficients on the other 
variables are as expected except that on the female variable which has the wrong sign. 
The social capital measures are positive and statistically significant implying that 
individuals with high degree of sociability tend to earn more than respondents who are 
less sociable. This is not unexpected, since sociability may endear the individual to her 
superiors which in turn could result in rapid upward mobility and rewards within the 
firm.  
The models are re-estimated to ascertain any gender and ethnic difference with 
regards to the impact of drinking on earnings and the results are provided in the appendix, 
Table C26 and Table C27. The estimates by gender in Table C26 indicate that the effects 
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of moderate drinking on earnings for men are positive and statistically significant via the 
RE model.82 The rest of the alcohol measures were not statistically significant under both 
the RE and FE models. Most of the coefficients on the rest of the variables under the RE 
model are statistically significant and have the expected sign. The instrumental variables 
regression estimates by gender in Table C27 indicate an inverted U-shaped relationship 
between drinking and earnings for women only via the RE model. In particular, the 
coefficient on the moderate alcohol measure is positive and statistically significant. Also 
the effects of drinking on earnings are positive for men via the RE model. In contrast, the 
coefficient on the moderate alcohol measure for men is now negative and statistically 
significant for both men and women via the FE model. Again, when one accounts for 
endogeneity the effects of drinking moderately on earnings are no longer positive. In 
contrast, both Peters (2004) and Tekin (2004) found positive and statistically significant 
effects of current drinking on wages for both men and women but the statistical 
significance of the effects disappears with fixed effects regression and previously 
observed inverted U-shaped relationship disappears in the latter study.  
In Table C28, the coefficients on the drinking measures for minorities are positive 
and statistically significant but the rest of the coefficients on the alcohol variables are not 
statistically significant. As in all estimations, the models are estimated via instrumental 
variables (IV) regression with the tax price of alcohol as the main identifying instrument 
to correct for the possible endogeneity in the alcohol measures. In Table C29, the effects 
of moderate alcohol use on earnings are still positive and statistically significant for both 
whites and minorities, the only exception is that the FE coefficient under Non-Whites is 
                                                 
82 Independent means t-test (two-tailed) between male and female indicates that the groups have different 
means.  
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not statistically significant.  In contrast, minorities pay a penalty in terms of earnings 
when drinking heavily while whites pay a penalty when drinking lightly. Again, the 
interpretations for the rest of the variables are similar to those outlined above. The results 
are not significantly different from the models estimated earlier, with the coefficients 
having the expected signs (except that on education via FE estimates) and statistical 
significance.  
As in the previous empirical section, the models are re-estimated by industry 
(professional business services and non-professional business services) and the results are 
presented in Table C30 and C31 to ascertain the differences, if any, among these two 
sectors.  The estimates are less precise and the signs on the light and heavy drinking 
variables under the RE and FE estimates for the professional business services sector are 
positive but only statistically significant for the moderate drinking variable via RE and 
FE, and he heavy drinking measure via FE. In contrast, the coefficients on moderate 
drinking are positive but only statistically significant for the non-professional business 
services sector for both RE and FE. These latest results partially dent the promising 
results from the duration analysis section in that since evidence suggest that social capital 
is relied upon heavily in the professional business services sector we would expect 
significant coefficients for at least the moderate drinking measures. In general, the 
coefficients on the rest of the variables are statistically significant and have the expected 
sign except the coefficients on the education term, which have the wrong sign under the 
FE. The interpretations of the rest of the variables in the model are analogous to those in 
the previous sections.  
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The estimates in Table C31 via instrumental variables approach are again less 
precise. The light and heavy drinking coefficients under the professional business 
services are all statistically insignificant except that on the heavy drinking variable under 
the RE estimates. The latter has a negative sign. Similarly, the light and heavy drinking 
coefficients under the non-professional business services are all statistically insignificant 
except that on the light drinking variable under the RE estimates, the latter also has a 
negative sign. The coefficients on the moderate alcohol measure are all positive under 
both the professional business services and non-professional business services but only 
statistically significant for the latter sector. The results from the estimation by economic 
sector, partially points to positive returns to moderate drinking, irrespective of the sector 
of the economy.  
Table C32 and Table C33 in the appendix present the results from re-estimating 
the benchmark model, this time with lagged variables of the alcohol measures to present 
a more balanced picture of the effects of alcohol consumption on earnings. In Table C32, 
the total effects of the coefficients on the lagged and current versions of the moderate 
alcohol measures via OLS  and RE indicate that the effects of light and moderate alcohol 
consumption on earnings are still positive when the effects of past alcohol consumption 
pattern of the individual are taken into account. In contrast, the effects of alcohol 
consumption on earnings are relatively murky when endogeneity in the alcohol measures 
are taken into account, possibly due to collinearity in the presence of the instrumental 
variables regression (see Table C33). In particular, the contemporaneous value of the 
moderate alcohol measure is negative across all three models but the total effects of 
moderate drinking on earnings is still positive. Similar interpretations can be applied to 
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the rest of the variables from the results with the lagged values of alcohol consumption in 
Table C32 and Table C33 in the appendix.  
Furthermore, to minimize potential specification error due to omission of certain 
variables, most theoretically relevant explanatory variables are included, as well as 
multiplicative terms and these are dropped in subsequent estimations. The results from 
this latest regression are provided in the appendix in Table C34 through Table C39. Table 
C34 and Table C35 present the results of the re-estimation of the previous model with all 
relevant explanatory variables. In Table C34, the results indicate that the effects of 
moderate drinking on earnings tend to decrease with the gender and ethnicity of the 
individual, which seems plausible but the interaction terms are not jointly significant 
under both methods. Similarly, the effects of heavy drinking on earnings tend to decrease 
with the gender and ethnicity of the individual, and the interaction terms are jointly 
significant under both methods. In contrast, gender and ethnicity influence on the effects 
of light drinking on earnings is not clear since the interaction terms are statistically 
insignificant under both methods. Again, the effects of the respective alcohol status on 
earnings can be evaluated at the mean values of the interacting variable.83  In Table C34, 
age again has a diminishing effect on employment duration (note 0,0 2 <> ageage ββ ). In 
addition, except for the coefficient on the education variable via FE, the coefficients on 
the rest of the variables are similar to those of the structural model in Table V-6, with 
regards to their sign and statistical significance.  
Table C35 presents the instrumental variables version of the model with 
multiplicative terms. Clearly adding the multiplicative terms as additional regressors in 
                                                 
83 (Example: )( mod*mod*mod FemaleNonwhiteEarnings genderrace βββ ++=∆ . 
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the instrumental variables version compounds the imprecision of the estimates. Focusing 
on the RE and FE estimates, the coefficients on the moderate and heavy drinking 
variables have the wrong signs and are statistically significant, which seems to imply that 
the negative effects of alcohol use (moderate or heavy) is worse for minorities and 
women. Also, the observed inverted U-shape relationship between alcohol use and labor 
market outcomes disappears when endogeneity is accounted for in addition to the 
interaction terms. The estimates are somewhat imprecise but ideally the issue with the 
wrong sign could be alleviated by including additional regressors on the RHS. 
Unfortunately, this suggested solution resulted in statistically insignificant coefficients of 
the added regressors and an even worse overall model fit.  A decision was made to re-
estimates the models without the interaction terms but now including marital status. 
Table C36 and Table C37 presents the results from those estimations and clearly 
individuals who are married have better earnings prospects than unmarried individuals. 
Table C38 and Table C39 in the appendix presents results with variables such as health 
status and education excluded from the model, again to ascertain the possible indirect 
correlation between these variables and alcohol consumption and their effects on the 
outcome variable. The estimates are, in general, similar to those of the benchmark model 
indicating little evidence of such correlation.  
Additionally, the pooled OLS and the panel data results may produce biased 
estimates if unobserved factors affect both the level of earnings and the probability that 
someone chooses to participate in the labor force (selection bias). To account for such 
potential selection bias arising from not accounting for an individual’s choice of whether 
to participate in the labor force or not, the models are re-estimated via Heckman selection 
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bias correction probit approach (Table C44 through Table C46). The exponentiated 
coefficients from the first-stage probit estimates presented in Table C44 are as expected, 
the size of the family, the unemployment rate and age are all negatively associated with 
labor force participation. Also Female and Non-White are negatively associated with 
labor force participation as compared to the reference category, Male and White. The 
signs and statistical significance of the estimated selection coefficient in the structural 
model presented in Table C45 through Table C46 suggests in an unambiguous fashion 
that unobservable characteristics are a negative attribute of a respondent. The average 
selection effect is computed as Qvaluemillsmean =][*θ . The interpretation of this is 
that a respondent with sample average characteristics who selects into the labor force 
incurs a 100*]1)[exp( −Q  reduction in earnings than an equally-situated respondent 
drawn at random from the population. That is, it reflects the extent to which conditional 
earnings change due to the selection effects. The rest of the results are not markedly 
different from the estimates without controls for selectivity, in that the signs and 
statistical significance of the coefficients of interest mirror those from the previous 
baseline estimates.     
 
Discussion and Limitations 
 
This essay utilizes data from the NLSY from 1984 through 1996 to examine the 
effects of alcohol consumption on employment duration and earnings with a focus on the 
professional business services sector. The reliability of these results is strengthened by 
the longitudinal nature of the dataset, the high response rate and the wealth of economic 
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variables in the NLSY dataset. The results indicate that alcohol consumption in general 
tends to have a positive effect on labor market outcomes such as employment duration 
and earnings. In particular, drinking in moderation was found to have a greater positive 
impact on employment duration and earnings across the two empirical methodologies and 
across several empirical specifications in comparison to abstention. 84 On the other hand, 
estimating the effects of alcohol on labor market outcomes via instrumental variables 
approach seems to lend credence to the inverted U-shaped hypothesis. That is, when the 
models account for endogeneity, light and heavy drinking tends to have a negative effect 
on the outcome variable as compared to the reference category. Controlling for 
endogeneity does not change the positive association between moderate drinking and the 
outcome variable.  Given that the decision to consume alcohol may be determined by 
other factors such as the tax price on alcohol, greater emphasis should be placed on the 
models that control for the potential endogeneity in the alcohol measures. Also, another 
focus of this essay was to determine whether the effects of alcohol consumption on labor 
market outcomes differ substantially between different economic sectors. The results 
indicate that there were no differences to suggest that labor market outcomes for workers 
in the professional services sector of the economy are markedly different from those of 
other sectors of the economy.  This essay in effect sheds some light on the existence of 
such a relationship and contributes to the literature on moderate alcohol use and 
successful labor market outcomes.85   
                                                 
84 See the conclusion section for discussions on the relative magnitude and sign of the effects of drinking on 
economic outcomes from current studies. 
85 Additionally, previous estimation with the inclusion of experience (age minus years of schooling minus 
6) and experience squared in the earnings equation reduced the estimation precision. In some cases the 
experience variable were dropped due to collinearity with either the education variables or the age variable 
or both. Therefore the decision was made to exclude these variables from the estimation. 
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CHAPTER VI: CONCLUSION 
 
The complex relationships between alcohol consumption, health and social 
capital, and economic outcomes are of interest to economists, as well as researchers in 
other disciplines. This dissertation has focused on evaluating this possible relationship 
between alcohol consumption and economic outcomes, utilizing previously developed 
theoretical (Grossman 1972) and empirical (panel methods and survival analysis) models. 
Using longitudinal data from two separate datasets, HRS (1992-2002) and NLSY (1985-
1996), as well as a pooled cross-section time series dataset GSS (1988-1994), this 
dissertation has demonstrated that indeed there is a positive association between alcohol 
consumption on the one hand and retirement wealth, employment duration and earnings, 
depending on the model specification and econometric assumptions. In general, different 
assumptions made with respect to the alcohol measures tend to lead to different results. If 
one assumes that the individual’s alcohol consumption choices are made irrespective of 
the countervailing economic and socio-cultural norms, one arrives at a particular result. 
On the other hand if one assumes that the choice by the individual to consume some 
amount of alcohol is in turn determined by other factors then one may arrive at a different 
conclusion. For instance, if the research questions are examined without instrumental 
variables approach, all the estimates from the two essays (RAND HRS and NLSY) seem 
to confirm that alcohol consumption tends to lead to better socioeconomic outcomes such 
as retirement wealth, employment duration and earnings. In comparison, with the RAND 
HRS dataset, instrumental variables regression seems to confirm an inverted U-shaped 
relationship between alcohol consumption and retirement wealth. With the NLSY dataset, 
instrumental variables regression did not confirm an inverted U-shaped relationship 
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between alcohol consumption and employment duration and at times the effects of 
alcohol consumption on employment duration are negative. Moreover, the identifying 
instrument in the first-stage estimates was deemed adequate in all three chapters 
(Chapters III, IV and V). That is, the coefficients on the alcohol tax were statistically 
significant and had the expected sign, implying that either the regional or states’ alcoholic 
tax rate negatively affects alcohol consumption behavior. What follows is a discussion of 
the results from the various benchmark models estimated in this dissertation and how 
they compare to the results from previous studies.  
 
A Comparison of the Results from Essay I and Essay II 
  
Clearly the results suggest that there is a complex interrelationship between 
alcohol consumption, health and social capital, and socioeconomic outcomes given the 
dataset, choice of RHS variables, empirical methodology and the assumption made with 
regards to the implementation of these methods. Although, these results rely on empirical 
methods that are markedly different from those of previous studies discussed below, the 
results are in general consistent with those findings. With regards to the HRS dataset, 
light-moderate drinkers had a 33.3 percent, 7.6 percent and 4.2 percent greater retirement 
wealth than abstainers via pooled OLS, RE and FE, respectively. Similarly, heavy 
drinkers had about 39 percent, 12.1 percent and 8 percent greater retirement wealth than 
equally situated non-drinkers via pooled OLS, RE and FE, respectively. In contrast, when 
endogeneity is controlled for in the model, only moderate drinking is seen to have a 
positive impact on retirement wealth. For instance moderate drinking affects retirement 
wealth by about 9.7 percent, 4.7 percent and 1.6 percent using OLS, RE and FE, 
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respectively. In contrast, under instrumental variables regression drinking heavily instead 
of abstaining from alcohol consumption leads to about 9.4 percent, 4.1 percent and 1.2 
percent decrease in wealth at retirement via OLS, RE and FE, respectively. Note that the 
magnitudes of the effects using the instrumental variables approach are somewhat smaller 
and at times not significantly different from zero under the FE estimates.  
A similar pattern emerges using the NLSY dataset, in that drinkers (light, 
moderate and heavy) earn about 7 percent, 11 percent and 6 percent more than abstainers, 
respectively via pooled OLS estimates. In comparison, the RE estimates indicate that 
drinkers (light, moderate and heavy) earn about 0.7 percent, 2.2 percent and 2.9 percent 
more than abstainers, respectively (note that the light and heavy drinking categories are 
not statistically significant). These results are similar to that in Chapter IV. The 
instrumental variables results using the NLSY dataset indicate that both moderate and 
heavy drinkers earn more than abstainers. In particular, drinking moderately, as opposed 
to abstaining, leads to about 1.8 percent, 2 percent and 1.5 percent positive impact on 
earnings via OLS, RE and FE models. Also heavy drinkers earn about 5.5 percent, 1.6 
percent and 2.7 percent more than abstainers via the OLS, RE and FE approaches. As 
compared to the results that rely on the HRS dataset, an inverted U-shaped relationship 
does not emerge when endogeneity is accounted for in the model.  
The results for the duration model are somewhat surprising. For instance, under 
both the log-logistic and weibull model, moderate drinkers are two and half times as 
likely (exponentiated coefficient of 2.44 and 2.68) to have longer employment duration as 
equally situated individuals who abstain from alcohol consumption. Similarly drinking 
lightly or heavily increases the survival rate of employment for individuals using the 
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weibull and log-logistic AFT metrics (1.97 and 2.14 versus 1.92 and 2.01, respectively). 
A slightly different picture emerges when one accounts for endogeneity in the main RHS 
variable of interest in the duration models. That is, when endogeneity is taken into 
account, the positive effects of alcohol consumption on employment duration disappear 
and at times the sign on the coefficient becomes negative. This suggests drinking as 
opposed to abstention from alcohol consumption leads to a shorter duration of 
employment. Tekin (2004) found that after controlling for unobserved individual 
heterogeneity, the positive impact of alcohol consumption on employment probability 
diminished significantly and this was more pronounced for men than for women. This 
suggests that the effects of alcohol consumption on earnings versus employment duration 
are different when endogeneity is properly controlled for in the model. Clearly, not 
controlling for endogeneity in the alcohol measures is inappropriate given the 
overwhelming empirical evidence suggesting that drinking is a choice variable. 
Therefore, greater emphasis should be placed on those results from the instrumental 
variables approach. 
 
A Comparison of the Results between the Two Essays and Recent Studies 
 
Some of the results from this dissertation are consistent with those of MacDonald 
and Shields (2001), French and Zarkin (1995), Tekin (2004), Peters (2004) and Hamilton 
and Hamilton (1997). For instance, MacDonald and Shields (2001) find that male 
drinkers with base characteristics who drank 21 units of alcohol per week expect to see a 
4.5 percent increase in wage via OLS and female drinkers who consume about 14 units of 
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alcohol per week, as opposed to abstaining, expect to see about 3.4 percent increase in 
wage. Notice that this dissertation finds positive impact of alcohol consumption on the 
various measures of socioeconomic outcomes when possible endogeneity in the model is 
ignored. In MacDonald and Shields’ (2001) instrumental variables (IV) regression the 
effects of drinking on wages for males increased to 13.7 percent via instrumental 
variables regression from 4.5 percent under OLS. The differences between MacDonald 
and Shields (2001) and this dissertation is that in MacDonald and Shields’ (2001) study 
the coefficients on their alcohol measures increased substantially via instrumental 
variables (IV) regression, as did Tekin (2004) in his wage model. In contrast, the 
estimated coefficients on the alcohol measures decreased markedly and under certain 
specifications were negative in this dissertation. Tekin (2004) also finds positive returns 
to earnings from alcohol consumption for men and the premium was about 20 percent. 
For women, the relationship is an inverted U-shaped which disappears with FE 
estimation. French and Zarkin (1995) also found that non-drinkers earn between 6 
percent and 10 percent less than drinkers and also found an inverse-U shaped relationship 
between drinking and wages. Similar results were found by Zarkin et al. (1998), that male 
drinkers earn 7 percent more than equally situated nondrinkers. Using OLS, Hamilton 
and Hamilton (1997) also found that abstainers earn about 7.4 percent less than moderate 
drinkers. Finally, Peters (2004) found that male drinkers earn 22 percent more than male 
non-drinkers.  
Obviously a majority of the recent studies finds positive relationships between 
alcohol consumption and socioeconomic outcomes but there seem to be little agreement 
when endogeneity and/or individual fixed effects are taken into account. In the same 
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regard, this research has demonstrated that examining the effects of alcohol consumption 
on socioeconomic outcomes without considering the potential endogeneity in the alcohol 
measures may lead to a less than balanced policy prescription. In most specifications the 
effects of alcohol consumption on the outcome variable diminishes when controlling for 
endogeneity in the alcohol measures, an exception is MacDonald and Shields (2001). 
That is, the effects of alcohol consumption on the various outcome variables tend to 
decrease considerably when both endogeneity and unobserved individual-specific effects 
are controlled for in the model.    
While there is a consensus among most researchers that health capital affects 
labor market outcomes, there is virtually no study that examines the relationship between 
individual behavior with regards to alcohol consumption and retirement wealth. Thus, the 
essay in Chapter IV is unique and significant in that it is the first HRS study of its kind to 
examine the effects of alcohol consumption on the level of wealth at retirement. This 
essay also contributes to the debate on the connectivity between alcohol consumption, 
health capital and economic outcomes and also offers some guidance in terms of policy 
prescription geared towards changing the behaviors of certain segments in society. The 
second essay is important since it contributes to the debate on alcohol consumption and 
labor market outcomes. The second essay is also important since it extends the debate on 
alcohol consumption and labor market outcomes beyond earnings and employment 
probabilities by examining the extent to which alcohol consumption impacts the length of 
that employment relationship once the individual is employed. It also utilizes different 
empirical methodologies to reach conclusions similar to those of previous research. The 
case study is also significant since it sheds some light on the relationship between alcohol 
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use and a commonly used measure of social capital. In most economic studies of the 
relationship between alcohol consumption and economic outcomes, the effects of alcohol 
consumption on health or social capital is implied or inferred from other studies. The case 
study contributes to the current literature on alcohol consumption and social capital.  
In terms of policy considerations, it is clear that the effects of alcohol 
consumption on economic outcomes are more complex than the current data might lead 
us to believe and this fact is compounded by the effects of social stigma on any alcohol 
related recommendations for health capital or social capital accumulation. But given that 
cardiovascular diseases tend to be a leading cause of mortality in the U.S., it may not be 
unreasonable to suggest that the adult public be educated concerning the potential health 
and social benefits of drinking alcohol in moderation, especially if it is not 
contraindicated by a physician. Indeed, educating individuals about these inputs into 
health capital production may increases the use of these inputs and lead to better health 
outcomes which in turn may lead to better socioeconomic outcomes. If policy-makers are 
to reduce the pronounced disparities in health and social capital between groups of 
individuals in society, there should be a concerted effort on educating the public about 
health-related behavior modification. Recall that extreme behaviors such as excessive 
drinking have been found to affect socioeconomic outcomes negatively. Also, to the 
extent that differential alcohol behavior may influence a person’s socioeconomic 
outcomes, a reexamination of policies that educate and lessens the social stigma 
associated with alcohol use may still be warranted, in view of the results from the GSS 
Case Study, Essay I and Essay II. 
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There are, however, quite a number of arguments against recommending 
moderate drinking to the public for fear of unintended consequences such as problem 
drinking or addiction which tends to be related to a number of adverse health conditions, 
not to mention its adverse effect on social capital accumulation. Drinking can lead to 
addictive behaviors which might render the individual incapable of effective choices. 
Although Becker and Murphy (1988) rational addiction model argues that drinking (drug 
use) is part of a solution to lifetime-utility maximization in that addictive behavior 
enhances the welfare of the individual and any externality resulting from such addictive 
behavior can be dealt with by suitable governmental action, in making choices, rational 
individuals may not incorporate all current and future costs and benefits of their behavior in 
the decision making process and how it might lead to unforeseen consequences such as 
increased health-related cost to society or even death. Thus recommending alcohol as a 
beneficial health or social ritual that might improve the individuals’ socioeconomic 
outcomes requires a great deal of caution. What role for governmental action? Since 
choices made with regards to drinking may be influenced by information and incentives 
from interactions with peer groups, co-workers, mass media, authority figures, etc., a 
carefully crafted governmental action that educates the public of the potential harmful 
effects and addictive nature of alcohol may forestall some of the adverse effects of 
alcohol consumption on society.  
Additionally, if individuals or groups are at the bottom part of the socioeconomic 
stratum, any external intervention may not be enough to encourage behavior modification 
due to the money and time cost facing these individuals. Also, the availability of social 
networking facilities that encourages alcohol socialization may not in and of itself ensure 
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social interaction between diverse groups of people. Indeed, alcohol socialization may 
vary by social class and to a greater extent by ethnic origin. 
Notwithstanding the preceding criticism, refraining from alcohol use or abusing 
alcohol may lead to adverse implications for the individual with regards to either labor 
market or retirement outcomes. From the foregoing, it appears that there is qualified 
support that indeed drinking does explain differences in retirement outcomes, 
employment duration and earnings, based on the empirical evidence. The empirical 
evidence is qualified due to theoretical, econometric and data caveats. These issues, some 
of which have been acknowledged in the previous sections, suggest future research. 
Future research will focus on addressing these issues with matched employer-employee 
dataset with information on ethanol contents of alcohol consumption, place and social 
context of alcohol consumption, measures of social capital, objective health capital 
measures and employment history over an extended period of time. In terms of the 
empirics, future research will build on this work by examining more closely and 
rigorously the factors that mediate rather than confound this relationship between alcohol 
consumption and socioeconomic outcomes.  
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APPENDICES 
 
 
Appendix A: Supplement to Chapter III-GSS Case Study  
 
 
 
 
Table A1: Ordered Logit Estimates by Gender (Dependent Variable–Social Capital) 
 Male Female Male–IV Estimates Female–IV Estimates 
Drinker 1.050 1.125* 1.064** 1.041** 
 (0.079) (0.068) (0.027) (0.021) 
Health 1.009 1.017 1.009 1.019 
 (0.020) (0.016) (0.020) (0.016) 
Married 0.621*** 0.766*** 0.619*** 0.765*** 
 (0.038) (0.037) (0.038) (0.037) 
High School 1.215* 1.199** 1.214* 1.197** 
 (0.133) (0.106) (0.133) (0.106) 
College 1.063 1.142** 1.050 1.147** 
 (0.073) (0.067) (0.072) (0.067) 
Graduate 1.121 1.037 1.120 1.035 
 (0.090) (0.093) (0.090) (0.093) 
Children 0.934*** 0.894*** 0.934*** 0.894*** 
 (0.018) (0.014) (0.018) (0.014) 
Age-Adult 0.682*** 0.801*** 0.670*** 0.794*** 
  (0.043) (0.042) (0.042) (0.042) 
Age-Older Adults 0.519*** 0.512*** 0.511*** 0.502*** 
 (0.057) (0.043) (0.056) (0.042) 
Black 1.056 0.945 1.035 0.940 
 (0.103) (0.070) (0.101) (0.069) 
Hispanic/Others 0.697*** 0.900 0.681*** 0.892 
 (0.093) (0.115) (0.092) (0.114) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 4,331 5,824 4,330 5,822 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
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Table A2: Ordered Logit Estimates by Race (Dependent Variable–Social Capital) 
 Whites Non-Whites Whites Non-Whites 
Drinker 1.124*** 1.118 1.141*** 1.132 
 (0.050) (0.109) (0.051) (0.110) 
Health 1.021 0.978 1.014 0.980 
 (0.014) (0.030) (0.014) (0.030) 
Married 0.683*** 0.897   
 (0.028) (0.083)   
High School 1.163* 1.329** 1.159* 1.350** 
 (0.093) (0.184) (0.092) (0.187) 
College 1.118** 0.941 1.133*** 0.943 
 (0.053) (0.121) (0.054) (0.121) 
Graduate 1.108 0.798 1.130* 0.807 
 (0.071) (0.135) (0.072) (0.137) 
Children 0.893*** 0.955*   
 (0.012) (0.023)   
Age-Adult 0.754*** 0.715*** 0.626*** 0.653*** 
  (0.033) (0.071) (0.026) (0.060) 
Age-Older Adults 0.521*** 0.429*** 0.474*** 0.423*** 
 (0.036) (0.091) (0.032) (0.088) 
Female 0.965 0.934 0.969 0.935 
 (0.038) (0.088) (0.038) (0.086) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 8,521 1,634 8,538 1,643 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
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Table A3: Instrumental Variables Ordered Logit Estimates by Race (Dependent 
Variable–Social Capital) 
 Whites Non-Whites Whites Non-Whites 
Drinker 1.046*** 1.077 1.047*** 1.079 
 (0.018) (0.050) (0.018) (0.050) 
Health 1.022 0.980 1.015 0.982 
 (0.014) (0.030) (0.014) (0.030) 
Married 0.682*** 0.891   
 (0.028) (0.082)   
High School 1.164* 1.328** 1.160* 1.349** 
 (0.093) (0.184) (0.092) (0.187) 
College 1.120** 0.945 1.136*** 0.946 
 (0.053) (0.121) (0.054) (0.121) 
Graduate 1.109 0.794 1.132* 0.801 
 (0.071) (0.134) (0.072) (0.135) 
Children 0.892*** 0.956*   
 (0.012) (0.023)   
Age-Adult 0.745*** 0.709*** 0.617*** 0.648*** 
  (0.033) (0.071) (0.025) (0.060) 
Age-Older Adults 0.511*** 0.419*** 0.464*** 0.413*** 
 (0.036) (0.088) (0.031) (0.085) 
Female 0.955 0.935 0.958 0.937 
 (0.037) (0.088) (0.037) (0.087) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 8,521 1,634 8,538 1,643 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
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Table A4: Ordered Logit Estimates with Interaction Terms (Dependent Variable–
Social Capital) 
  Marital Status & 
Children Excluded 
Marital Status, Health 
& Children Excluded 
Drinker 1.116** 1.125** 1.210*** 
 (0.061) (0.062) (0.055) 
Health 1.014 1.009  
 (0.013) (0.013)  
High School 1.184 1.186  
 (0.166) (0.163)  
College 1.146 1.142  
 (0.101) (0.101)  
Graduate 1.160 1.159  
 (0.140) (0.143)  
Married 0.711***   
 (0.027)   
Children 0.907***   
 (0.011)   
Age-Adult 0.740*** 0.624***  
  (0.030) (0.023)  
Age-Older Adults 0.506*** 0.466***  
 (0.033) (0.030)  
Female 0.949 0.957 0.934* 
 (0.034) (0.034) (0.033) 
Black 0.955 0.974 1.033 
 (0.101) (0.101) (0.105) 
Hispanic/Others 0.921 0.899 1.002 
 (0.151) (0.149) (0.164) 
Female*Drinker 0.984 0.994 1.024 
 (0.031) (0.031) (0.032) 
Black*Drinker 1.030 1.032 1.018 
 (0.129) (0.127) (0.124) 
Hispanic/Others*Drinker 0.812 0.830 0.831 
 (0.162) (0.165) (0.164) 
High School*Drinker 1.019 1.021  
 (0.164) (0.162)  
College*Drinker 0.941 0.959  
 (0.096) (0.098)  
Graduate*Drinker 0.890 0.912  
 (0.123) (0.128)  
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 10,155 10,181 10,181 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
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Table A5: Instrumental Variables Ordered Logit Estimates with Interaction Terms 
(Dependent Variable–Social Capital) 
  Marital Status & 
Children Excluded 
Marital Status, Health 
& Children Excluded 
Drinker 1.051** 1.043* 1.006 
 (0.026) (0.026) (0.025) 
Health 1.014 1.009  
 (0.013) (0.013)  
High School 1.184 1.186  
 (0.166) (0.163)  
College 1.146 1.142  
 (0.101) (0.101)  
Graduate 1.160 1.159  
 (0.140) (0.143)  
Married 0.711***   
 (0.027)   
Children 0.907***   
 (0.011)   
Age-Adult 0.740*** 0.624***  
  (0.030) (0.023)  
Age-Older Adults 0.506*** 0.466***  
 (0.033) (0.030)  
Female 0.949 0.957 0.934* 
 (0.034) (0.034) (0.033) 
Black 0.955 0.974 1.033 
 (0.101) (0.101) (0.105) 
Hispanic/Others 0.921 0.899 1.002 
 (0.151) (0.149) (0.164) 
Female*Drinker 0.984 0.994 1.024 
 (0.031) (0.031) (0.032) 
Black*Drinker 1.030 1.032 1.018 
 (0.129) (0.127) (0.124) 
Hispanic/Others*Drinker 0.812 0.830 0.831 
 (0.162) (0.165) (0.164) 
High School*Drinker 1.019 1.021  
 (0.164) (0.162)  
College*Drinker 0.941 0.959  
 (0.096) (0.098)  
Graduate*Drinker 0.890 0.912  
 (0.123) (0.128)  
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 10,155 10,181 10,181 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
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Table A6: Cross-Sectional Ordered Logit Estimates (Dependent Variable–Social 
Capital) 
 1989 1991 1994 
Drinker 1.166 1.012 1.139* 
 (0.122) (0.104) (0.087) 
Health 0.998 1.011 0.973 
 (0.033) (0.034) (0.021) 
Married 0.715*** 0.729*** 0.684*** 
 (0.071) (0.073) (0.048) 
High School 1.601** 1.259 1.064 
 (0.308) (0.222) (0.146) 
College 1.054 1.114 1.126 
 (0.133) (0.142) (0.087) 
Graduate 1.089 1.188 1.060 
 (0.155) (0.190) (0.125) 
Children 0.898*** 0.924** 0.903*** 
 (0.027) (0.030) (0.021) 
Age-Adult 0.866 0.699*** 0.777*** 
  (0.094) (0.074) (0.058) 
Age-Older Adults 0.694** 0.623*** 0.465*** 
 (0.121) (0.110) (0.057) 
Female 0.830** 0.997 0.946 
 (0.078) (0.096) (0.063) 
Black 0.801 1.087 1.097 
 (0.140) (0.153) (0.118) 
Hispanic/Others 1.040 0.704 0.707** 
 (0.246) (0.183) (0.121) 
Observations 1,478 1,454 2,913 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
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Table A7: Cross-Sectional Instrumental Variables Ordered Logit Estimates-
(Dependent Variable–Social Capital) 
 1989 1991 1994 
Drinker 1.085* 1.049 1.063* 
 (0.054) (0.041) (0.034) 
Health 1.000 1.009 0.974 
 (0.033) (0.033) (0.021) 
Married 0.718*** 0.727*** 0.677*** 
 (0.071) (0.073) (0.048) 
High School 1.598** 1.256 1.080 
 (0.306) (0.221) (0.149) 
College 1.053 1.116 1.130 
 (0.132) (0.143) (0.087) 
Graduate 1.078 1.182 1.067 
 (0.154) (0.188) (0.126) 
Children 0.896*** 0.924** 0.904*** 
 (0.027) (0.030) (0.021) 
Age-Adult 0.877 0.693*** 0.744*** 
  (0.096) (0.074) (0.058) 
Age-Older Adults 0.680** 0.626*** 0.439*** 
 (0.118) (0.111) (0.055) 
Female 0.844* 0.976 0.914 
 (0.081) (0.097) (0.064) 
Black 0.817 1.114 1.058 
 (0.144) (0.160) (0.116) 
Hispanic/Others 1.062 0.710 0.675** 
 (0.253) (0.186) (0.118) 
Observations 1,478 1,454 2,913 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
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GSS Case Study: Choice of Variables and Detail Definition-Major Variables 
 
Dependent Variable 
 
Social Capital: The “time spent with friends” variable from the GSS dataset is used to 
capture social capital. This variable is Likert scaled from 1-6.  Social capital in the form 
of socialization and acquisition of information has been identified as a result of 
psychosocial benefits associated with alcohol use. This outcome variable is intended to 
shed light on the potential relationship between alcohol use and labor market outcome.  
 
Total Sample     
Time Spent with Friends Frequency Percent Cum_ Frequency 
6 1,064 10.45 10.45 
5 683 6.71 17.16 
4 1,903 18.69 35.85 
3 2,401 23.58 59.43 
2 2,107 20.7 80.13 
1 2,023 19.87 100 
Total 10,181 100   
 
 
Independent Variables-Variable of Interest 
 
Alcohol Consumption: This variable is a binary response variable with 1 indicating 
that the individual uses alcohol and 0 otherwise. Alcohol use is generally regarded as a 
risky behavior but recent studies have shown that moderate use of alcohol could help the 
individual add to health and social capital in the same way as individuals accumulate 
educational capital.  
 
Health Capital or Status: Recent evidence indicates that moderate alcohol 
consumption exerts a protective effect against coronary artery disease (CAD), along with 
some other diseases. In effect health is improved by certain levels of alcohol use by 
improving subjective health and reducing stress, all of which have implications for labor 
market and retirement outcomes. The GSS question is: “Your health and physical 
condition” The health variable is also Likert-scaled from 1-7.   
 
Total Sample    
Health Frequency Percent Cum_ Frequency 
1 153 1.46 1.46 
2 475 4.52 5.98 
3 507 4.83 10.8 
4 1,671 15.91 26.71 
5 1,679 15.98 42.69 
6 3,518 33.49 76.18 
7 2,502 23.82 100 
Total 10,505 100   
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Smoke: This is a binary response variable indicating whether the individual smokes or 
not. This is an instrumental variable used in the first stage alcohol equation. Smoke=1 
and 0 otherwise 
 
Age: Age is included to capture the impact of life-cycle effects on alcohol use, health 
and social capital. It is expected that health capital may decline with age and that health 
may decline much more rapidly during the working years for those at the bottom of the 
income distribution than for those at the top due in apart to medical care accessibility and 
behavioral choices.  
 
Gender: There could be differences among individuals with respect to physical health 
status and the level of social capital acquired; however we will expect men in general to 
have better physical health than women. In terms of social capital there are no 
conclusively evidence that determines whether there are gender related advantages. 
Male=0 Female=1 
 
Race/Ethnicity: Alcohol use patterns can be influenced by factors such as 
racial/ethnic groups’ norms and attitudes regarding alcohol use. Individuals with more 
liberal alcohol norms and attitudes are more likely to socialize than are those with more 
conservative norms and attitudes. White=1 Black=2 Hispanic/Other=3 
 
Marital Status: An individual’s marital status is a significant factor in determining 
what type of health or social outcome befalls that particular individual. Marital status 
may affect a person’s emotional and economic well-being. Married=1 and 0 otherwise 
 
Education: Educational attainment influences socioeconomic status, and thus can 
play a role in well-being at during an individual life. Higher levels of education are 
usually associated with higher incomes, higher standards of living, and above-average 
health status but with regards to its impact on social capital there is a void. Also the 
educational level of the individual may affect productivity and the efficiency with which 
households transform such social and health capital into better labor market and 
retirement outcomes.  
 
Weighted-Average Regional Tax Rates on Alcoholic Beverages: This variable is used 
as the identifying instrument for the first-stage alcohol equation. More recent data for the 
alcohol tax rates was downloaded from the Tax Policy Center’s website and the Tax 
Foundation publications (1992-2000).  
 
Division: The nine divisions above are culled from the GSS dataset and it is based on 
a relatively homogeneous grouping of states within a census geographic region (four 
regions), established by the Census Bureau for the presentation of census data. This 
variable is a proxy for residential location. The exact residential location variable is 
normally restricted and is not part of the public release data.  
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Appendix B: Supplement to Chapter IV–Essay I 
 
 
 
Table B1: Means of Selected RAND HRS Variables–by Region   
Variable Northeast Mid-west South West 
Wealth 220,115 233,475 169,574 301,685 
  (656,491) (470,676) (358,612) (105,649) 
Abstainers 0.62 0.70 0.75 0.62 
  (0.48) (0.46) (0.43) (0.48) 
Moderate  0.26 0.22 0.18 0.25 
  (0.44) (0.41) (0.38) (0.43) 
Heavy  0.11 0.08 0.07 0.12 
  (0.32) (0.27) (0.26) (0.33) 
1992 Age 55.65 55.64 55.53 55.61 
  (5.65) (5.61) (6.08) (6.01) 
Non-White 0.25 0.15 0.26 0.16 
  (0.43) (0.36) (0.44) (0.36) 
Female 0.56 0.54 0.55 0.54 
  (0.50) (0.50) (0.50) (0.50) 
Health 1.50 1.54 1.68 1.43 
  (1.31) (1.35) (1.45) (1.31) 
High School 0.43 0.51 0.37 0.37 
  (0.50) (0.50) (0.48) (0.48) 
Associate 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.17 
  (0.32) (0.32) (0.31) (0.37) 
College 0.19 0.15 0.15 0.22 
  (0.39) (0.36) (0.36) (0.41) 
Observations 13,141 17,695 32,376 11,966 
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Additional Results for the Panel Data Analysis 
 
 
 
Table B2: OLS, RE and FE Estimates with Health Variable (Dependent Variable–Log-
Wealth) 
 OLS RE FE 
Constant 9.196*** 9.474*** 11.122*** 
 (0.066) (0.134) (0.013) 
Moderate 0.287*** 0.071*** 0.041*** 
 (0.015) (0.011) (0.012) 
Heavy 0.343*** 0.116*** 0.079*** 
 (0.020) (0.017) (0.018) 
Health -0.185*** -0.077*** -0.026*** 
 (0.005) (0.006) (0.007) 
Non-White -0.920*** -0.982***  
 (0.017) (0.037)  
1992 Age 0.028*** 0.022***  
 (0.001) (0.002)  
High School 0.827*** 0.879***  
 (0.016) (0.034)  
Associate 1.094*** 1.154***  
 (0.021) (0.046)  
College 1.567*** 1.675***  
 (0.019) (0.038)  
Female 0.006 -0.054**  
 (0.013) (0.027)  
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 75,178 75,178 75,178 
Robust standard errors in parentheses   * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
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Table B3: Instrumental Variables Estimates with Health Variable (Dependent 
Variable–Log-Wealth) 
 OLS RE FE 
Constant 8.538*** 9.098*** 11.211*** 
 (0.110) (0.197) (0.159) 
Moderate 4.495*** 2.166*** 0.196 
 (0.311) (0.473) (0.742) 
Heavy -9.035*** -4.050*** -1.141** 
 (0.383) (0.440) (0.536) 
Health -0.180*** -0.074*** -0.035** 
 (0.008) (0.011) (0.016) 
Non-White -1.299*** -1.145***  
 (0.024) (0.042)  
1992 Age 0.041*** 0.028***  
 (0.001) (0.003)  
High School 0.743*** 0.827***  
 (0.022) (0.042)  
Associate 1.172*** 1.171***  
 (0.028) (0.054)  
College 1.763*** 1.733***  
 (0.034) (0.062)  
Female -0.050*** -0.069**  
 (0.016) (0.031)  
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 75,178 75,178 75,178 
Robust standard errors in parentheses    * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are in logarithms, coefficients are 
interpreted as measurealcoholkwealth ∆=∆ *)100/(β . 
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Table B4: RE and FE Estimates with Gender and Race Variables Dropped (Dependent 
Variable–Log-Wealth) 
 RE FE 
Constant 8.988*** 11.122*** 
 (0.130) (0.013) 
Moderate 0.075*** 0.041*** 
 (0.011) (0.012) 
Heavy 0.129*** 0.079*** 
 (0.017) (0.018) 
1992 Age 0.024***  
 (0.002)  
High School 1.024***  
 (0.035)  
Associate 1.289***  
 (0.046)  
College 1.845***  
 (0.039)  
Period Dummies Yes Yes 
Observations 75,178 75,178 
Robust standard errors in parentheses      * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
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Table B5: Instrumental Variables Estimates with Gender and Race Variables Dropped 
(Dependent Variable–Log-Wealth) 
 RE FE 
Constant 8.627*** 11.211*** 
 (0.171) (0.159) 
Moderate 1.360*** 0.196 
 (0.436) (0.742) 
Heavy 1.838*** -1.141** 
 (0.409) (0.536) 
1992 Age 0.024***  
 (0.002)  
High School 0.911***  
 (0.041)  
Associate 1.110***  
 (0.053)  
College 1.538***  
 (0.058)  
Period Dummies Yes Yes 
Observations 75,178 75,178 
Robust standard errors in parentheses   * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are in logarithms, coefficients are 
interpreted as measurealcoholkwealth ∆=∆ *)100/(β . 
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Table B6: RE and FE Estimates with Education Variables Dropped (Dependent 
Variable–Log-Wealth) 
 RE FE 
Constant 10.884*** 11.091*** 
 (0.139) (0.009) 
Moderate 0.092*** 0.042*** 
 (0.011) (0.012) 
Heavy 0.145*** 0.080*** 
 (0.017) (0.018) 
Non-White -1.225***  
 (0.039)  
1992 Age 0.010***  
 (0.002)  
Female -0.112***  
 (0.028)  
Period Dummies Yes Yes 
Observations 75,178 75,178 
Robust standard errors in parentheses    * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
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Table B7: Instrumental Variables Estimates with Education Variables Dropped 
(Dependent Variable–Log-Wealth) 
 RE FE 
Constant 7.801*** 10.900*** 
 (0.166) (0.064) 
Moderate 7.871*** 1.561*** 
 (0.299) (0.417) 
Heavy -3.103*** -1.331** 
 (0.418) (0.538) 
Non-White -1.075***  
 (0.041)  
1992 Age 0.038***  
 (0.003)  
Female 0.150***  
 (0.028)  
Period Dummies Yes Yes 
Observations 75,178 75,178 
Robust standard errors in parentheses    * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are in logarithms, coefficients are 
interpreted as measurealcoholkwealth ∆=∆ *)100/(β . 
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Table B8: OLS, RE and FE Estimates by Gender (Dependent Variable–Log-Wealth) 
 Male Female Male Female Male Female 
 OLS OLS RE RE FE FE 
Constant 8.988*** 9.568*** 9.182*** 9.749*** 11.142*** 11.053*** 
 (0.103) (0.083) (0.202) (0.173) (0.013) (0.013) 
Moderate 0.306*** 0.357*** 0.070*** 0.073*** 0.038** 0.034* 
 (0.021) (0.021) (0.016) (0.016) (0.017) (0.017) 
Heavy 0.358*** 0.429*** 0.105*** 0.122*** 0.069*** 0.070** 
 (0.028) (0.030) (0.023) (0.025) (0.025) (0.028) 
Nonwhite -0.927*** -0.961*** -0.981*** -1.004***   
 (0.026) (0.024) (0.056) (0.050)   
1992 Age 0.029*** 0.014*** 0.026*** 0.012***   
 (0.002) (0.001) (0.003) (0.003)   
High School 0.742*** 1.016*** 0.762*** 1.034***   
 (0.023) (0.023) (0.049) (0.049)   
Associate 0.958*** 1.337*** 0.979*** 1.372***   
 (0.030) (0.031) (0.065) (0.065)   
College 1.544*** 1.803*** 1.596*** 1.851***   
 (0.026) (0.027) (0.052) (0.056)   
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 34,137 41,033 34,137 41,033 34,137 41,033 
Robust standard errors in parentheses * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
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Table B9: OLS, IV-RE and IV-FE Estimates by Gender (Dependent Variable–Log-
Wealth) 
 Male Female Male Female Male Female 
 OLS OLS RE RE FE FE 
Constant 6.776*** 7.116*** 8.094*** 8.432*** 11.016*** 10.784*** 
 (0.146) (0.121) (0.244) (0.212) (0.094) (0.090) 
Moderate 9.024*** 10.618*** 4.148*** 5.237*** 1.358** 1.708*** 
 (0.359) (0.370) (0.430) (0.496) (0.547) (0.653) 
Heavy -9.967*** -10.541*** -4.280*** -4.138*** -1.625** -0.623 
 (0.511) (0.625) (0.544) (0.768) (0.642) (0.965) 
Nonwhite -1.315*** -1.180*** -1.137*** -1.054***   
 (0.036) (0.034) (0.062) (0.058)   
1992 Age 0.056*** 0.045*** 0.039*** 0.028***   
 (0.002) (0.002) (0.004) (0.003)   
High School 0.384*** 0.577*** 0.587*** 0.789***   
 (0.029) (0.028) (0.053) (0.054)   
Associate 0.759*** 0.960*** 0.867*** 1.129***   
 (0.036) (0.036) (0.069) (0.069)   
College 1.291*** 1.237*** 1.441*** 1.472***   
 (0.040) (0.041) (0.065) (0.070)   
Period 
Dummies 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 34,143 41,035 34,143 41,035 34,143 41,035 
Robust standard errors in parentheses * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are in logarithms, coefficients are 
interpreted as measurealcoholkwealth ∆=∆ *)100/(β . 
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Table B10: RE and FE Estimates by Race (Dependent Variable–Log-Wealth) 
 Whites Non-Whites Whites Non-Whites 
 RE RE FE FE 
Constant 9.239*** 0.000 11.356*** 10.281*** 
 (0.146) (0.000) (0.014) (0.035) 
Moderate 0.072*** 0.057* 0.036*** 0.053 
 (0.011) (0.033) (0.012) (0.036) 
Heavy 0.106*** 0.162*** 0.066*** 0.132** 
 (0.017) (0.059) (0.019) (0.064) 
1992 Age 0.025*** 0.010*   
 (0.002) (0.005)   
High School 0.928*** 0.710***   
 (0.038) (0.079)   
Associate 1.189*** 1.063***   
 (0.050) (0.115)   
College 1.685*** 1.732***   
 (0.042) (0.092)   
Female -0.035 -0.125*   
 (0.028) (0.069)   
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 58,950 16,220 58,950 16,220 
Robust standard errors in parentheses   * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
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Table B11: RE and FE Estimates by Age at Retirement (Dependent Variable–Log-
Wealth) 
 RE FE RE FE 
 Before 65th Before 65th On or After 65th On or After 65th 
Constant 9.444*** 11.096*** 9.525*** 11.257*** 
 (0.141) (0.015) (0.300) (0.045) 
Moderate 0.070*** 0.032** 0.110*** 0.045 
 (0.013) (0.014) (0.025) (0.035) 
Heavy 0.124*** 0.082*** 0.138*** 0.042 
 (0.019) (0.022) (0.038) (0.054) 
Non-White -0.959***  -1.028***  
 (0.037)  (0.062)  
High School 0.867***  0.911***  
 (0.035)  (0.054)  
Associate 1.128***  1.267***  
 (0.045)  (0.076)  
College 1.655***  1.721***  
 (0.039)  (0.061)  
Female -0.037  -0.164***  
 (0.027)  (0.044)  
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 60,462 60,462 14,675 14,675 
Robust standard errors in parentheses   * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
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Table B12: OLS, RE and FE Estimates with Lagged Alcohol Measures (Dependent 
Variable–Log-Wealth) 
 OLS RE FE 
Constant 9.315*** 9.547*** 11.042*** 
 (0.078) (0.155) (0.009) 
Moderate 0.222*** 0.052*** 0.024 
 (0.022) (0.013) (0.014) 
Heavy 0.286*** 0.102*** 0.066*** 
 (0.034) (0.021) (0.023) 
Nonwhite -0.933*** -0.958***  
 (0.020) (0.041)  
1992 Age 0.019*** 0.018***  
 (0.001) (0.003)  
High School 0.905*** 0.933***  
 (0.019) (0.039)  
Associate 1.182*** 1.222***  
 (0.026) (0.053)  
College 1.706*** 1.773***  
 (0.022) (0.044)  
Female 0.025* 0.001  
 (0.015) (0.031)  
Moderate Lagged_1 0.183*** 0.046*** 0.023* 
 (0.022) (0.013) (0.013) 
Heavy Lagged_1 0.174*** 0.031 0.005 
 (0.034) (0.019) (0.020) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 56,008 56,008 56,008 
Robust standard errors in parentheses * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
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Table B13: OLS, IV-RE and IV-FE Estimates with Lagged Alcohol Measures 
(Dependent Variable–Log-Wealth) 
 OLS RE FE 
Constant 7.003*** 8.025*** 11.160*** 
 (0.110) (0.201) (0.088) 
Moderate 4.726*** 2.312*** -0.043 
 (0.762) (0.429) (0.491) 
Heavy -4.519*** -2.306*** -0.067 
 (0.944) (0.559) (0.638) 
Nonwhite -1.263*** -1.110***  
 (0.029) (0.048)  
1992 Age 0.050*** 0.034***  
 (0.002) (0.003)  
High School 0.498*** 0.713***  
 (0.023) (0.044)  
Associate 0.895*** 1.056***  
 (0.030) (0.057)  
College 1.313*** 1.537***  
 (0.034) (0.058)  
Female 0.147*** 0.075**  
 (0.017) (0.032)  
Moderate Lagged_1 5.571*** 2.934*** 0.568 
 (0.772) (0.431) (0.483) 
Heavy Lagged_1 -6.627*** -3.224*** -0.872 
 (0.926) (0.543) (0.592) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 56,015 56,015 56,015 
Robust standard errors in parentheses * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are in logarithms, coefficients are 
interpreted as measurealcoholkwealth ∆=∆ *)100/(β . 
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Table B14: First-stage Ordered Logit Estimates (Dependent Variable–Alcohol) 
 Alcohol Use 
Alcohol Tax -0.336*** 
 (0.017) 
Smoking 0.297*** 
 (0.019) 
1992 Age -0.006*** 
 (0.001) 
Non-White -0.420*** 
 (0.021) 
Female -0.298*** 
 (0.017) 
Health -0.153*** 
 (0.006) 
High School 0.365*** 
 (0.021) 
Associates 0.586*** 
 (0.028) 
College 0.936*** 
 (0.025) 
Period Dummies Yes 
Observations 75,178 
Robust standard errors in parentheses * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
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Table B15: Instrumental Variables Estimates (Dependent Variable–Log-Wealth), 
First-stage via Ordered Logit  
 OLS RE FE 
Constant 9.697*** 9.514*** 10.818*** 
 (0.101) (0.176) (0.153) 
Light-Moderate 1.340*** 2.828*** 3.945*** 
 (0.514) (0.694) (0.933) 
Heavy -5.759*** -5.991*** -5.978*** 
 (0.641) (0.802) (1.001) 
Non-White -1.043*** -1.018***  
 (0.023) (0.043)  
1992 Age 0.025*** 0.020***  
 (0.001) (0.002)  
High School 0.922*** 0.894***  
 (0.021) (0.040)  
Associate 1.266*** 1.202***  
 (0.029) (0.054)  
College 1.920*** 1.837***  
 (0.034) (0.058)  
Female -0.104*** -0.100***  
 (0.016) (0.030)  
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 75,178 75,178 75,178 
Robust standard errors in parentheses * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are in logarithms, coefficients are 
interpreted as measurealcoholkwealth ∆=∆ *)100/(β . 
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Table B16: First-stage MNL Estimates (Dependent Variable–Alcohol) 
 Light Moderate Heavy 
Constant 1.849*** 1.424*** -0.370** 
 (0.117) (0.115) (0.164) 
Alcohol Tax -0.509*** -0.501*** -0.511*** 
 (0.022) (0.021) (0.029) 
Smoking 0.183*** 0.235*** 0.550*** 
 (0.024) (0.024) (0.031) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 75,178 75,178 75,178 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. Note: Multinomial Logit (MNL) estimates are Relative Risk 
Ratios (RRR) and coefficients can be interpreted as 100*]1)[exp( −β = percentage change. As in the 
benchmark model background characteristics such as age, as well as race, gender and education dummies 
are included in the model. 
   
 
 
Table B17: OLS, RE and FE Estimates (Dependent Variable–Log-Wealth)  
 OLS RE FE 
Constant 9.144*** 9.487*** 11.072*** 
 (0.068) (0.136) (0.011) 
Light 0.323*** 0.077*** 0.036*** 
 (0.017) (0.012) (0.013) 
Moderate 0.433*** 0.117*** 0.061*** 
 (0.016) (0.013) (0.015) 
Heavy 0.493*** 0.162*** 0.100*** 
 (0.021) (0.018) (0.020) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 75,178 75,178 75,178 
Robust standard errors in parentheses   * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. As 
in the benchmark model background characteristics such as age, as well as race, gender and education 
dummies are included in the model. 
   
 
 
Table B18: Instrumental Variables Estimates (Dependent Variable–Log-Wealth)     
 OLS RE FE 
Constant 7.000*** 8.529*** 11.360*** 
 (0.123) (0.186) (0.121) 
Light 0.175 -0.826*** -2.165*** 
 (0.346) (0.248) (0.296) 
Moderate 9.137*** 4.855*** 2.699*** 
 (0.334) (0.262) (0.320) 
Heavy -9.323*** -3.355*** -0.311 
 (0.387) (0.432) (0.531) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 75,178 75,178 75,178 
Robust standard errors in parentheses * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are in logarithms, coefficients are 
interpreted as measurealcoholkwealth ∆=∆ *)100/(β . As in the benchmark model background 
characteristics such as age, as well as race, gender and education dummies are included in the model. 
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Table B19: Hypothesis Testing for HRS Benchmark Model 
 RE FE 
HRS Hypothesis Testing-F statistics. 0H : Differences P-values 
Joint 
P-values 
Differences 
P-values 
Joint 
P-values 
3 Alcohol Categories     
Moderate = Heavy 0.0075  0.0355  
Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
      IV-Estimates     
Moderate = Heavy 0.0000  0.0010  
Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0009 
     
4 Alcohol Categories     
Light =Moderate 0.0009  0.0478  
Light=Heavy 0.0000  0.0007  
Moderate=Heavy 0.0080  0.0348  
Light=0 Moderate=0  0.0000  0.0002 
Light=0Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Light=0 Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
      IV-Estimates     
Light =Moderate 0.0000  0.0000  
Light=Heavy 0.0000  0.0048  
Moderate=Heavy 0.0000  0.0002  
Light=0 Moderate=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Light=0Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Light=0 Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
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Choice of Variables and Detail Definition-Major Variables 
 
Dependent Variable 
 
Wealth: Wealth is computed in the RAND Corporation’s Version of the HRS as:  
Net Retirement Wealth =  
(Net Financial Wealth + Net Housing Wealth + Pension Wealth + Social Security Wealth 
+ Other Wealth)–(Total Debt) 
Net Financial Wealth =  
(Savings + investments + business assets + non-residential real estate)  
Net Housing wealth = current market value of residential housing  
Pension wealth = the present value of retirement benefits 
Social Security wealth = the present value of social security  
Other Wealth = wealth not included above 
 Total Debt =  
(Outstanding debt not related to housing + outstanding mortgage debt + other debt) 
Missing HRS wealth components were imputed via STATA. The net value of total 
wealth less IRA is calculated as the sum of all wealth components (except the value of 
IRAs and Keogh plans) less all debt.  
 
 
Independent Variables-Variable of Interest 
 
Alcohol Consumption: There are various measures of alcohol consumption used in the 
HRS, for instance in terms of the frequency of alcohol use, either the number of days that 
the individual had six or more drinks or the number of days that the individual drank 
alcohol last week, can be used as a measure. Since there are different variables for how 
often the respondent drinks in Waves 1 and 2 than in subsequent waves, waves 1 and 2 
variables are matched to those from the subsequent waves after recoding for consistency. 
Missing values for the drinking days per week variable are imputed.  
 
Total Health Condition = Number of Severe Health Conditions ever had: This 
variable gives the number of adverse health conditions the respondent reports ever having 
such as cancer, diabetes stroke, etc. The stock of health that an individual possesses and 
to which individuals can add to through improvements in individual health or 
accumulations in health may be viewed in the same way as human capital. In the HRS, 
this variable refers to the respondent's number of severe health conditions ranges from 1 
through 5 with lower values indicating a healthy score-card. 
 
Age at Retirement: A categorical variable which indicates the age of the respondent at 
retirement. This variable is introduced to capture cohort characteristics, if any, that might 
impact differences in wealth levels of respondents. It is expected that health may decline 
with age and it health may decline much more rapidly during the working years for those 
at the bottom of the income distribution than for those at the top due in apart to medical 
care accessibility and behavioral choices.  
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Gender: There could also be differences among retirees with respect to physical 
health status; however we will expect men in general to have better physical health than 
women. Male=0 and Female=1. 
Race/Ethnicity: Alcohol use patterns can be influenced by factors such as 
racial/ethnic groups’ norms and attitudes regarding alcohol use. Individuals with more 
liberal alcohol norms and attitudes are more likely to be current drinkers than are those 
with more conservative norms and attitudes. White=0, Non-White =1. 
Education: Educational attainment influences socioeconomic status, and thus can play 
a role in well-being at older ages. Higher levels of education are usually associated with 
higher incomes, higher standards of living, and above-average health status among older 
Americans. Also the educational level of the individual may affect productivity and the 
efficiency with which households transform such health capital into better labor market 
and retirement outcomes and individual characteristics. The HRS reports 2 types of 
educational variables, the respondent’s number of years of education variable is 
employed in Essay I (0-17+). 
 
Weighted-Average Regional Tax Rates on Alcoholic Beverages: This variable is used 
as the identifying instrument for the first-stage alcohol equation in Essay I, the GSS Case 
Study and Essay II. More recent data for the alcohol tax rates was downloaded from the 
Tax Policy Center’s website. The early editions of the tax data were then electronically 
scanned from the Tax Foundation publications (1988-1996). For the weighted-average 
regional alcoholic beverage tax rates, the average of the rates on liquor, wine (2 types) 
and beer for each state and weighted this average by the annual ethanol consumption (in 
‘000s of gallons) in that particular state from 1988–1996 are computed. These are then 
used in calculating the weighted-average for each region.  
 
Marital Status: The questions and coding of marital status differs from wave to wave, 
but in general respondents are asked about their marital status as: An individual’s marital 
status may be a significant factor in determining what type of retirement outcome befalls 
that particular individual. Marital status can also affect a person’s emotional and 
economic well-being by influencing living arrangements and availability of caregivers 
among older Americans. Individuals with better retirement outcomes tend to be those 
with married and/or living with their partners or spouses. In general the marital status 
dummies were highly insignificant and hence were dropped from the models. 
 
Region: The four regions are based on a relatively homogeneous grouping of states 
established by the Census Bureau for the presentation of census data. This variable is a 
proxy for residential location. The exact residential location variable is normally 
restricted and is not part of the public release data. In general the regional dummies were 
highly insignificant and hence were dropped from the models. 
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Appendix C: Supplement to Chapter V–Essay II 
 
Table C1: NLSY Survival Rates (Dependent Variable: _t = Duration of Employment)   
Beginning Interval Total Censored Survival 
1 30 118,741 31,346 0.736 
30 60 87,395 18,284 0.582 
60 90 69,111 11,357 0.4864 
90 120 57,754 8,888 0.4115 
120 150 48,866 6,721 0.3549 
150 180 42,145 5,736 0.3066 
180 210 36,409 4,897 0.2654 
210 240 31,512 4,132 0.2306 
240 270 27,380 3,635 0.2 
270 300 23,745 2,984 0.1748 
300 330 20,761 2,898 0.1504 
330 360 17,863 2,353 0.1306 
360 390 15,510 2,399 0.1104 
390 420 13,111 1,740 0.0958 
420 450 11,371 1,716 0.0813 
450 480 9,655 1,500 0.0687 
480 510 8,155 1,170 0.0588 
510 540 6,985 1,133 0.0493 
540 570 5,852 919 0.0415 
570 600 4,933 843 0.0344 
600 630 4,090 782 0.0279 
630 660 3,308 569 0.0231 
660 690 2,739 596 0.018 
690 720 2,143 462 0.0142 
720 750 1,681 308 0.0116 
750 780 1,373 320 0.0089 
780 810 1,053 258 0.0067 
810 840 795 239 0.0047 
840 870 556 157 0.0034 
870 900 399 132 0.0022 
900 930 267 77 0.0016 
930 960 190 80 0.0009 
960 990 110 89 0.0002 
990 1,020 21 10 0.0001 
1,020 1,050 11 5 0.0001 
1,050 1,080 6 4 0 
1,140 1,170 2 2 0 
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Table C2: Means of Selected NLSY Variables, Race and Industry    
Variables Race Industry 
 Whites Non-Whites Professional Services Non-Professional Services 
Earnings 19,544 16,529 18,306  18,809 
  (67,676) (90,101) (83,806) (69,933) 
Tenure 227.24 216.46 220.78  225.75 
  (76.12) (79.03) (75.28) (78.16) 
Abstainer 0.11 0.17 0.14  0.12 
    (0.38) (0.35) (0.33) 
Light 0.33 0.33 0.35  0.32 
    (0.47) (0.48) (0.47) 
Moderate 0.53 0.47 0.49  0.52 
    (0.50) (0.50) (0.50) 
Heavy 0.03 0.03 0.02  0.03 
    (0.18) (0.15) (0.18) 
Age 29.39 29.67 29.42  29.50 
  (4.18) (4.22) (4.24) (4.17) 
Alcohol Tax 1.51 1.61 1.52  1.55 
  (0.26) (0.29) (0.26) (0.28) 
Less Social 0.25 0.28 0.26  0.27 
  (0.44) (0.45) (0.44) (0.44) 
Social 0.56 0.50 0.55  0.54 
  (0.50) (0.50) (0.50) (0.50) 
Very Social 0.17 0.19 0.18  0.18 
  (0.38) (0.40) (0.39) (0.38) 
Female 0.50 0.49 0.65  0.41 
  (0.50) (0.50) (0.48) (0.49) 
Non-White     0.31  0.30 
      (0.46) (0.46) 
Education 12.90 12.57 13.43  12.45 
 (2.53) (2.12) (2.54) (2.27) 
Professional Services Firms 0.36 0.36   
 (0.48) (0.48)   
Observations 82,696 36,045 42,603 76,138 
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Table C3: Means of Selected NLSY Variables, Regions    
Variables Regions 
  Northeast Mid-West South West 
Earnings 24,199 17,376 16,433 19,324 
  (134,867) (51,897) (41,031) (73,509) 
Tenure 229.41 227.08 221.62 219.89 
  (74.52) (77.20) (78.14) (77.20) 
Abstainer 0.10 0.11 0.16 0.12 
  (0.30) (0.31) (0.37) (0.33) 
Light 0.31 0.35 0.32 0.35 
  (0.46) (0.48) (0.47) (0.48) 
Moderate 0.56 0.52 0.48 0.50 
  (0.50) (0.50) (0.50) (0.50) 
Heavy 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 
  (0.18) (0.16) (0.18) (0.16) 
Age 29.26 29.49 29.54 29.52 
  (4.10) (4.20) (4.22) (4.22) 
Alcohol Tax 1.50 1.34 1.77 1.37 
  (0.20) (0.14) (0.25) (0.14) 
Less Social 0.24 0.27 0.27 0.26 
  (0.43) (0.44) (0.44) (0.44) 
Social 0.55 0.57 0.52 0.57 
  (0.50) (0.50) (0.50) (0.50) 
Very Social 0.20 0.15 0.20 0.16 
  (0.40) (0.36) (0.40) (0.37) 
Female 0.48 0.50 0.52 0.47 
  (0.50) (0.50) (0.50) (0.50) 
Non-White 0.31 0.21 0.41 0.19 
  (0.46) (0.41) (0.49) (0.40) 
Education 13.09 12.84 12.70 12.70 
  (2.47) (2.30) (2.44) (2.44) 
Professional Services Firms 0.40 0.35 0.34 0.36 
 (0.49) (0.48) (0.48) (0.48) 
Observations 21,624 27,465 46,506 23,146 
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Figure C1: Overall Employment Survival Rates for NLSY Respondents  
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Figure C2: Hazard Rates for NLSY Respondents  
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Figure C3: Cumulative Hazard Rates for NLSY Respondents  
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Figure C4: Survival Rates for NLSY Respondents By Race  
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Figure C5: Hazard Rates for NLSY Respondents By Race  
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Figure C6: Survival Rates for NLSY Respondents By Alcohol Status 
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Figure C7: Hazard Rates for NLSY Respondents by Alcohol Status 
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Figure C8: Survival Function-Weibull AFT Metric 
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Figure C9: Hazard Function-Weibull AFT Metric 
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Figure C10: Survival Function-Log-logistic AFT Metric 
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Figure C11: Hazard Function-Log-logistic AFT Metric 
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Figure C12: Survival Function-Gompertz Metric 
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Figure C13: Hazard Function-Gompertz Metric 
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Additional Results for the Duration Analysis 
 
 
 
Table C4: AFT Estimates with Social Capital Measures (Dependent Variable-Time 
Until Employment Ends) 
 Weibull Log-logistic 
Light 1.727*** 1.832*** 
 (0.028) (0.030) 
Moderate 2.071*** 2.169*** 
 (0.034) (0.034) 
Heavy 1.775*** 1.773*** 
 (0.093) (0.067) 
Less Social 0.967 0.909** 
 (0.045) (0.044) 
Social 1.048 0.978 
 (0.048) (0.047) 
Very Social 0.968 0.897** 
 (0.045) (0.044) 
Age 1.059*** 1.046*** 
 (0.002) (0.002) 
Female 0.831*** 0.867*** 
 (0.010) (0.011) 
Non-White 0.796*** 0.803*** 
 (0.010) (0.010) 
Education 1.026*** 1.018*** 
 (0.003) (0.003) 
Firm Size 1.000*** 1.000** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Unemployment Rate 1.048*** 1.059*** 
 (0.007) (0.007) 
Observations 105,345 105,345 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients  * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
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Table C5: AFT–IV Estimates with Social Capital Measures (Dependent Variable-Time 
Until Employment Ends) 
 Weibull Log-logistic 
Light 0.001*** 0.001*** 
 (0.001) (0.000) 
Moderate 275.307*** 129.490*** 
 (122.185) (54.624) 
Heavy 5.151* 4.250* 
 (4.429) (3.737) 
Less Social 0.722*** 0.676*** 
 (0.035) (0.034) 
Social 0.789*** 0.749*** 
 (0.039) (0.038) 
Very Social 0.504*** 0.481*** 
 (0.030) (0.029) 
Age 1.027*** 1.015*** 
 (0.002) (0.002) 
Female 3.034*** 3.012*** 
 (0.224) (0.215) 
Non-White 0.983 0.947** 
 (0.028) (0.026) 
Education 0.905*** 0.904*** 
 (0.007) (0.007) 
Firm Size 1.000*** 1.000*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Unemployment Rate 1.027*** 1.038*** 
 (0.007) (0.007) 
Observations 105,345 105,345 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients  * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are 
in logarithms, coefficients are interpreted as measurealcoholkt ∆=∆ *)100/(β . 
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Table C6: AFT Log-logistic Estimates by Gender (Dependent Variable-Time Until 
Employment Ends) 
 Male Female 
Light 2.420*** 1.968*** 
 (0.074) (0.048) 
Moderate 3.732*** 2.092*** 
 (0.109) (0.050) 
Heavy 2.853*** 1.357*** 
 (0.170) (0.097) 
Age 1.091*** 1.095*** 
 (0.003) (0.002) 
Non-White 0.638*** 0.687*** 
 (0.014) (0.013) 
Education 1.014*** 1.026*** 
 (0.001) (0.001) 
Firm Size 1.000*** 1.000*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Unemployment Rate 1.072*** 0.991 
 (0.012) (0.010) 
Observations 56,761 55,424 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.     
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Table C7: AFT Log-Logistic IV Estimates by Gender (Dependent Variable-Time Until 
Employment Ends) 
 Male Female 
Light 0.007*** 0.002*** 
 (0.006) (0.001) 
Moderate 36.061*** 5,470.571*** 
 (26.342) (2,948.245) 
Heavy 0.000*** 0.000*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Age 1.074*** 1.061*** 
 (0.004) (0.003) 
Non-White 0.764*** 1.053 
 (0.035) (0.042) 
Education 1.014*** 1.026*** 
 (0.001) (0.001) 
Firm Size 1.000*** 1.000*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Unemployment Rate 1.050*** 0.958*** 
 (0.012) (0.009) 
Observations 56,761 55,430 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients  * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are 
in logarithms, coefficients are interpreted as measurealcoholkt ∆=∆ *)100/(β . 
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Table C8: AFT Log-Logistic Estimates by Race (Dependent Variable-Time Until 
Employment Ends) 
 Whites Non-Whites 
Light 1.902*** 1.791*** 
 (0.050) (0.037) 
Moderate 1.981*** 2.228*** 
 (0.049) (0.046) 
Heavy 1.964*** 1.658*** 
 (0.122) (0.078) 
Age 1.058*** 1.039*** 
 (0.003) (0.002) 
Female 0.898*** 0.857*** 
 (0.019) (0.013) 
Education 0.969*** 1.034*** 
 (0.005) (0.003) 
Firm Size 1.000*** 1.000 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Unemployment Rate 1.120*** 1.043*** 
 (0.014) (0.008) 
Observations 30,837 74,508 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients  * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
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Table C9: AFT Log-Logistic IV Estimates by Race (Dependent Variable-Time Until 
Employment Ends) 
 Whites Non-Whites 
Light 0.000769*** 0.026*** 
 (0.000528) (0.015) 
Moderate 2.265 2,194.85*** 
 (1.598) (1,245.55) 
Heavy 55.443** 1.498 
 (87.767) (1.682) 
Age 1.024*** 1.013*** 
 (0.004) (0.003) 
Female 2.283*** 3.138*** 
 (0.300) (0.271) 
Education 0.902*** 0.905*** 
 (0.012) (0.008) 
Firm Size 1.000*** 1.000 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Unemployment Rate 1.109*** 1.020*** 
 (0.014) (0.007) 
Observations 30,837 74,514 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients  * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are 
in logarithms, coefficients are interpreted as measurealcoholkt ∆=∆ *)100/(β . 
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Table C10: AFT Log-Logistic Estimates by Professional Business Services (Dependent 
Variable-Time Until Employment Ends)  
 Professional Business Services Non-Professional Business Services 
Light 1.921*** 1.768*** 
 (0.048) (0.037) 
Moderate 2.118*** 2.186*** 
 (0.053) (0.044) 
Heavy 1.791*** 1.768*** 
 (0.110) (0.084) 
Age 1.036*** 1.050*** 
 (0.002) (0.002) 
Female 0.899*** 0.902*** 
 (0.018) (0.014) 
Non-White 0.846*** 0.776*** 
 (0.017) (0.012) 
Education 1.016*** 1.034*** 
 (0.004) (0.004) 
Firm Size 1.000* 1.000*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Unemployment Rate 1.045*** 1.065*** 
 (0.010) (0.009) 
Observations 37,272 68,073 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients  * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
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Table C11: AFT Log-Logistic IV Estimates by Professional Business Services 
(Dependent Variable-Time Until Employment Ends) 
 Professional Business Services Non-Professional Business Services 
Light 0.011*** 0.000*** 
 (0.007) (0.000) 
Moderate 28.390*** 277.619*** 
 (18.729) (152.404) 
Heavy 3,879.998*** 11.358** 
 (6,360.983) (12.587) 
Age 1.014*** 1.012*** 
 (0.003) (0.003) 
Female 2.409*** 4.033*** 
 (0.270) (0.374) 
Non-White 0.907** 0.946 
 (0.039) (0.033) 
Education 0.957*** 0.904*** 
 (0.011) (0.009) 
Firm Size 1.000 1.000*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Unemployment Rate 1.031*** 1.042*** 
 (0.010) (0.008) 
Observations 37,272 68,079 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients  * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are 
in logarithms, coefficients are interpreted as measurealcoholkt ∆=∆ *)100/(β . 
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Table C12: AFT Estimates with Lagged Alcohol Measures (Dependent Variable-Time 
Until Employment Ends) 
 Weibull Log-logistic 
Light 1.414*** 1.528*** 
 (0.043) (0.056) 
Moderate 1.538*** 1.651*** 
 (0.051) (0.062) 
Heavy 1.574*** 1.668*** 
 (0.145) (0.170) 
Age 1.079*** 1.080*** 
 (0.003) (0.004) 
Female 0.900*** 0.873*** 
 (0.020) (0.022) 
Nonwhite 0.700*** 0.671*** 
 (0.015) (0.017) 
Education 1.013** 1.020*** 
 (0.006) (0.006) 
Firm Size 1.000 1.000 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Unemployment Rate 1.055*** 1.048*** 
 (0.013) (0.014) 
Light Lagged_1 1.436*** 1.554*** 
 (0.044) (0.056) 
Moderate Lagged_1 1.612*** 1.725*** 
 (0.053) (0.065) 
Heavy Lagged_1 1.692*** 1.791*** 
 (0.156) (0.185) 
Light Lagged_2 1.406*** 1.516*** 
 (0.043) (0.055) 
Moderate Lagged_2 1.640*** 1.773*** 
 (0.055) (0.068) 
Heavy Lagged_2 1.577*** 1.678*** 
 (0.142) (0.171) 
Light Lagged_3 0.000*** 0.000*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Moderate Lagged_3 0.000*** 0.000*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Heavy Lagged_3 0.000*** 0.000*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Observations 23,749 23,749 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients  * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
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Table C13: AFT–IV Estimates with Lagged Alcohol Measures (Dependent Variable-
Time Until Employment Ends) 
 Weibull Log-logistic 
Light 50.414*** 347.050*** 
 (90.195) (732.901) 
Moderate 247.525*** 254.989*** 
 (406.323) (478.280) 
Heavy 0.000*** 0.000*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Age 1.065*** 1.072*** 
 (0.005) (0.005) 
Female 1.931*** 1.754*** 
 (0.357) (0.354) 
Nonwhite 1.052 1.018 
 (0.069) (0.074) 
Education 0.911*** 0.911*** 
 (0.019) (0.021) 
Firm Size 1.000 1.000 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Unemployment Rate 1.006 1.005 
 (0.014) (0.015) 
Light Lagged_1 0.000*** 0.000*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Moderate Lagged_1 0.000*** 0.000*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Heavy Lagged_1 42.091*** 100.405*** 
 (73.342) (2040.001) 
Light Lagged_2 0.997 0.609 
 (1.940) (1.376) 
Moderate Lagged_2 0.499 0.410 
 (0.968) (0.957) 
Heavy Lagged_2 9.057 20.213* 
 (13.644) (36.526) 
Light Lagged_3 0.000*** 0.000*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Moderate Lagged_3 0.033*** 399.410*** 
 (0.216) (2970.000) 
Heavy Lagged_3 0.001*** 29.470*** 
 (0.020) (179.501) 
Observations 21,375 21,375 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients  * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are 
in logarithms, coefficients are interpreted as measurealcoholkt ∆=∆ *)100/(β . 
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Table C14: AFT Estimates with Multiplicative Terms (Dependent Variable-Time Until 
Employment Ends) 
 Weibull Log-logistic 
Light 1.954*** 2.018*** 
 (0.054) (0.058) 
Moderate 2.897*** 2.957*** 
 (0.078) (0.080) 
Heavy 2.157*** 2.073*** 
 (0.130) (0.117) 
Age 1.337*** 1.307*** 
 (0.021) (0.021) 
Age-square 0.996*** 0.996*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Female 1.102*** 1.161*** 
 (0.027) (0.030) 
Non-White 0.832*** 0.826*** 
 (0.020) (0.021) 
Education 1.022*** 1.014*** 
 (0.003) (0.003) 
Firm Size 1.000*** 1.000*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Unemployment Rate 1.059*** 1.070*** 
 (0.007) (0.007) 
Family Size 0.964*** 0.971*** 
 (0.003) (0.003) 
Light*Female 0.802*** 0.827*** 
 (0.025) (0.027) 
Moderate*Female 0.614*** 0.612*** 
 (0.019) (0.019) 
Heavy *Female 0.585*** 0.641*** 
 (0.052) (0.049) 
Light*Non-White 1.079** 1.072** 
 (0.035) (0.035) 
Moderate*Non-White 0.858*** 0.889*** 
 (0.027) (0.028) 
Heavy*Non-White 1.272** 1.249*** 
 (0.144) (0.098) 
Observations 105,345 105,345 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients  * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.    
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Table C15: IV-AFT Estimates with Multiplicative Terms (Dependent Variable-Time 
Until Employment Ends) 
 Weibull Log-logistic 
Light 0.005*** 0.005*** 
 (0.004) (0.004) 
Moderate 66.478*** 43.260*** 
 (49.001) (29.532) 
Heavy 0.007*** 0.004*** 
 (0.008) (0.004) 
Age 1.110*** 1.096*** 
 (0.023) (0.023) 
Age-square 0.999*** 0.999*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Female 0.173*** 0.295*** 
 (0.087) (0.140) 
Non-White 26.814*** 20.609*** 
 (9.492) (7.573) 
Education 0.906*** 0.903*** 
 (0.009) (0.008) 
Firm Size 1.000*** 1.000*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Unemployment Rate 1.037*** 1.047*** 
 (0.007) (0.007) 
Family Size 0.958*** 0.964*** 
 (0.003) (0.003) 
Female*Light 6.990*** 3.279* 
 (4.362) (1.998) 
Female*Moderate 39.794*** 22.281*** 
 (22.509) (12.021) 
Female*Heavy 0.366 1.374 
 (0.654) (2.491) 
Non-White* Light 0.032*** 0.040*** 
 (0.017) (0.022) 
Non-White* Moderate 0.007*** 0.009*** 
 (0.003) (0.004) 
Non-White*Heavy 332.981*** 1,257.994*** 
 (290.377) (1,140.268) 
Observations 105,345 105,345 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients  * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are 
in logarithms, coefficients are interpreted as measurealcoholkt ∆=∆ *)100/(β . 
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Log Relative Hazards Estimates 
 
Under the log relative hazards mode, a negative and statistically significant 
coefficient (exponentiated coefficient less than unity) has the effect of decreasing the 
hazard rate whiles a positive and statistically significant coefficient (exponentiated 
coefficient greater than unity) has the opposite interpretation (the signs are reversed in 
this case). In Table V-A4, the exponentiated coefficients on the drinking measures are all 
negative (less than unity) and statistically significant under both the weibull and 
gompertz metric. The exponentiated coefficients on the alcohol variables are about 0.57, 
0.48 and 0.56 which implies that drinking as opposed to abstention reduces the hazard of 
shorter employment duration.  
 
 
 
 
Table C16: IV Log Relative Hazards Counterpart to Estimates in Table V-4 
(Dependent Variable-Time Until Employment Ends) 
 Weibull Gompertz 
Light 0.576*** 0.579*** 
 (0.009) (0.009) 
Moderate 0.480*** 0.482*** 
 (0.008) (0.008) 
Heavy 0.560*** 0.559*** 
 (0.029) (0.033) 
Age 0.944*** 0.937*** 
 (0.002) (0.002) 
Female 1.206*** 1.204*** 
 (0.015) (0.016) 
Non-White 1.259*** 1.267*** 
 (0.016) (0.017) 
Education 0.975*** 0.976*** 
 (0.003) (0.003) 
Firm Size 1.000*** 1.000*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Unemployment Rate 0.954*** 0.952*** 
 (0.006) (0.006) 
Observations 105,345 105,345 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients  * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.    
 
 
 
 
The results with endogenous regressors in Table V-A5 are similar to the AFT 
metrics, in that the exponentiated coefficients on the moderate alcohol measure under the 
weibull and gompertz model are clearly less than unity which implies a negative effect of 
moderate drinking on the hazard of shorter employment duration. In contrast, the 
exponentiated coefficients on both the light and heavy drinking measures under the 
weibull and gompertz log relative hazards model are clearly greater than unity which 
implies a positive effect of drinking either lightly or heavily on the hazard of shorter 
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employment duration. In this case it increases the hazard of shorter employment duration 
under the weibull and gompertz metrics. The sign on the coefficients on the rest of the 
variables in the model are as expected, that is the reverse of those found in the AFT 
metrics.  
 
 
 
 
Table C17: Log Relative Hazards Counterpart to Estimates in Table V-5–Endogenous 
Alcohol Measures (Dependent Variable-Time until Employment Ends) 
 Weibull Gompertz 
Light 764.155*** 735.073*** 
 (315.392) (313.007) 
Moderate 0.003*** 0.004*** 
 (0.001) (0.002) 
Heavy 0.190* 0.288 
 (0.165) (0.258) 
Age 0.973*** 0.966*** 
 (0.002) (0.002) 
Female 0.325*** 0.338*** 
 (0.024) (0.026) 
Non-White 1.017 1.033 
 (0.029) (0.031) 
Education 1.106*** 1.106*** 
 (0.009) (0.009) 
Firm Size 1.000*** 1.000*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Unemployment Rate 0.973*** 0.972*** 
 (0.006) (0.007) 
Observations 105,345 105,345 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients  * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are 
in logarithms, coefficients are interpreted as measurealcoholkt ∆=∆ *)100/(β . 
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Table C18: First-stage Ordered Logit Estimates (Dependent Variable–Alcohol Status) 
Age 1.107*** 
 (0.022) 
Age-square 0.999*** 
 (0.000) 
Alcohol Tax 0.830*** 
 (0.020) 
Less Social 1.123** 
 (0.058) 
Social 1.225*** 
 (0.062) 
Very Social 1.392*** 
 (0.072) 
Female 0.525*** 
 (0.006) 
Non-White 0.798*** 
 (0.010) 
Education 1.021*** 
 (0.002) 
Period Dummies Yes 
Observations 105,345 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
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Table C19: IV-AFT Estimates (Dependent Variable-Time until Employment Ends) 
with First-stage via Ordered Logit 
 Weibull Log-logistic 
Light 0.000259*** 0.000148*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Moderate 1.605 1.546 
 (1.939) (1.684) 
Heavy 0.000001*** 0.00001*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Age 1.056*** 1.043*** 
 (0.002) (0.002) 
Female 1.358*** 1.395*** 
 (0.083) (0.083) 
Non-White 0.939** 0.922*** 
 (0.024) (0.024) 
Education 1.008** 1.002 
 (0.004) (0.003) 
Firm Size 1.000*** 1.000** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Unemployment Rate 1.042*** 1.050*** 
 (0.007) (0.007) 
Observations 105,345 105,345 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients  * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.    
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Table C20 : First-stage Multinomial Logit Estimates (Dependent Variable–Alcohol 
Status, Five Categories) 
 
 Light Low Moderate Moderate Heavy 
Alcohol Tax 0.650*** 0.405*** 0.397*** 0.509*** 
 (0.082) (0.050) (0.049) (0.071) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 105,345 105,345 105,345 105,345 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients  * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. Note: Multinomial Logit (MNL) estimates are Relative Risk 
Ratios (RRR) and coefficients can be interpreted as 100*]1)[exp( −β = percentage change. As in the 
benchmark model background characteristics such as age, education, firm size, unemployment rate, as well 
as race and gender dummies are included in the model. 
 
 
Table C21: AFT Estimates (Dependent Variable-Time until Employment Ends)  
 Weibull Log-logistic 
Light 1.117*** 1.097** 
 (0.044) (0.050) 
Low Moderate 2.219*** 2.359*** 
 (0.086) (0.105) 
Moderate 2.768*** 2.975*** 
 (0.107) (0.132) 
Heavy 2.201*** 2.267*** 
 (0.118) (0.138) 
Observations 105,345 105,345 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients  * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. As in the benchmark model background characteristics such as 
age, education, firm size, unemployment rate, as well as race and gender dummies are included in the 
model. 
  
 
 
Table C22: IV-AFT Estimates (Dependent Variable-Time until Employment Ends)  
 Weibull Log-logistic 
Light 1.074*** 1.061*** 
 (0.004) (0.003) 
Low Moderate 0.179*** 0.069*** 
 (0.098) (0.042) 
Moderate 141.542*** 87.403*** 
 (70.158) (48.367) 
Heavy 96.430*** 70.076*** 
 (114.306) (91.573) 
Observations 105,345 105,345 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients  * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are 
in logarithms, coefficients are interpreted as measurealcoholkt ∆=∆ *)100/(β .  As in the benchmark 
model background characteristics such as age, education, firm size, unemployment rate, as well as race and 
gender dummies are included in the model. 
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Table C23: Hypothesis Testing-NLSY Benchmark Model–Duration Analysis 
 Weibull Log-logistic 
HRS Hypothesis Testing-F statistics. 0H : Differences P-values 
Joint 
P-values 
Differences 
P-values 
Joint 
P-values 
4 Alcohol Categories     
Light=Moderate  0.0000  0.0000  
Light=Heavy 0.4879  0.1596  
Moderate=Heavy 0.0000  0.0000  
Light=0 Moderate=0   0.0000  0.0000 
Light=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Light=0 Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
      IV-Estimates     
Light=Moderate  0.0000  0.0000  
Light=Heavy 0.9767  0.6033  
Moderate=Heavy 0.0000  0.0000  
Light=0 Moderate=0   0.0000  0.0000 
Light=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Light=0 Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
     
5 Alcohol Categories     
Light=Low Moderate 0.0000  0.0000  
Light=Moderate 0.0000  0.0000  
Light=Heavy 0.0000  0.0000  
Low Moderate=Moderate 0.0000  0.0000  
Low Moderate=Heavy 0.8414  0.3690  
Moderate=Heavy 0.0000  0.0000  
Light=0 Low Moderate=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Light=0 Moderate=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Light=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Low Moderate=0 Moderate=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Low Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Light=0 Low Moderate=0 Moderate=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Light=0 Low Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Light=0 Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Low Moderate=0 Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Light=0 Low Moderate=0 Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
      IV-Estimates     
Light=Low Moderate 0.0000  0.0000  
Light=Moderate 0.0000  0.0000  
Light=Heavy 0.0000  0.0000  
Low Moderate=Moderate 0.0000  0.0000  
Low Moderate=Heavy 0.6437  0.1818  
Moderate=Heavy 0.0000  0.0000  
Light=0 Low Moderate=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Light=0 Moderate=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Light=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Low Moderate=0 Moderate=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Low Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Light=0 Low Moderate=0 Moderate=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Light=0 Low Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Light=0 Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Low Moderate=0 Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
Light=0 Low Moderate=0 Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0000 
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Additional Results for the Panel Data Analysis 
 
 
 
Table C24: OLS, RE and FE Estimates with Social Capital Measures (Dependent 
Variable–Log-Earnings) 
 Pooled-OLS RE FE 
Constant 6.064*** 6.665*** 7.885*** 
 (0.044) (0.107) (0.207) 
Light 0.067*** 0.006 -0.010 
 (0.009) (0.009) (0.010) 
Moderate 0.101*** 0.021** 0.000 
 (0.009) (0.009) (0.010) 
Heavy 0.051*** 0.028 0.018 
 (0.018) (0.018) (0.020) 
Less Social 0.168*** 0.232***  
 (0.028) (0.072)  
Social 0.238*** 0.323***  
 (0.028) (0.071)  
Very Social 0.296*** 0.358***  
 (0.028) (0.072)  
Tenure 0.270*** 0.163*** 0.147*** 
 (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) 
Age 0.011*** 0.022*** 0.014* 
 (0.001) (0.003) (0.008) 
Female -0.476*** -0.479***  
 (0.006) (0.015)  
Non-White -0.185*** -0.235***  
 (0.006) (0.017)  
Education 0.117*** 0.079*** 0.005 
 (0.001) (0.003) (0.005) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 110,104 110,104 110,104 
Robust standard errors in parentheses  * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
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Table C25: Instrumental Variables-OLS, RE and FE Estimates with Social Capital 
Measures (Dependent Variable–Log-Earnings) 
 RE FE 
 Log Earnings Log Earnings 
Constant 6.104*** 6.950*** 
 (0.264) (0.378) 
Light 0.058 0.785 
 (0.690) (0.825) 
Moderate 1.496** 1.497** 
 (0.608) (0.707) 
Heavy 1.214 2.672** 
 (0.939) (1.268) 
Less Social 0.187**  
 (0.077)  
Social 0.258***  
 (0.076)  
Very Social 0.245**  
 (0.098)  
Tenure 0.163*** 0.147*** 
 (0.002) (0.003) 
Age 0.016*** 0.008 
 (0.005) (0.009) 
Female -0.258*  
 (0.141)  
Non-White -0.159***  
 (0.035)  
Education 0.064*** 0.001 
 (0.012) (0.015) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes 
Observations 110,104 110,104 
Robust standard errors in parentheses  * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are in logarithms, coefficients are 
interpreted as measurealcoholkEarnings ∆=∆ *)100/(β . 
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Table C26: RE and FE Estimates by Gender (Dependent Variable–Log-Earnings) 
 RE–Male RE–Female FE–Male FE–Female 
Constant 6.792*** 6.641*** 8.030*** 7.744*** 
 (0.110) (0.124) (0.267) (0.326) 
Light 0.006 0.007 -0.009 -0.012 
 (0.013) (0.013) (0.014) (0.014) 
Moderate 0.023* 0.021 0.007 -0.006 
 (0.013) (0.013) (0.014) (0.015) 
Heavy 0.026 0.038 0.017 0.038 
 (0.021) (0.038) (0.023) (0.043) 
Tenure 0.145*** 0.183*** 0.132*** 0.165*** 
 (0.003) (0.004) (0.003) (0.004) 
Age 0.035*** 0.007 0.016 0.011 
 (0.004) (0.005) (0.010) (0.013) 
Non-White -0.333*** -0.147***   
 (0.024) (0.026)   
Education 0.073*** 0.087*** 0.011 -0.000 
 (0.004) (0.004) (0.007) (0.008) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 56,228 53,873 56,228 53,873 
Robust standard errors in parentheses  * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
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Table C27: Instrumental Variables-RE and FE Estimates by Gender (Dependent 
Variable–Log-Earning) 
 RE–Male RE–Female FE–Male FE–Female 
Constant 3.804*** 7.083*** 0.555 6.193*** 
 (0.470) (0.444) (0.840) (1.077) 
Light 3.478*** -1.151 17.380*** 4.239* 
 (0.778) (0.707) (2.325) (2.462) 
Moderate 3.186*** 1.718*** -2.529** -3.126* 
 (0.445) (0.494) (1.166) (1.871) 
Heavy 4.438*** -6.668 9.385*** -3.564 
 (1.439) (4.281) (1.892) (6.359) 
Tenure 0.145*** 0.184*** 0.132*** 0.165*** 
 (0.003) (0.004) (0.003) (0.004) 
Age 0.031*** 0.003 0.057*** 0.035* 
 (0.005) (0.005) (0.014) (0.018) 
Non-White -0.199*** -0.053   
 (0.034) (0.038)   
Education 0.076*** 0.042** 0.209*** 0.064 
 (0.013) (0.017) (0.032) (0.044) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 56,228 53,876 56,228 53,876 
Robust standard errors in parentheses * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are in logarithms, coefficients are 
interpreted as measurealcoholkEarnings ∆=∆ *)100/(β . 
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Table C28: RE and FE Estimates by Race (Dependent Variable–Log-Earning) 
 Whites-RE Non-Whites-RE Whites-FE Non-Whites-FE 
Constant 0.000 6.795*** 7.911*** 7.866*** 
 (0.000) (0.125) (0.407) (0.239) 
Light -0.004 0.014 -0.020 -0.005 
 (0.015) (0.011) (0.017) (0.012) 
Moderate 0.009 0.029** -0.005 0.004 
 (0.015) (0.011) (0.017) (0.012) 
Heavy -0.035 0.063*** -0.036 0.049** 
 (0.032) (0.021) (0.035) (0.023) 
Tenure 0.178*** 0.155*** 0.161*** 0.140*** 
 (0.005) (0.003) (0.005) (0.003) 
Age 0.020*** 0.023*** -0.000 0.020** 
 (0.006) (0.004) (0.016) (0.010) 
Female -0.367*** -0.534***   
 (0.029) (0.018)   
Education 0.093*** 0.074*** 0.007 0.005 
 (0.006) (0.003) (0.011) (0.006) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 32,879 77,222 32,879 77,222 
Robust standard errors in parentheses  * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
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Table C29: Instrumental Variables RE and FE Estimates by Race (Dependent 
Variable–Log-Earning) 
 Whites-RE Non-Whites-RE Whites-FE Non-Whites-FE 
Constant 5.858*** 5.302*** 8.316*** 5.941*** 
 (0.466) (0.365) (0.669) (0.486) 
Light -4.246*** 3.894*** -5.394*** 4.267*** 
 (1.230) (0.907) (1.387) (1.035) 
Moderate 6.446*** -1.210 7.418*** -1.009 
 (1.150) (0.781) (1.310) (0.904) 
Heavy 5.977*** 1.250 6.294*** 2.008 
 (1.838) (1.143) (2.424) (1.566) 
Tenure 0.179*** 0.155*** 0.161*** 0.140*** 
 (0.005) (0.003) (0.005) (0.003) 
Age -0.017* 0.036*** -0.044** 0.033*** 
 (0.009) (0.006) (0.018) (0.011) 
Female 1.025*** -1.047***   
 (0.255) (0.181)   
Education 0.009 0.123*** -0.099*** 0.056*** 
 (0.022) (0.016) (0.027) (0.019) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 32,879 77,225 32,879 77,225 
Robust standard errors in parentheses * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are in logarithms, coefficients are 
interpreted as measurealcoholkEarnings ∆=∆ *)100/(β . 
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Table C30: RE and FE Estimates by Professional Business Services (Dependent 
Variable–Log-Earnings) 
 Professional 
Services-RE 
Non-Professional 
Services-RE 
Professional 
Services-FE 
Non-Professional 
Services-FE 
Constant 6.564*** 6.547*** 7.959*** 8.099*** 
 (0.162) (0.117) (0.380) (0.264) 
Light -0.019 0.027** -0.046*** 0.009 
 (0.015) (0.011) (0.018) (0.012) 
Moderate -0.003 0.047*** -0.037** 0.026** 
 (0.015) (0.011) (0.018) (0.013) 
Heavy -0.059 0.072*** -0.080* 0.071*** 
 (0.036) (0.020) (0.042) (0.022) 
Tenure 0.149*** 0.171*** 0.125*** 0.151*** 
 (0.004) (0.003) (0.005) (0.003) 
Age 0.020*** 0.024*** 0.010 0.012 
 (0.005) (0.003) (0.015) (0.010) 
Female -0.422*** -0.457***   
 (0.022) (0.016)   
Non-White -0.254*** -0.212***   
 (0.025) (0.019)   
Education 0.090*** 0.086*** 0.008 -0.007 
 (0.004) (0.003) (0.009) (0.008) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 38,929 71,172 38,929 71,172 
Robust standard errors in parentheses * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
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Table C31: Instrumental Variables-RE and FE Estimates by Professional Business 
Services (Dependent Variable–Log-Earning) 
 Professional 
Services-RE 
Non-Professional 
Services-RE 
Professional 
Services-FE 
Non-Professional 
Services-FE 
Constant 5.483*** 5.926*** 5.993*** 7.083*** 
 (0.408) (0.328) (0.677) (0.501) 
Light 2.247** -0.340 3.157** 0.895 
 (1.097) (0.883) (1.388) (1.126) 
Moderate 0.500 1.839** 0.741 1.562* 
 (1.026) (0.746) (1.255) (0.925) 
Heavy -1.968 3.416*** 2.701 2.841* 
 (1.674) (1.103) (2.338) (1.677) 
Tenure 0.149*** 0.171*** 0.125*** 0.151*** 
 (0.004) (0.003) (0.005) (0.003) 
Age 0.027*** 0.014** 0.014 0.006 
 (0.008) (0.006) (0.017) (0.012) 
Female -0.611*** -0.102   
 (0.234) (0.175)   
Non-White -0.207*** -0.131***   
 (0.057) (0.042)   
Education 0.094*** 0.074*** 0.031 -0.010 
 (0.020) (0.015) (0.027) (0.021) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 38,929 71,175 38,929 71,175 
Robust standard errors in parentheses * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are in logarithms, coefficients are 
interpreted as measurealcoholkEarnings ∆=∆ *)100/(β . 
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Table C32: OLS, RE and FE Estimates with Lagged Alcohol Measures (Dependent 
Variable–Log-Earnings) 
 Pooled-OLS RE FE 
Constant 7.663*** 7.741*** 9.692*** 
 (0.067) (0.116) (0.397) 
Light 0.060*** 0.023** 0.004 
 (0.014) (0.011) (0.012) 
Moderate 0.077*** 0.039*** 0.017 
 (0.014) (0.012) (0.013) 
Heavy 0.050 0.046* 0.040* 
 (0.032) (0.024) (0.024) 
Tenure 0.127*** 0.080*** 0.071*** 
 (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) 
Age 0.016*** 0.024*** 0.004 
 (0.002) (0.004) (0.011) 
Female -0.318*** -0.303***  
 (0.008) (0.020)  
Non-White -0.158*** -0.180***  
 (0.009) (0.022)  
Education 0.102*** 0.072*** -0.003 
 (0.002) (0.004) (0.007) 
Light Lagged_1 0.057*** 0.020* 0.006 
 (0.015) (0.011) (0.012) 
Moderate Lagged_1 0.061*** 0.022* 0.005 
 (0.015) (0.012) (0.013) 
Heavy Lagged_1 0.042 0.043* 0.043 
 (0.028) (0.023) (0.027) 
Light Lagged_2 0.069*** 0.034*** 0.020* 
 (0.015) (0.011) (0.011) 
Moderate Lagged_2 0.056*** 0.023** 0.008 
 (0.015) (0.012) (0.012) 
Heavy Lagged_2 0.029 0.029 0.033 
 (0.031) (0.025) (0.027) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 22,068 22,068 22,068 
Robust standard errors in parentheses * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
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Table C33: Instrumental Variables-RE and FE Estimates with Lagged Alcohol 
Measures (Dependent Variable–Log-Earnings) 
 Pooled-OLS RE FE 
Constant 6.620*** 6.404*** 7.050*** 
 (0.233) (0.404) (0.821) 
Light 2.793** 4.204*** 2.817 
 (1.126) (1.237) (1.958) 
Moderate -2.450*** -1.709** -0.713 
 (0.759) (0.749) (1.119) 
Heavy -0.394 0.288 3.658** 
 (2.199) (1.470) (1.621) 
Tenure 0.122*** 0.074*** 0.064*** 
 (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) 
Age 0.009*** 0.013*** 0.007 
 (0.002) (0.004) (0.012) 
Female 0.010 0.059  
 (0.069) (0.145)  
Non-White -0.014 -0.040  
 (0.026) (0.049)  
Education 0.083*** 0.083*** 0.044 
 (0.010) (0.017) (0.031) 
Light Lagged_1 -1.028 -1.465* -0.428 
 (1.207) (0.830) (0.882) 
Moderate Lagged_1 1.088 -0.641 0.179 
 (1.242) (0.863) (0.893) 
Heavy Lagged_1 -2.255** -1.739** -0.923 
 (1.024) (0.710) (0.746) 
Light Lagged_2 1.619* 1.076* 0.617 
 (0.853) (0.586) (0.624) 
Moderate Lagged_2 3.327*** 2.215*** 1.447** 
 (0.927) (0.660) (0.679) 
Heavy Lagged_2 -0.001 0.746 0.463 
 (0.713) (0.506) (0.536) 
Light Lagged_3 1.566 1.257 4.576*** 
 (2.327) (1.550) (1.751) 
Moderate Lagged_3 3.032 2.467 4.753** 
 (2.998) (2.006) (2.045) 
Heavy Lagged_3 -2.589 -0.763 3.495* 
 (2.782) (1.914) (1.991) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 19,856 19,856 19,856 
Robust standard errors in parentheses * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are in logarithms, coefficients are 
interpreted as measurealcoholkEarnings ∆=∆ *)100/(β . 
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Table C34: OLS, RE and FE Estimates with Multiplicative Terms (Dependent 
Variable–Log-Earnings) 
 OLS RE FE 
Constant 3.014*** 3.034*** 4.359*** 
 (0.134) (0.166) (0.240) 
Light 0.085*** 0.025* 0.000 
 (0.015) (0.014) (0.015) 
Moderate 0.109*** 0.042*** 0.000 
 (0.014) (0.014) (0.015) 
Heavy 0.120*** 0.078*** 0.000 
 (0.024) (0.023) (0.026) 
Tenure 0.251*** 0.157*** 0.141*** 
 (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) 
Age 0.155*** 0.231*** 0.229*** 
 (0.009) (0.009) (0.012) 
Age-square -0.002*** -0.003*** -0.004*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) 
Female -0.324*** -0.379***  
 (0.015) (0.021)  
Non-White -0.136*** -0.196***  
 (0.015) (0.022)  
Education 0.107*** 0.071*** -0.005 
 (0.001) (0.003) (0.005) 
Light*Female -0.006 -0.001 -0.003 
 (0.018) (0.018) (0.020) 
Moderate*Female -0.022 -0.006 -0.011 
 (0.017) (0.018) (0.020) 
Heavy *Female -0.080** 0.008 0.029 
 (0.040) (0.041) (0.047) 
(Light)*Non-White 0.003 -0.024 -0.017 
 (0.018) (0.019) (0.021) 
(Moderate)*Non-White -0.054*** -0.030 -0.012 
 (0.018) (0.019) (0.021) 
(Heavy)*Non-White -0.179*** -0.123*** -0.099** 
 (0.037) (0.037) (0.041) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 110,104 110,104 110,104 
Robust standard errors in parentheses * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
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Table C35: Instrumental Variables-RE and FE Estimates with Multiplicative Terms 
(Dependent Variable–Log-Earnings) 
 RE FE 
Constant -1.699** -1.931** 
 (0.751) (0.775) 
Light 13.993*** 17.853*** 
 (1.728) (0.000) 
Moderate -4.924*** -5.669*** 
 (0.810) (0.971) 
Heavy -5.022*** -4.023** 
 (1.334) (0.000) 
Tenure 0.156*** 0.140*** 
 (0.002) (0.003) 
Age 0.295*** 0.298*** 
 (0.012) (0.015) 
Age-square -0.004*** -0.004*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) 
Female -1.140***  
 (0.291)  
Non-White 0.261  
 (0.198)  
Education 0.200*** 0.176*** 
 (0.022) (0.025) 
Female*Light -4.116*** -5.415*** 
 (0.471) (0.542) 
Female*Moderate 0.471 0.694 
 (0.463) (0.659) 
Female*Heavy -0.026 13.406*** 
 (2.267) (3.526) 
Non-White*Light 0.094 -0.440 
 (0.246) (0.288) 
Non-White*Moderate -1.394*** -1.668** 
 (0.282) (0.659) 
Non-White*Heavy -1.913** 0.377 
 (0.756) (1.887) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes 
Observations 110,104 110,104 
Robust standard errors in parentheses * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are in logarithms, coefficients are 
interpreted as measurealcoholkEarnings ∆=∆ *)100/(β . 
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Table C36: OLS, RE and FE Estimates with Regional Dummies (Dependent Variable–
Log-Earnings) 
 OLS RE FE 
Constant 6.052*** 6.052*** 7.310*** 
 (0.101) (0.101) (0.204) 
Light 0.013 0.013 -0.005 
 (0.009) (0.009) (0.010) 
Moderate 0.027*** 0.027*** 0.004 
 (0.009) (0.009) (0.010) 
Heavy 0.034** 0.034** 0.025 
 (0.017) (0.017) (0.019) 
Tenure 0.159*** 0.159*** 0.143*** 
 (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) 
Age 0.025*** 0.025*** 0.021*** 
 (0.003) (0.003) (0.008) 
Female -0.381*** -0.381***  
 (0.014) (0.014)  
Non-White -0.206*** -0.206***  
 (0.016) (0.016)  
Education 0.072*** 0.072*** -0.005 
 (0.003) (0.003) (0.005) 
Married 0.065*** 0.065*** 0.046*** 
 (0.006) (0.006) (0.007) 
Regional Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 110,104 110,104 110,104 
Robust standard errors in parentheses * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
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Table C37: Instrumental Variables-RE and FE Estimates with Regional Dummies 
(Dependent Variable–Log-Earnings) 
 RE FE 
Constant 6.539*** 7.818*** 
 (0.273) (0.397) 
Light -2.425*** -2.091** 
 (0.677) (0.821) 
Moderate 2.972*** 2.738*** 
 (0.601) (0.681) 
Heavy -2.393*** -2.622** 
 (0.911) (1.288) 
Tenure 0.158*** 0.143*** 
 (0.002) (0.003) 
Age 0.012** 0.010 
 (0.005) (0.009) 
Female 0.161  
 (0.134)  
Non-White -0.047  
 (0.035)  
Education 0.007 -0.063*** 
 (0.012) (0.015) 
Married 0.065*** 0.046*** 
 (0.006) (0.007) 
Regional Dummies Yes Yes 
Period Dummies Yes Yes 
Observations 110,104 110,104 
Robust standard errors in parentheses * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are in logarithms, coefficients are 
interpreted as measurealcoholkEarnings ∆=∆ *)100/(β . 
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Table C38: Pooled-OLS, RE and FE Estimates (Dependent Variable–Log-Earnings) 
 OLS RE FE 
Constant 9.641*** 9.689*** 9.426*** 
 (0.010) (0.016) (0.010) 
Light 0.039*** -0.005 -0.010 
 (0.011) (0.010) (0.011) 
Moderate 0.112*** 0.009 0.003 
 (0.010) (0.010) (0.011) 
Heavy -0.085*** 0.008 0.018 
 (0.021) (0.020) (0.022) 
Female -0.435*** -0.452***  
 (0.007) (0.019)  
Non-White -0.247*** -0.275***  
 (0.007) (0.021)  
Observations 110,104 110,104 110,104 
Robust standard errors in parentheses * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
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Table C39: Instrumental Variables-RE and FE Estimates (Dependent Variable–Log-
Earnings) 
 RE FE 
Constant 12.231*** 13.875*** 
 (0.179) (0.225) 
Light -6.553*** -7.600*** 
 (0.126) (0.142) 
Moderate 1.306*** 4.427*** 
 (0.242) (0.356) 
Heavy 2.980*** 10.214*** 
 (0.678) (1.033) 
Female 0.049  
 (0.046)  
Non-White -0.420***  
 (0.024)  
Observations 110,104 110,104 
Robust standard errors in parentheses  * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are in logarithms, coefficients are 
interpreted as measurealcoholkEarnings ∆=∆ *)100/(β . 
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Table C40: Pooled-OLS, RE and FE Estimates (Dependent Variable–Log-Earnings) 
with First-stage via Ordered Logit 
 Pooled-OLS RE FE 
Constant 9.473*** 11.712*** 14.296*** 
 (1.552) (2.540) (3.454) 
Light -6.708** -11.643** -13.921** 
 (2.899) (4.703) (6.300) 
Moderate -1.396* -0.559 -0.891 
 (0.763) (1.313) (1.882) 
Heavy -8.915 -14.562 -18.779 
 (7.890) (12.295) (15.704) 
Tenure 0.269*** 0.162*** 0.146*** 
 (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) 
Age 0.005*** 0.004 -0.007 
 (0.002) (0.003) (0.008) 
Female -0.263*** 0.178***  
 (0.039) (0.048)  
Non-White -0.118*** -0.008  
 (0.015) (0.023)  
Education 0.110*** 0.057*** -0.017*** 
 (0.002) (0.003) (0.005) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 110,104 110,104 110,104 
Robust standard errors in parentheses  * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are in logarithms, coefficients are 
interpreted as measurealcoholkEarnings ∆=∆ *)100/(β . 
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Table C41: Pooled-OLS, RE and FE Estimates (Dependent Variable–Log-Earnings, 
Five Categories) 
 Pooled-OLS RE FE 
Constant 6.301*** 7.023*** 7.947*** 
 (0.043) (0.085) (0.208) 
Light -0.026 -0.069*** -0.059** 
 (0.028) (0.023) (0.025) 
Low Moderate 0.046* -0.065*** -0.073*** 
 (0.027) (0.023) (0.025) 
Moderate 0.082*** -0.050** -0.062** 
 (0.027) (0.023) (0.025) 
Heavy 0.040 -0.041 -0.044 
 (0.031) (0.027) (0.030) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 110,104 110,104 110,104 
Robust standard errors in parentheses * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
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Table C42: Instrumental Variables–Pooled-OLS,  RE and FE Estimates (Dependent 
Variable–Log-Earnings, Five Categories) 
 Pooled-OLS RE FE 
Constant 4.727*** 5.680*** 7.297*** 
 (0.855) (1.193) (1.533) 
Light 0.730 0.626 -0.210 
 (0.979) (1.315) (1.605) 
Low Moderate 0.680 0.514 0.414 
 (0.851) (1.241) (1.801) 
Moderate 2.365*** 2.490** 1.278 
 (0.912) (1.252) (1.513) 
Heavy 6.243*** 1.961 1.894 
 (0.945) (1.464) (1.920) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 110,104 110,104 110,104 
Robust standard errors in parentheses  * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are in logarithms, coefficients are 
interpreted as measurealcoholkEarnings ∆=∆ *)100/(β . 
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Table C43: Hypothesis Testing-NLSY Benchmark Model–Panel Data Analysis 
 RE FE 
HRS Hypothesis Testing-F statistics. 0H : Differences P-values 
Joint 
P-values 
Differences 
P-values 
Joint 
P-values 
4 Alcohol Categories     
Light=Moderate  0.0108  0.0964  
Light=Heavy 0.1764  0.1157  
Moderate=Heavy 0.6551  0.3150  
Light=0 Moderate=0   0.0098  0.2181 
Light=0 Heavy=0  0.2616  0.2073 
Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0465  0.5974 
Light=0 Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0184  0.2162 
      IV-Estimates     
Light=Moderate  0.0007  0.6189  
Light=Heavy 0.0538  0.1821  
Moderate=Heavy 0.6814  0.3732  
Light=0 Moderate=0   0.0000  0.0001 
Light=0 Heavy=0  0.1537  0.0870 
Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0248 
Light=0 Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0003 
     
5 Alcohol Categories     
Light=Low Moderate 0.7091  0.1569  
Light=Moderate 0.0383  0.7581  
Light=Heavy 0.1176  0.4283  
Low Moderate=Moderate 0.0086  0.0832  
Low Moderate=Heavy 0.1394  0.1004  
Moderate=Heavy 0.5879  0.2952  
Light=0 Low Moderate=0  0.0101  0.0093 
Light=0 Moderate=0  0.0036  0.0421 
Light=0 Heavy=0  0.0051  0.0502 
Low Moderate=0 Moderate=0  0.0012  0.0051 
Low Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0070  0.0046 
Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0809  0.0288 
Light=0 Low Moderate=0 Moderate=0  0.0009  0.0133 
Light=0 Low Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0109  0.0109 
Light=0 Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0085  0.0660 
Low Moderate=0 Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0029  0.0078 
Light=0 Low Moderate=0 Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0018  0.0173 
      IV-Estimates     
Light=Low Moderate 0.7899  0.4442  
Light=Moderate 0.0000  0.0219  
Light=Heavy 0.1364  0.0962  
Low Moderate=Moderate 0.0005  0.5195  
Low Moderate=Heavy 0.0719  0.2851  
Moderate=Heavy 0.5620  0.6334  
Light=0 Low Moderate=0  0.8869  0.7399 
Light=0 Moderate=0  0.0000  0.0569 
Light=0 Heavy=0  0.2524  0.2501 
Low Moderate=0 Moderate=0  0.0011  0.6239 
Low Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.1786  0.4799 
Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.1297  0.6063 
Light=0 Low Moderate=0 Moderate=0  0.0000  0.0004 
Light=0 Low Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.3223  0.3898 
Light=0 Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0644 
Low Moderate=0 Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0016  0.6503 
Light=0 Low Moderate=0 Moderate=0 Heavy=0  0.0000  0.0010 
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Heckman Selectivity Model 
 
This section adds to the current literature by not only examining the effects of 
drinking on earnings but also by explicitly analyzing the underlying labor force 
participation decisions. The intuition is to ascertain whether observed or unobserved 
factors that affect the probability of a respondent being in the sample also affect the 
outcome variable. The procedure is to estimate the probability of participating in the 
labor force in a particular year for all individuals in the NLSY dataset. The inverse Mills 
ratio from the selectivity-corrected equation is used as an additional independent variable 
in the earnings equation. The earnings model is then estimated for individuals with 
positive hours worked and positive earnings in a given year. Formally, let ity denote a 
binary indicator variable for whether a respondent participates in the labor force in year t 
or not, then;86 
),(),()|1Pr()|( ββ itititititit xxFxyxyE Φ====   for 1=ity if 0>∗ity  
Now for n observations on },{ itit xy , the latent variable approach for the probit case is as 
follows: 
 
),(),|1Pr( ββ ititit xxy Φ==   
 
),(1),|0Pr( ββ ititit xxy Φ−==  
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∗
otherwise
yif
y itit 0
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The variables used to identify the probit equation’s parameters are those assumed to shift 
the probability of participation but not the log earnings itself.  Variables such as the 
family size, the unemployment rate, religious preference, age, marital status, regional 
dummies, etc. are assumed to perform this task.87  There is no theoretical reason why the 
chosen variables should not influence earnings but whether it does remain an empirical 
question that should be investigated. The specification of the probit equation also 
includes the following independent variables such as education, unemployment rate, 
demographic characteristics, regional and time dummies.88 Applying (Heckman 1979) 
method of selectivity correction, the earnings equation is re-written as follows.  
itiititit vAlcoholXEarnings +++= θλπβ  
 
                                                 
86 In general, due to the non-normality and the heteroskedasticity in the disturbance term of the linear 
probability model (LPM), as well as, the fact that the conditional expectations are not bounded between 
zero and one, the linear probability model approach is not suitable here. 
87 The inclusion of mother’s education, father’s education and spouse’s income in the reduced-form probit 
model resulted in less precise estimates, these variables were subsequently dropped. 
88 Definition and justification for the inclusion of these variables in the selectivity-correction equation are 
provided in the endnotes. 
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Where the inverse Mills ratio (IMR) λ  is included to control for selectivity andθ  
is the estimated coefficient and the rest of the notations are defined as previously.89 The 
earnings equation is under the assumption of normality for the error term: ),0(~ 2σNvi  
)(
)(
1
i
i
ΨΦ
Ψ= φλ   And  
)(1
)(
0
i
i
ΨΦ−
Ψ−= φλ  
Where the cdf is ∫ ∞− ∂=Φ z t(.)(.) φ and the pdf is )2exp()2((.) 221 t−∏= −φ  with 
the resulting likelihood function: { }∑
=
ΨΦ+ΨΦ−−=
n
i
iiiii yyxL
1
)(ln)](1ln[)1()|(ln β .90 
By definition λ  is a positive number for participants and tends to zero as the 
probability of participation tends to one. Hence individuals with lower participation 
propensities will have higher values ofλ . The estimated selection coefficient is negative 
and statistically significant throughout, with the null hypothesis of no selection effects 
rejected (reflecting the presence of sample selection bias). Thus, it provides a justification 
for estimating a selection model in addition to the models previously estimated. It is 
worth noting that further interrogation of the data is warranted since the selection term 
might be sensitive to the identifying instruments.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
89 Rather than rely on the STATA programming algorithm, the (Heckman 1979) two-step procedure is 
implemented in two separate steps by first estimating the reduced form probit model and saving the 
predictions which are then transformed into their standardized probit values z : z = the inverse of the 
cumulative standard normal distribution function. The inverse Mills ratio is constructed using z as follows: 
inverse mills ratio = normal density ( z )/normal ( z ). Finally, the structural model is then re-estimated, 
augmented by the inverse mills ratio. 
90 the first order condition is such that ∑
= ⎭⎬
⎫
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Table C44: First-Stage Selectivity Model–Probit Estimates (Dependent Variable–Labor 
Force Participation) 
Family Size 0.943*** 
 (0.003) 
Unemployment Rate 0.934*** 
 (0.005) 
Age 0.996** 
 (0.002) 
Non-White 0.855*** 
 (0.010) 
Female 0.857*** 
 (0.008) 
Education 1.028*** 
 (0.002) 
Married 1.162*** 
 (0.012) 
Regional Dummies Yes 
Period Dummies Yes 
Observations 128,167 
Robust standard errors in parentheses correspond to unexponentiated coefficients  * significant at 10%; ** 
significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.  
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Table C45: Selectivity Model–RE and FE Estimates (Dependent Variable–Log-
Earnings) 
 RE FE 
Constant 6.429*** 7.603*** 
 (0.103) (0.205) 
Light 0.014 -0.004 
 (0.009) (0.010) 
Moderate 0.026*** 0.005 
 (0.009) (0.010) 
Heavy 0.043** 0.035* 
 (0.017) (0.019) 
Tenure 0.159*** 0.142*** 
 (0.002) (0.003) 
Age 0.027*** 0.023*** 
 (0.003) (0.008) 
Female -0.313***  
 (0.014)  
Non-White -0.125***  
 (0.016)  
IMR -1.437*** -1.055*** 
 (0.074) (0.083) 
Education 0.059*** -0.013** 
 (0.003) (0.005) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes 
Observations 101901 101901 
Robust standard errors in parentheses  * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
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Table C46: Selectivity Model–IV-RE and IV-FE Estimates (Dependent Variable–Log-
Earnings) 
 RE FE 
Constant 6.626*** 7.853*** 
 (0.271) (0.396) 
Light -1.916*** -1.663** 
 (0.677) (0.823) 
Moderate 3.062*** 2.842*** 
 (0.569) (0.671) 
Heavy -2.011** -2.180* 
 (0.912) (1.291) 
Tenure 0.158*** 0.142*** 
 (0.002) (0.003) 
Age 0.015*** 0.012 
 (0.005) (0.009) 
Female 0.206  
 (0.131)  
Non-White 0.047  
 (0.034)  
IMR -1.456*** -1.062*** 
 (0.074) (0.083) 
Education -0.002 -0.068*** 
 (0.012) (0.015) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes 
Observations 101901 101901 
Robust standard errors in parentheses  * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
Note: alcohol measures from the endogeneity-corrected models are in logarithms, coefficients are 
interpreted as measurealcoholkEarnings ∆=∆ *)100/(β . 
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Essay II: Choice of Variables and Detail Definition-Major Variables 
 
Dependent Variables  
 
Time (Tenure): This is the length of time that the individual spends with an 
employer. Total tenure with employer (in weeks) is as of the respondent’s interview date 
for a particular employer. A total tenure through contiguous survey years is available for 
all employers, full-and part-time, for whom valid start and stop dates of employment are 
reported. This is accomplished by linking identical employers through contiguous survey 
years. The cumulative tenure in number of weeks is constructed in three stages for a 
hypothetical employee as follows: 
T1 = [Tenure from July 7, 1988–July 31, 1989 at the 1989 interview] 
T2 = T1 + [Tenure from August 1, 1989–August 1, 1990 at 1990 interview] 
T3 = T1 + T2 + [Tenure from August 2, 1991–May 15, 1992 (time worked for  
   employer X from 1991 to 1992, before respondent left)]. 
Earnings: This is the total income from wages, salary, tips and other income before 
tax deductions in past calendar year not counting any money received from other sources 
such as military pay. NLSY79 panel contains an in-depth income questions that allows 
the researcher to trace over time detailed age/income profiles. In terms of the broader 
debate on why earnings vary with alcohol consumption and social capital is provided in 
the literature review section. 
Independent Variable of Interest  
 
Alcohol Consumption: The alcohol consumption measure has been discussed 
extensively in the text. Data alcohol variables used in this dissertation are available from 
1983 to 1989 and 1994, thus missing data are imputed (multiple imputation). Alcohol 
consumption status is categorized differently by different studies but in this research the 
categories abstainers, light, moderate and heavy alcohol are based on the Health and 
Human Services Department’s definition: 
1. Abstainers = less than 1 drinking days per week91 
2. Light alcohol users = between 1 and 2 drinking days per week 
3. Moderate alcohol users = between 2 and 5 drinking days per week 
4. Heavy alcohol users = greater than 5 drinking days per week 
 
Other Independent Variables  
 
Gender: There is evidence that female quit rates are higher than that of male quit 
rates, and also females have shorter working lives because of career interruptions leading 
to less firm specific human capital. Displaced women are less likely to be employed at 
the time of the survey as men. Male=0 and Female=1. 
                                                 
91 This category was further portioned into total abstainers and infrequent (light) drinkers: less than 1 
drinking days per week. 
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Race/Ethnicity: Categorical variables such race and/or ethnicity will be included as 
regressors as well. Studies show that Non-Whites are 15 percentage points less likely to 
be employed at the survey date as whites (NLSY79). White=0, Non-White=1. 
 
Age: Age is included to capture the impact of life-cycle effects on job tenure. 
Younger workers, for example, are more likely to gain knowledge about the labor market 
and their own preferences by trying a variety of different jobs. We therefore expect age 
and job tenure to be positively correlated since the benefits of job change tend to decline 
with age.  
 
Marital Status: Married men have higher promotion rates than single or never married 
men, although this differential disappears if his spouse is employed. Men with a spouse in 
employment also have significantly lower quit and layoffs rates, and have lower 
transition rates into another job, unemployment and economic inactivity. This perhaps 
indicates a stronger attachment to the labor market. Married women (especially those 
with a husband in the labor force), widowed or divorced women, and women with 
children have lower probabilities of entering temporary jobs than single never married 
women. Married=1 (Marital Status: married=1, remarried=5) and Married=0 (Marital 
Status: separated=2, divorced=3, and widowed=6).  
 
Education: Education and occupation are included in the model as measures of skill. 
As we might expect, education generally increases the promotion rate for men, but also 
the quit rate.  Evidence shows that more education is positively related to long tenure and 
multivariate analysis reveals that the probability of employment is monotonically 
increasing with the level of educational attainment. Highly educated men are less likely 
to be laid off relative to those with less or no qualifications. The NLSY ask respondents’ 
highest grade completed as of survey year (ranges between 0 and 20). 
 
Sociability: The NLSY79 collects social capital-related data from respondents such as 
respondents’ (1) perceived self-esteem; (2) feelings of control over one’s own life; (3) 
sociability; and (4) perceptions of influential people in one’s life, for selected years. Two 
questions were asked of respondents in 1985 about the extent of their sociability (shy or 
outgoing) as age 6 and as an adult. Sociability is intended to capture the possible social 
capital stock of the respondent. 
  
Weighted-Average States’ Tax Rates on Alcoholic Beverages: This variable is used as 
the identifying instrument for the first-stage alcohol equation in Essay I, the GSS Case 
Study and Essay II. More recent data for the alcohol tax rates was downloaded from the 
Tax Policy Center’s website. Early editions of the tax data were then electronically 
scanned from the Tax Foundation publications (1988-1996). For the weighted-average 
regional alcoholic beverage tax rates, the average of the rates on liquor, wine (2 types) 
and beer for each state and weighted this average by the annual ethanol consumption (in 
‘000s of gallons) in that particular state from 1988–1996 is calculated. This weighted-
average is then used in computing the tax rate for each region.  
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Unemployment Rate (proxy for Business Cycle): Demand side variables, measured by 
the unemployment rate are important in determining job tenure. Employment levels or 
rates of quits could either be positively related or negatively related depending on other 
factors. For instance, during an economic expansion, new job opportunities appear for 
those employed and those unemployed as well, leading the former to seek alternative 
employment. It also indicates that employers might try harder to keep these workers. 
Conversely, during recessions these same forces may push job tenure in opposite 
direction. We might expect workers to be laid off when labor demand is low and 
unemployment high, and a number of British studies show that quits are pro-cyclical and 
layoffs counter-cyclical.  
 
Firm Characteristics: There is evidence suggesting that turnover is different between 
firms, industries, worker groups and in many other dimensions. With regards to firm size, 
duration of employment might be negatively related to firm size. That is individuals with 
jobs in small firms (defined as employing fewer than 25 workers) are more likely to 
experience a dismissal or layoff from that job.   
 
Professional Business Services: The justification for focusing on this industrial sector 
is due to recent research which indicates that certain groups of individuals have had 
relatively little success in gaining long term employment in this sector. The NLSY 
categorizes industry and Occupation based on SIC-Codes and this sector encompasses 
SIC codes 700 through 890) 
 
States: These are the fifty states of the U.S. This variable is a local approximation of 
the respondent’s current residential location. Access to the Geocode version of the NLSY 
made it possible to locate the respondent’s current resident by State.   
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Appendix D: Technical Appendix 
 
I: Ordered Logit Model (GSS Case Study) 
 
The relationship between the unobserved ∗iy and the observed outcome iy for the 
thi individual can be summarized as follows; 
11 α≤= ∗ii yify           
212 αα ≤<= ∗ii yify          
#
#  
1−
∗ ≥= jii yifJy α          (39) 
  
Here the threshold jα ),,2,1( Jj …= reflects the differences in social capital levels 
resulting from optimism about social interactions92 In addition to the above we require 
that the threshold jα  be 121 −<< jααα … , such that the thi individual is assumed to 
belong to category j if jij y αα ≤<− *1 .93 The resulting probabilities are specified as 
follows;94 
)exp(1
1)Pr()1Pr(
1
1 αβαεβ −′+=≤+
′==
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The maximum likelihood which follows directly from equation (3) can be 
specified as follows (McKelvey and Zavoina 1975);  
ijy
ij
J
j
N
iji
ij yPyPL )1()1(),(
11,
==== ∏∏∏
==
βα [ ] ijyijijJ
j
N
i
xx )]([)]( 1
11
βαβα ′−Ω−′−Ω= −
==
∏∏  
Subsequently, the log-likelihood function for the ordered logit model is given by: 
                                                 
92 The time (years) subscript Tt ,,1…=  is henceforth suppressed. 
93 The resulting probabilities are specified and provided in the appendix 
94 iy = 1, if the individual places the least value on the social capital index variable 
#  
iy = J, if the individual places the greatest value on the social capital indicator variable 
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∑∑ ′−Ω−′−Ω= −
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The above can be solved for the sβ  by maximizing the likelihood directly or by solving 
the first order conditions: 
Letting  )( βα ijij xF ′−Ω=   and   )( βαψ ijij xf ′−=  
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The variance of the ML estimators can be estimated by the inverse of the 
information matrix. The estimate of the second order derivatives-Hessian (negative 
definite matrix) can be obtained numerically or with statistical software such as STATA: 
For the logit model, the marginal effects of ijx  on the probability that y=1 is given 
by; 
[ ] [ ]0|1Pr1|1Pr]|1Pr[ ==−===∂ =∂ ijjijjij ij xyxyx
xy
 
   )0);ˆ(()1);ˆ(( =−Ω−=−Ω= ijjijj xxxx βαβα  
Since most of the variables used here are discrete in nature, the emphasis is on the 
change in the predicted probabilities as ijx  changes from one value to the next. 
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II: First-stage Multinomial Logit model (Essay I and Essay II) 
 
 
Since the drinking status of these HRS respondents are mutually exclusive 
(abstainer, light-moderate and heavy), a multinomial logit model that provides an 
empirical framework within which to address the relationship between j drinking 
categories and alcohol taxes are expressed as follows;       
Let 1=ijy if the thi individual chooses the thj alternative and let 
otherwiseyij ,0=  where =j 1, 2, 3. Then ijijypr π== )1( ; and since the probabilities 
must sum to unity we have: 1321 =++ iii πππ . In its more general form with j  
alternatives, the multinomial logit with type I extreme value distribution is expressed as: 
)exp(
)exp(
jjj
k
j
jjj
ij
x
x
βα
βαπ
+∑
+=  where k is the number of outcomes being modeled.  This, in 
general terms, expresses the probability that an individual with characteristics ix chooses 
the thj category.  By means of a Theil normalization, 1α is set to zero and 1β is set to 
zero.95 
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It is evident that in this particular case that the condition 1321 =++ iii πππ  is still 
satisfied.96  The estimated coefficients of the MNL estimates have relative risk ratio 
interpretation and the relative risk ratio in the case of the reported coefficients are in 
terms of the Theil normalization category (base category-abstainers).   
22
1
2 ]exp[log βαπ
π x′+=     or          33
1
3 ]exp[log βαπ
π
x′+=  
However, to ascertain the relative risk ratio of a coefficient to another category 
other than the base category, then the coefficients of the intermediate category will have 
to be subtracted from the relevant category.   
]exp[log]exp[log]exp[log
1
2
1
3
2
3
π
π
π
π
π
π −=  = 33 βα x′+ - 22 βα x′+  
                                                 
95 Given the same set of characteristics, a different set of coefficients should generate a different set of 
probabilities but different parameterizations can generate identical probabilities leading to indeterminacy. 
96 This multinomial logit model presented above is based on Essay I (HRS) which models three alcohol 
outcomes. It is straight forward to extend the model to the case where there are four outcomes as in Essay II 
(NLSY). 
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Although, somewhat more complicated than in the binary logit model, the 
marginal effects for a small change in an explanatory variable on the probability of one of 
the non-normalized events occurring is generally given by: 
][ kkkjj
j
x
πββππ ∑−∂
∂
 
The marginal probability for the normalized first category 1π is given by:  
]0[ 332211 πβπβππ −−∂
∂
x
 
The parameters of the multinomial logit model are estimated by specifying the 
following log likelihood function. 
  )exp(log ijijkn yL π∑∑=  
The number of parameters to be estimated is determined by the number of 
individual characteristics multiplied by 1−k  where k is the number of drinking 
categories. A weakness of the multinomial logit is the assumption of independent of the 
remaining alternatives.  This is known as the independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) 
property. That is extreme value errors associated with each of the m random errors 
],,,[ 21 mεεε … are independent of each other.  The relevant test statistic for testing the 
validity of the IIA property is an extension of the Hausman (1978) test, the Hausman and 
McFadden (1984) test: 21 ~]ˆ~[)]ˆ()~([]ˆ~[ kjjjjjj VV χθθθθθθτ −−′−= −  
Under the null hypothesis of IIA the test statistic τ  has a limiting 2kχ  where k is the 
number of parameters estimated. The intuition for the test is that under the IIA 
assumption, there should be no differences in parameter estimates if we arbitrarily 
exclude a category.  Note that if 2kχ <0, the estimated model does not meet asymptotic 
assumptions of the test. The IIA tests in both essays were in favor of the null hypothesis. 
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III: Distributional Assumptions for the Duration Models 
 
The parametric duration models of the duration of employment in the second essay are 
analyzed with three different distributional assumptions about the error term. Estimation 
is accomplished by plugging in )(tf  and )(tS in the log-likelihood function and 
estimating the parameters via MLE in STATA. 
Weibull: The assumption of constant hazards proved to be untenable since the failure 
probability varied over time, thus making the weibull distribution an appropriate 
candidate. In fact the weibull model nests the exponential model due to the fact that it can 
have hazards that are constant, monotonic increasing or monotonic decreasing. The error 
term is assumed to have a Type III extreme value distribution. The PDF of the weibull is: 
pp ttptf )exp()()( )1( λλλ −∗= −  for 0,0 >∞<≤ pt  this implies that  1)()( −= ptpth λλ  
 
And using the relationship between the cumulative (integrated) hazard and the survival 
function, the survival representation will be pttS )exp()( λ−= .The parameter p is the 
shape parameter and it determines whether the hazard is increasing ( 1>p ), decreasing 
( 1<p ) or constant ( 1=p ). 
Log-Logistic: In addition to the weibull there are other AFT models such as the Log-
logistic, Gompertz and Gamma models. In the Log-logistic model, the error term is 
assumed to follow a logistic distribution and the PDF of the log-logistic is: 
 { } 2]/)(exp[1]/)(exp[)/1()( −−−+−−= σσσ atattf , for 0,0 >∞<≤ σt  
The hazard function is specified as: 
])(1[
)()(
1
γ
γ
λ
λλγ
t
tth +=
−
. And the associated survival 
function is: 
])(1[
1)( γλttS += . This model allows for the possibility of non-monotonic 
hazards such as an inverted U-shaped hazard where the hazard first rises, then falls, 1ˆ <γ . 
If the hazard is such that 1ˆ >γ , the hazard is declining and it exhibits exponential (flat) 
hazards if 1ˆ =γ . Also, the coefficients from the log-logistic model can be interpreted as 
odds ratios (Hosmer and Lemeshow 1989). 
Gompertz: Another distribution considered in this research is the Gompertz model 
(similar to proportional hazards) which has a two parameter distribution. The hazard is 
specified as: )exp()( tth γλ= . And the survival counterpart is: )]1(exp[)( 1 −−= − tetS γλγ  
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